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July 20 Monday 
July 21 Tuesday 
July 21 Tuesday 
July 25 Saturday 
Aug. 28 Friday 
FmsT SEMEsTER 
Register for first semester 
Class work beghts 
Fee charged for late entrance ($1.00 per day) 
Reception or P resident and Faculty to students 
Last day to regis ter for full load 
Entrance examination held 
Last day to registe r for credit 
Students whose entrance credits are not on tile 
will be dropped 
/,rmistice Day, School in session. Special Con-
vocation. 
Thanksgiving ho liday (Thursday on ly) 
Christmas holidays begin (4 :00 p. m .) 
Class work begins ( 8: 00 a. m.) 
Fiual examinations begin 
F irst semester ends 
S ECOND SEMESTER 
Registration for second semester 
Class work begins (8: 00 a. m .) 
Fee charged for late entrance 
Last day to register for full load 
Entrance examinations held 
Lincoln's birthday, school in session 
Last day to register for credit 
Students whose en trance credits are not on 
fi le will be dropped 
Registration for mid-semester 
Last day to registe r for full load 
Last day to register for credit 
Spring vacation begins (Noon) 
Class work resumed (8:00 a. m.) 
Baccalaureate sermon 
Class Day (10: 00 a. m.) 
Final examinations 
Commencement (10 : 00 a. m.) 
FmsT SUMMER TERM 
Registration fer Summer Term 
Class work begins 
Last day to register for full load 
Last day to register for credit 
Independence Day, (holiday) 
First Summer Term clcses 
SECON D SUMMER T ERM 
Registration 
Class work begins 
Last day to register for full load 
Last day to register for credit 
Second SummE>r T orm closes-Commencement 
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.. THE BOARD OF R EGENTS 
'!'he goYrrn ment of the l\lorehead State 'l'eachers College is 
\'(' ted by law in the Board of Regents. The Boa1·d of Regents 
is the legislat ive body oi the college, and is the final authority 
in niL matters of administr ation . The Board exerci,;es a general 
supcr\'ision oYer the fil1ancial and ed ucational policies of the 
in titution. but in accordance with established principles of 
rducational adm.i nist n1tion, it choo es an exeentiYe officer, known 
as the President, on \l'bom it depends for adYice and direction 
in all matter · pe1·ta ining to the formulation and execution of its 
plans and polici es. 
I I 
COLLEGE ORGANIZATION 
The Uoreheacl tate Teachers College has the following 
org-a n iza tiou : 







Dean of ~len 
Dean of Women 
Extension office 
Standing Committees 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
Library 
Placemen t Bureau 
Stenographic Bureau 
Bookstore and Post Office 
The Orga n ization as to Instruct ion 
Department of Education 
The Training School 
Depa rt ment of Englis h 
'rUE ACADE:i.\UC PROCESSION-INAOGURA'l'ION EXERCISES, MAY 2, 1930. 
• 
HIS'rORY 
MOREHEAD NORMAL SC H OOL 
( 1887-1922) 
Before presenting the h.i ·tory of the Morehead State Teach-
ers College, it seems appropriate to give a brief sketch of its 
worthy predeccs or, the Morehead Normal SchooL 'rhe latter 
wa. founded with ~fn;. PhoE>lw Button and hPt' son. F.('. Button. 
as teachen;. wit h O'IH' pupil in atten danl'C the first da ,\". 'L'he 
liberality of General William T. Withers, of Lexington, Ken· 
tucky, made the school po . ible; the generosity of lion. T. F 
H argis, of Louisville, Kentucky, provided the first school houst: 
and the grounds for nll the builcliJlgR; and a gift from Robert 
Ilodson and wi l'e, oi Oquawka. Illinois, afforded the basis oi a 
fund for the erection of a dormitory. 
For thirteen years the ehool was supported by the Ken-
tucky Chri tian Missionary ociety. On July 31, 1900, it was 
transferred to the control of the Christian Women's Board of 
7\[is'lion-;. L' udet· this 111a nagl'IIWnt tIll' sc hool continued till 1922, 
when the school property wa deeded to the Commonwealth of 
Kentuck-y. 
MOREHEAD ST A TE TEACHERS CO LLEGE 
The General Assembly of Kentucky, 1920, enacted a law 
providing for an educational survey of the State by a commis-
sion of five pt>r. ons, to he appointed h_v the Govcrnot·. 'rhi . .-tcp 
wa · taken on r ecomm endation of the I.Jegislativc Committee of 
t he K<:'ntucky Btlucation A. sociatimt. It was to rcpott its find-
ings with recommendation to the Gov(• t·nor. The commi. sion was 
.compo ed of Dr. W. A. Ganfield, President of Centre College, 
Danville, Chairman; Alex G. Barret, lawyer and member of the 
Louisville Board of Education, Loui vi lle; J. L. Ilarman, Presi-
dent of the Bowling Green Business University, Bowling Green; 
C .. J. Hayden, Presidrnt of the Rpring-rirlcl Boa I'd of Bd ucation. 
Springfield; and Miss Katie McDaniel, formerly Superintendent 
of Christian County Schools, Hopkinsville. The Commission 
secm·ecl from the General Education Board, of ::'\Tew York City, 




22 MOREHEAD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
P. Bachman, and after a sw·vey extending over a period of fi£. 
teen months, made its r eport to the Governor in 1921. Among 
its recommendations was one for the establishment of two nor-
mal schools for the training of white elementary teachers, 
one to be in Eastern Kentucky, and one in Western Kentucky. 
Acting under this recommendation, the General Assembly, 
1922, pa ed an act providing for the establishment of two Nor-
mal Schools for the training of white elementary teachers and 
appropriating money for the operation and maintenance thereof. 
This act further provided that a commi sion of eight persons, 
five to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives, who was Hon. J. H. '£hompson, of Bourbon County, and 
three by the ,;Li~utenant Governor, who was Hon. S. Thruston 
Ballard, of Loq,i~~e, should' select locations for the two schools. 
•. . The Lieute;ta~~ Governor de ignatec.l a members of the 
'· ·· '·' QqUllll.ission~, Prof. l L. Harman, President o.f the Bowling 
Greei:l Busin~ pll.i-,ersity; lion. Alex G. Barret, lawyer and 
disti!~~~ qitizen, of Lou~villc; agd Judge Arthur P eter , 
lawy~Q.·~~ f~oner' Judge of ~flerson co,pnty. The Speaker of 
• ·.the Hou~.dt~edb~~embers of the·Commission Judge Ed. 
• C. 0 'R~aJ:,_1orm~r:Qlti~"I~J!,tiM of tlJ.e Court of Appeals; Hon. 
Thomas A. Coml.1i;; Io!''&e.r_.~ta.~,..Se~ato~ 6d prominent busi-
ness man, of L'~xingtdn; Hon. W. Sa Wallen, lawyer and legisla-
tor, of Pre toD.$bp!'JJ..;a9- Hon. Earl w, Senff, lawyer and County 
·Judge of Montgo~)~~imt1.:- Judge t> •Rea~ ~as elected chair-
man, and Judg_e Seillt'secz:etacy1>f the Coll}llliSSlOn . 
.After a SJJirited eonte~t and many fl1 ile efforts to decide on ~ 
locations for these schools, the Commission met in Lexington, 
Kentucky, November 25, 1922, and named Morehead as the home 
of the ~ew school for the E~stern section of the State, and Mur-
ray for the Western section. 
~ · In the meant~e, suit was instituted in the F~anklin Circuit 
"" I Court in order to determine the con titutionality !)f the act and 
• . . the extent of the Commi ion ' dntics. F'inal deci ion in 'this ease was not reached until May 15, 1923, when the Court "of 
Appeals affirmed the constitutionality of the act and defined the 
duties of the Commission. Early in August, 1923, the Commis-
sion completed its work in connection with the establishment 
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then placed in the hands of the State Board of Education, com-
pvsed of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, the 
Attorney General, and the Secretary of State. 
The State Board of Education elected as President of thl) 
school Profe or Frank C. Button, who bad served for twenty-
five years as head of the Morehead Normal School, and who at 
the time of his election had for twelve years served the State 
of Kentucky as rural school supervisor in the employ of the 
General Education Board, of New York. 
On September 24, 1923, the school opened with a faculty of 
nine and a student body of less than one hundred. Before the 
close of the year the faculty had increased to thirteen and the 
student body to two hundred fifty. The second year opened with 
a faculty of twenty-four teachers, five administrative officers, 
and approximately two hundred fifty students. Before the 
close of the year the student body numbered nearly five hundred. 
During the third year there were eleven aQministraJ ive. offic~rs, 
and a faculty of twenty-&jx membe~·s. Every year the e.nro£ment 
has increased, and the school .ltas added to the facultY. enough 
• • > 
members to care for the- increased enrollment. . • . _ 
• When the school opened in 1923, there w.ere on the grounds 
four buildings, a dormitory for women, one' for men, a building 
for classrooms and a building used for chapel, library and ad-
ministrative offi ces, formerly the property of the old Morehead 
Normal School. Today the institution has a modern adminis-
tration and class-room building, three new dormitories, a gym-
nasium-auditorium, a central heating plf).nt and a handsome 
residence for the President, as well as the two splendid buildings 
now nearing completio~. 
These buildings and other improvements are largely due to 
the untiring e;or~s of H on. Allie W . Young, of Morehead, who, 
during his service a&. a member of the State Senate, secured fo.r 
the school an appropriation of $400,000 in 1924, $320,000 in 
1926, $250,000 in 1928, and $250,000 in 1930, for a progressive 
and constructive building program seldom equalled in the 
United States. 
In 1926 the name was changed by the General Assembly 
from the Morehead State Normal School to the Morehead State 
Normal Sch~ol and Teachers College. In 1930 the name was 
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again changed, and the school is now known as the Morehead 
State 'l'eachers College. Similar changes were made in the names 
of its three sister institutions in the State. 
LOCATION 
" ' hen the Commi. ion appointed 1o st>le<:t site!; for the two 
Normal Schools in Kentucky announced to the educational world 
that ~Iorehead was to be the home of tl1 c one in the Eastern sec-
tion, some people asked, "Where is Morehead 7" Most of them 
now know something of our ideal location and our wonderful 
growth. 
Delightfully and fortunately situated midway between the 
two enterprising and progressive cities of Ashland and Lexing-
ton, at the junction of the C. and 0 . and Morehead and North 
Fork railroads, and on the north side of the well-known Mid-
land Trail ("IJ. S. H ighway nnmber 60) Iorehead naturally at-
tracts the attention of thousands. The college i ituated on the 
southeast side of the picturesque mountain that overlooks the 
beautiful valley below. 
Morehead is located in that great empire composed of the 
Mountain Counties of Eastern Kentucky. It is the most accessi-
ble Kentucky institution of higher learning for the people of the 
Big Sandy and Licking River Valleys and the Ohio Valley sec-
tion from Ashland to Cincinanti. It is of easy access to the peo-
ple of both the Cumberland and the Kentucky River Valleys. 
~forehead is characterized not only by beautiful and inspir-
ing scenery but also by healthful cUmate and excellent sanitary 
conditions. For many years this community has been visited 
by fewer epidemics than almost any community in the State. The 
pm·e mountain air, the excellent, cool sparkling water, the pleas-
ant nights in summer and the unusual freedom from diseases 
make Morehead an attractive and desirable place for students. 
During the past summer, when people were suffering with 
the heat in all sections of the country, students in l\forehead 
dormitories slept under blanket-, every night. 
GROUNDS 
F <'w school plants have so commanding a view amid such 
inspiring scenery as Morehead State Teachers College. Situated 
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town and the fertile valley of 'l'riplctt Creek, the campus, though 
!>till a picture of nature unadorned, lends it eli readi ly to the 
ar tistic touch of the landscape gardeners. The total campus area 
consists of about one hundred twenty-five acres. East of the 
wooded slope lies the athletic field, which is practically level and 
suitable for football and other kinds of athletic sports. 
The surrounding country for miles al'ound is admirably 
adapted to nature study, hikes and pic11ic . l!e1c a student may 
hold sweet communion with naiiiJ'e, stud~· bird and flowers, 
trees and vines, rocks and other minerals, thus acquiring val-
uable information for futru·e yeal's. .For those interested in 
biology, geology and other sciences, here is a fertile field for 
ob er\'ation. I ~' or the le ·. practical but mo~·e ae the! ic, these 
hills and valleys possess an indescribable charm. 
Arrangements are made for frequent hiking parties and 
other excur ions into the neighboring hills for both study and 
recreation. I ot many miles di tant are the wotllerful caves of 
arter county, which are visited by interested tourists from all 
parts of the country. Provi ion will be made for parties who 
desire to explore these and other recently discovered scenic spots 
of Eastern Kentucky. 
lnterc ti11g trips will be made lo the industrial plaut,s of 
this section, including the far-famed American Rolling Mills of 
Ashland, the equal of any in the country, to the wonderful stock 
farms of the famous Blue Grass section around Lexington, pro-
nounced by tourists the peer of any in the world, and to the 
picture que capital city, Frankfort, with its varied interests and 
attractions. 
B UILDINGS 
Former students are familiar with the many attractive fea-
lure · of the school and "·onderful new building '. lt i!> unu ·ual 
to find o many magnificent and well-equipped buildings erected 
on any one campus in so short a time. The Administratio11 
Building, Allie Young Hall, Fields Hall, Thompson IIall, the 
Auditorium-Gymnasium and the President's Home are all un-
sru·pa sed in matters of comfort and convenience. These splen-
did structures of r einforced concrete, brick and stone, showing 
the superior architecture and handicraft of the most skillful 
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workmen, are within themselves a source of inspiration to young 
and old. 
THE A DM INIST RATION BUILDING 
Tltis handsom e and impo. iug structure was completed early 
in the year 1926. H provides offices for the P re ideni, Dean, 
Registrar, Direc1or of Normal chool, Director of .Extension, 
Director of J<'ield 'erviee, Bu:-;iness Agent, and other members 
of the administt·alive staff, a well a · modern, well-equipped, 
standard cla:s room · and laboratories. 'fhe unilateral ligh t-
ing y tem and other feature· of the cla . roonr arc in 
keeping with tlw be t educational thought and the highe t 
ideal of t\\·entieth century chool architecture. Tbi build-
ing also proYides temporary quarters fo r a valuable, work-
able, growing library. It is of fireproof construction and is 
probably one of the best designed and most conveniently 
arranged administration buildings, as well as one of the most 
beautiful, in the State. In the basement has recently been 
installed a modern well-equipped College Post Office for the con-
venience of faculty and students. 
IIere "·ill he found al o the 'ollege Book tore fo t· the u e 
of the chool. 
DOR M ITORIES 
The three dormitorie. are as handsome, eOnYeni ent, com-
fot·tabl e and well flll'ni. hed as the mo L fa ·tidiou person might 
expect in any similar institution in the country. 
A L LIE YOUNG H A LL 
The first to be completed, i a dormitory for women. 
It ea ily accommodate one hundred forty-fh·e, and could 
readily be increa ed in capacity. '!'he parlor are well al'l'anged 
and beautifully fumi hed. In the basement is located the 
afeteria, where the entire student body may obtain substan-
tial meal at unusually low rate . 
FIELDS HALL 
Also for women, accommodates one hundred sixty-five. 
Like Allie Young Tiall, it i beautifully and elegantly furni hed, 
and equipped with all modern convenience . The rooms are 
furnished with electric ceiling lamps and study-lamps, dressers, 
• 
• 
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beds, study tables and chair . On every floor are bathrooms with 
showers and tub'. The parlors are large and attractive. 
THOMPSON HALL 
Is a modern dormitory for men and is designed to accommo-
date one hundt·ccl s ixty-five. In consti'Uction and general 
arrangement, it i similar· to the others. The type of equipment 
i · about the same, being both dur·able and attractive. The fire-
proof con truction and beautifully fini hed ·teel furniture are 
e ·pecially de irable feature . _\ noted out bern educato r and 
Pre ident of a teachers college recently ·aid, '' I haYe vi ·ited 
fifty or i.xty imi lar in titution · and have rarel~' een uch ele-
gant recreation room and such evidence of cultu re in boy ' 
dormitorie . " 
All rooms in the dormitories ar e supplied with r unning 
water, and practically all the buildings are equipped with 
sanitary Frigidaire drinking fountains arranged for the health, 
comfort and convenience of the tudent . Every rea ·onable pre-
caution i taken for the safety and welfare of both faculty and 
student body. To this end, the boy ' dormitory is in char ge of 
a Dean of Men, and each of the girls' dormitories is in charge 
of either a Dean or an Assistant Dean of Women. 
AUDITOR I UM-GYMNASIUM 
The new Auditorium-Gymna ium Building, recently con-
structed. i one of the most compl ete and modem buildings of 
its kind in the country. The exterior i of Tudor-Gothic design, 
of brick wall with stone trimmings. The building i o d ivided 
that .·cparate usc may be made of the auditorium and the gym-
nasium. The entrance lobby, with grand tairway to balcony, 
is tre:~ted with tcnazzo floor and ba e. terrazzo tair and orna-
mental pla ter ceiling. 
The auditorium is approximately 77 feet wide and 95 feet 
deep, seating 1,500 on the first floor and balcony. The :first floor 
is properly dished, providing excellent view f rom all seats. A 
fi reproof balcony is constructed across the r ear. In connection 
with the auditorium is a stage 25 feet deep and 80 feet wide, the 
proscenium opening being 34 feet wide and J 9 feet high. Dress-
ing rooms and toilets are provided adjoining the stage. I n front 
of the stage is an orchestra pit ample in size to take car e of a 
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large orchestra. The handsome drop curtain and scenery add 
materially to the convenience and beauty of the stage. 
It il? provided with footlights, borders, etc., and all electri£-
cation in connection with the stage as well as the main audi-
torium is provided with dimming equipment, so that each or 
any color may be properly dimmed. At the rear of the audi-
torium, a machine booth is provided with motor generator set 
and the late t equipment for motion picture projection. In 
addition to direct radiation for· lwating- the auditorium, a fan 
system insures proper ventilation at aJl times. 
In one end of the building is the Gymnasium, containing 
one of the large t playing floors in the State. The size of the 
room is 7lfzx10llf2 feet clear, inside of walls. The playing 
floor in. ide the scats is 60 feet wide and 98 feet long. Scats arc 
arranged along two sides on the first floor, with a balcony also on 
each side, with comfortable seating capacity of 900. It is heated 
by the fan system, thu in uring proper ventilation for this por-
tion of the building. 
On the ground floor, below the Gymna ium, are the lockers, 
~hower· room. and toilet room . <rll of appr·o,·ed type and con-
truction, for bolh boys and girls, to be used in connection with 
the Gymnasium. 
On the ground floor also is an auxiliary gym, approximately 
40x74 feet. In tl1is room arrangements are made so that a swim-
ming pool may be installed. 
In architectural design, both exterior and interior con-
truction, convenience of arrangement and imposing appearance 
from all poin.ts on the campus, this splendid building has few 
if any uperiors in the South. It has elicited favorable comment 
from all vi. itors, including hundreds of athlete , coaches and 
ba ·ketball enthusiasts who visited 1\'forehead to attend the 
Regional Tournflment in March, 1930. 
PRES IDENT'S HOME 
Ont> of the Jll'Wf'St hnil<l i ng~ on t hr ~tron ncts is thr 
lrntHl onH' r·esiclencf' de ignrcl as 11 home for the Pr·esiclent 
;md his fRmi l~· . It is locatPcl on llll' bnnlP\'fli'Cl flt the 
•nulln,·r,t lOI1H'I' of the camJHl'-. ft i~ a . nh-.tantial and attrac-
tive structure of tapestry brick and stone trimming, with 
, 
• 
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entrances on three sides. The front enb.·ance opens into a 
pacious hall with arched doorways on either side, opening into 
the dining room and the large living room with fire-place and 
mantel. The first floor comprises also a kitchen, pantry, break-
fast room and two porche . The doors and windows are of 
beautiful de ign and the floors are of polished hardwood 
throughout. 
Two stairways lead to the second floor, where are located 
the gue t rooms and four other bedrooms, as well as cedar 
.:lost>!.·. and two bathroom~. The house i. thoroughly equipped 
with modern conveniences, and is elegantly furnished in keeping 
with the importance and dignity of such a building. 
NEW BUILDINGS 
The two J 930 buildings, o.f which Morehead Teachers Col-
lege is exceedingly proud, are the Lib~·m·y and the Training 
8chonl. 110,,. in p roc; e. s of construction. 
JOHNSON CAMDEN LIBRARY 
1:-. a Ycry imposing three--story structure of Bowling Green 
~tone and red ht•ick. ·oon to he com plett>tl at a co-;t of $160,-
000.00. This will he one of the out-;tanding buil din~-,~ of tllC 
c·anqms. It occnpi0s the site o.f the old Burge;.. Hall. wh ich wa. 
the last of the hi~toric grot:p of huildiugs of the old " 1\Ioreht>ad 
Not-mal·· to be ra zNl. ]t is situate(] jnsl ha ck of the line con-
necting Allie Young llall ancl Fi('lrl s H all, and is thus literally 
<ts " ·rll as fignrativcly tlw keystone of the arch. This bnilcl ing 
,,;11 haYc a cap::.city o.f 100.000 Yolumes. 
There will be provision for a general reading room with a 
seating capacity of 240, also a reference room and a periodical 
r eading room. In addition to these, there will be offices, work 
room , and conference rooms for the library staff and members 
of the faculty . 
THE ROBERT J. BRECKINRIDGE TRAINING SCHOO L BUILDING 
\\7]Jicb is t o be completed in tll0 early autumn. is the pride of 
1\Iorehcad. and nlfhough situated at the northeast corner of the 
campus, it is to be the very center of the college life. During 
the past few years, the training school has been rather inade-
qnately housed in the basement of Fields Hall, but it has grown 
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in both size and character of work so as to deserve the spacious 
quarters and the modern equipment now to be provided. 
\Vhen completed, accommodations will be provided for 520 
pupils extending from the kindergarten through the senior high 
school. The building itself has been planned with great care 
after careful inspection of some of the most complete and 
thoroughly equipped buildings of the kind in the United States. 
This will provide Morehead with one of the most modern 
demonstration school plants to be found anywhere. There are 
thirteen critic rooms, each of which has from one to two practice 
r ooms. It contains also an auditorium, physical education room, 
special library, laboratories, and manual training and home 
economics units. 
WHEN TO ENTER 
The school year is composed of two semesters, one spring 
term of nine weeks, and two summer terms of six weeks each. 
Each semester is eighteen weeks in length; the spring term is 
nine weeks in length, beginning at the middle of the second 
semester; the summer terms last for six weeks each. For 1930-
1931 the fall semester begins Monday, September 22; the spring 
semester, Monday, February 2; the spring term, Monday, April 
6; first summer term, Monday, June 8; second summer term, 
Monday, July 20. It is desirable, of course, that students enter 
at the beginning of the fall term, as the year's work is organized 
to begin at that time. This organization of curricula, together 
with the summer terms, will make it possible for capable and 
ambitious students to complete the four years of college work 
in three calendar years. It is well for prospective students to 
note the limit of time, after formal opening of terms, that will 
enable them to carry full work and to receive full credit. 
HOW TO COM E 
Students from the Big Sandy Valley, coming via Ashland, 
can reach Mor·eheacl either by the C. and 0. Raih·oad or by the 
bus lines over the Midland Trail (U. S. Highway No. 60). The 
presE-nt schedule provides for a half dozen bu ses each way 
daily. Exact time of departure may be ascertained at C. C. C. 
Bus Station at the South entrance of the Arcade, Ashland, 
Kentucky. 
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Those from the Ohio River counties, coming via Ashland 
by train or bus, can proceed to Morehead in the same way. 'rhose 
from certain sections of Elliott and Morgan counties can come 
by Morehead and North Fork Railroad. Highway from Salyers-
ville to West Liberty is not completed, but is very good in dry 
weather. Those f rom points accessible to Mt. Sterling or Win-
chester or from beyond Lexington may choose between the 
C. & 0. Railroad and the regular bus lines. Information may 
be obtained at C. and 0. Station or at C. C. C. Bus Station near 
post office at Lexington. The construction of good roads 
throughout Eastern K entucky is rapidly bringing about a 
system of bus lines that touch nearly all sections of the territory. 
l\fany t udents, of cour. e, u e their own car . 
WHAT TO BRING 
'tudents expecting to room in the dormitories hould bring 
the following articles : A pair of blankets, comfort or quilt, bed-
spread, and necessary toilet articles. The school provides pillow-
ca es, beets and towels and ha them laundered. 
tudents lodging in private homes should ascertain before 
coming to school, what articles they will be r equired to furnish. 
Fine and expensive clothes ar e not necessary, but neatness and 
cleanline are r equired. 
HOW TO ARRANGE FOR A ROOM 
All students are required to room in the dormitories, unless 
by permission of the President, and then only in homes approved 
by the ·chool. Any one de iring a room hould write to the 
Pre ·ident and enclo e three ($3.00 ) dollar~ to ecure re en ·a-
tion. Thi amount will be pleaced to the tudent 's credit. It i 
advisable for prospective students to reserve rooms at the 
r ll.rlie. t date possible. (During the spring term and first sum-
me t· term of 1930 practically every room wa occupied.) 
ROOMING AND BOARDING FACILITIES 
Allie Young Hall and Fields Hall afford roo'lns for three 
hundred women on the campus. Every girl is given a copy of 
the rules and regulations of the school, when a room is assigned 
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Rooms must be kept clean and in order, subject to inspection 
at any tlme. 
Stuuents must ohserye study IJ.otln;. 
Permission for special ab!>ences lrom the Hall must be secured 
from the Deau of Women. 
Clnu·ch ancl picture s how parties at uight must be chapct·oned. 
All automobile parlies ntust ha\e permls!<ion from the Dean 
of Women. 
Social privileges are observed Saturday evenings in the 
parlors. 
Special bocial and visiuug vrh tleges may be granted by the 
Dean or Women. 
All women, whether rooming in the dormitories or om in 
town, are under direct supervis ion or the Dean or Women. 
THE CAFETERIA 
The school maintains and operates a cafeteria for the con -
venience of the students. The average cost to students during 
:\larch <Uld -\1ril, l!l:30, \Ya, lie for breakfast, 26c for dinner and 
25.4c for supper. There are few, if any places, to be found in 
the country where such whole orne food is served at such reason-
able rate . Students rooming in town are invited to eat in the 
school cafeteria. l\Iany members of the faculty frequently avail 
them elve. of this privilege. 
ROOM RENT 
All room on the campus are provided with necessary furni-
ttu·e, heat and light. Room rent for each student in the dormi-
tory i '5.00 to $7.00 per month, according to the number in tbe 
1'00111. Brgim1i11g f:Jcpt .. 19.'10, ,·cnf fol' a 1·oom in dol'milory mlt.~l 
bl paid for I he scmcslCI' in adt·anu. In ca~e ~on leaw hefore 
!-:Cml',tPr is OY<'r, yon will be n•J'un<lNl tlH' nnrarnNl part of' room 
rent. 
FEES-ENTRANCE FEES 
Each student is required to pay an entrance fee of $4.00. 
Tuition is free to all students wbo are r esidents of Kentucky. 
Those who are not r esidents of the State will be charged a tuition 
fee of $18.00 per semester in addition to the incidental fee. 
MEDICAL FEE 
Every tudent \\ho boards either in town or in a dormitory 
.. 
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is charged a medical fee of $1.00 for each semester, and fifty 
cent for each summer term of six weeks in addition to the reg-
ular entrance fee of $4.00. This secures medical attention from 
the school physician free of any other charge. The school physi-
cian is Dr. G. C. ickell, a regular practicing physician in 
Morehead. 
DEPOSIT 
A general deposit of $3.00 is required of all studen ts to 
cover any possible damage to school property, or books taken 
from the library and not retumed. This depo it i returned 
at the end of the emester less any damage that may be assessed 
again t a student. If damages to school property can be t raced 
to an individual, they are charged to him. 
Breakage in all labor atory courses must be paid for by the 
students. 
SPECIA L FEES 
Entrance Fee, P er Semester ····························-······················ $4.00 
Medical F ee, Per Semester ··-·-··········---··- ··················---········ 1.00 
Deposit F ee, Per Semester ··········································-············ 3.00 
Room Rent, at $1.50 Per Week, Per Seme-ster ...................... 27.00 
Board. a t $4.50 Per Week, Per Semester ................................ 81.00 
Books, Per Semester ··········-··-·-·····························-··-·······-··· 10.00 
Art 22 (.Xormal) P er Semester ............................................ .... 1.00 
Art 50 (College) Per Semester ............................................ 4.00 
Medical Fee, each Summe r Term ................ ........................ .50 
AN EST IMATE OF EX PEN SES 
Foa ONE SEMESTE R OF EIGHTEEN W EEKS 
Medical fee for boarders .................................... - $1.00 
Entrance fee ···································-····················-· ·l.OO 
Room rent, at $1.50 per week ........................... _. 27.00 
Board, at $4.50 per week.............. ....................... 81.00 
Books ........................................................................ 10.00 
Total .............................................................. . $123.00 
OPPOHTUNITI ES FOR SELF H ELP 
As much as is practicable of the work done around the 
campus while school is in session is done by student labor. From 
forty to sixty students are employed each term in some position. 
Such work provides room and board for them. In addition, 
M.S. T. C.-2 
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spiritual life of the college by informal exercises and entertain-
ments during the year. New students are invited to call on 
members of these organization for advice and assi tance. We 
encourage all agencies for the training and elevation of the stu-
dent body at all times. 
DISCIPLINE 
When students enroll in the Morehead State Teachers Col-
lege it is with the definite understanding that they agree to 
abide by the regulations of the institution. Since our students 
for the most part are mature and are preparing to discipline 
groups of pupils in the school room, the problem of discipline 
here is rather negligible. However, if a member of the student 
body demonstrates that he cannot properly conduct himself, he 
is either advised or requested to withdraw. 
While there is no long list of rules for students to observe, 
a few general principles of conduct have been set up, the 
observance and understanding of which are vital to the welfare 
of the institution. 
REGULATIONS 
1. Absences. When a student enrolls he is expected to 
attend all regular exercises of the college. Regular attendance 
i expected in both clas es and chapel. No tudent will be ex-
cused /1'0in classes unless in case of illness m· f 01· otlw· nnavoid-
able cattse. Under no circum tance. will ab ence immediately 
preceding o1· following a holiday period he excused. There are 
regular vacation., as shown by the school calendar, and boarding 
students are to remain here at all other times while school is in 
session. Pm·ents are urged not to ask perntission for ptl>pils to 
take freque'Tit tt-ips over the week-end. 
2. At any time that a pupil is absent from class, he is ex-
pected to obtain from the Dean an excuse for that absence. If 
the student is in the Normal School he should see the Director 
of the Normal School. 
3. Young ladies must room in the dormitories as long as 
there is room for them there. Many of the homes in Morehead 
are open to students, both men and women, but whenever young 
women are permitted to room in private homes in the city, they 
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are under the social care of that home and the Matron of the 
house must agree to enforce the regular rules observed by the 
girls in the dormitories. 
4. Morehead has been especially fortunate in the selection 
o:f deans and assistants. All students in dormitories are there-
fore advised to adjust with these capable men and women any 
little difficulties that may arise, rather than to take the time of 
the PreJ ident or Dean of the ollege. or to have their trouble 
"aired" before faculty or executive committee meetings. 
II THE LIBRARY 
The present library of Morehead State Teachers' College 
had its real beginning in 1 87 when Mrs. Phoebe Button and 
her son, F. C. Button, loaned their private library to the school 
which at that time was a church school under the control of the 
Chri tian denomination. When Burgess Hall was completed in 
1900 a room was given in that building for the school library 
which was then started by donations of books from various 
friends of the school. When the State of Kentucky received the 
school, the library had grown to several hundred volumes. A'J 
oon a the pre. ent Administration building was completed in 
1926, arrangements were made to house the library in that build-
ing. At present the library occupies two large rooms on the 
second \floor of ·the Adrnini tration building. There are now 
approximately 8,000 books available for use and it is planned 
to increase that number by several thousand soon after the 
library is established in the new building. In addition to 8,000 
books there is a well organized per iodical department of 120 
magazine , exclusive of public documents and 
The magazines are collected for binding as soon as 
are completed, so the library has ruany volumes 
material added each year through the bound 
check list of public documents is also kept so the 
readily :find material needed in that type of reference. 
The library is open from 7 :45 A. M. to 9 P. M. In addition 
to two full-time trained librarians f here are five student assist-
ants. It is the policy of the staff to make every effort possible 
in aiding students or faculty to locate material relating to reg-
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ular class work and also to be of service to the literary societies 
and debating clubs. 
Beginning with the second semester, 1931, it is p lanned to 
establish a course in the essentials in the usc of a library. This 
course will not provide in any sense a professional training for 
library service, but will aim to provide the out-going teacher 
with the necessary knowledge for properly conducting a school 
library. 
The rules and regulations for library service will be found 
at the library and in other buildings on the campus. 
THE. TRAINING SCHOOL 
Increa ing emphasis is being placed upon student-teaching 
as a preparation for actual participation in the work of the pro-
fession. The attempt is made at Morehead to make this part of 
the program a genuine cul,minating point in the prospective 
teacher 's training. The Training School is made the center of 
the teach<'r-training work of all deparl m<'nts in the oll <'ge. All 
students are urged to spend as much time as possible in the vari-
ous classe , for next to the practice of teaching under careful 
supervision the be t possible training for the student-teacher is 
to watch expert teachers at work in their classrooms. 
Students should remember that Directed Teaching is re-
quired for the tandard Cer·tificate HllCl the Bachelor 's DPgr<'c. 
and they should try lo begin work on this requirement as ~oon 
as they pos ibly can. Due to the large number of students en-
rolled during the second semester and summer session each year, 
all students that can arrange to do so are r<'qnest<'d to clo their 
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The following tru:ee courses are required of every applicant: 
English 64 (Freshman Composition) ·-········ 3 hours 
Education 61 (Introd. to Teaching) ................ 3 hours 
Arithmetic 51 (Teaching Arithmetic) ....... 2·3 hours 
The three to five hours of work must be selected from 
the following courses: 
Geography 61 or 63 ................................................ 3 hours 
U. S. History 62 or 63 ............................. - ........ 3 hours 
Agriculture 61 (General Agriculture) ........ 2·3 hours 
Music 63 (Public School Music) ........................ 1 hour 
Reading in Elem. Schools ......................... ·-····- 3 hours 
Three to five hours may be selected from any fiield. 
STANDARD CERTIFICATE 
1. See egneral statement of legal requirement on page 50 
concerning age, moral character, provisions of revocation 
and renewal. 
2. Residence Requirements. 
At least forty-eight hours, or seventy-five percent of the 
work offered for this certificate, mu t have been done in resi-
dence, and a minimum of thirty-two hours must have been 
earned in this institution. Of the sixteen hours that may be 
earned by exten,ion, not more than eight may be earned by 
corre pondence. 
3. Standing. 
Applicants for this certificate must have a standing of one 
on all work offered as meeting the requirements of this cer-
tificate. 
4. Reqwi1·ements. 
The Normal School Council has set up the following 
requirements for the Standard Certificate. These require-
ments shall not be retroactive in case of students enrolled 
before September, 1929, or completing the work for Stand-
ard Certificate or degree before 1931. 
Subject Minimum Hours Maximum Hours 
Education 
Inroduction to Teaching or Classroom 
Mgt. and Control 
12 Scm. Hrs. 18 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 3 Sem. Hrs. 
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Subject 
Psychology 
Minimum Hours Maximum Hours 
3 Sem. Hrs. 




Survey of English or Amer. Lit. 
Mathematics 
Arithmetic 
Science (not including Geog. or 
H ealth and Disease) 
Geogra phy 
Socia l Science (Including History, 
E conomics, Sociology and Govt.) 
American History 
Health 
Agricul ture (Students who have had 
a minimum of one-half unit of Agri· 
culture in an accredited high school 





2 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
9 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
3 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
2 Sem. Hrs. 
1 Sem. Hr. 
1 Sem. Hr. 
1 Sem. Hr. 
16 Sem. Hra. 
7 Sem. Hrs. 
10 Sem. Hrs. 
9 Sem. Hrs. 
12 Sem. Hra. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
12 Sem. Hrs. 
12 Sem. Hrs. 
6 Sem. Hrs. 
4 Sem. Hrs. 
It was recommended by the Normal School Council that 
each Teachers College work out three curricula leadin(J' to the 
Standard Certificate; namely, one for the E arly Elementary 
Grades (Grades 1-4), one for the Upper Grade (Grades 5-8), 
and one for Rural Schools. In keeping with this r ecommenda-
tion of the Normal School Council, the Morehead tate Teachers 
College offers the following curricula for the Standard Cer tifi-
cate. These curricula attempt to provide for the needed differ-
E'nces in the preparation of the early eleme!ltary, later ele-
mentary and rural school teachers. 
TWO-YEAR CURRICULUM LEADING TO STANDARD CERTIFICATE 
FOR EARLY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
F ffiST YEAR, 1S T SEMESTER FffiST YEAR , 2ND SEMESTER 
Sem. Hrs. Sem. Hrs . 
English 54 .............................. 3 Education 57 ........................ 3 
Education 51 ........................ 3 English 55 .............................. 3 
Arithmetic 51 ........................ 3 Public Sch. Art 51 ................ 2 
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The remaining seven hours of work may be selected from the following 
g •·oup: 
H ours Hours 
Geogra phy 51 or 63 .............. 3 Bialogy 52 ................................ 2 
U. S. His tory 52 .................... 3 Library Science ...................... 1 
Agriculture 51 ........................ 2-3 Physical Education .............. 1 
Spoken English 51 ................ 2 Education 53 .......................... 4 
Mus ic 51 ································- 1 
Reading In Eiem. School 
Education 54 ...................... 3 
SECOND YEAR, 1ST SEMESTER SECOND YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER 
Hours Hours 
English 63 ................................ 3 E nglis h 61a. or 75 ............... a 
Biology or Agr . .................... .. 3- 5 Education 64 .......................... 2- 3 
U. S. History 53 .................... 3 Health Educ ........................... 3 
Geography 51 or 63 ................ 3 Education 62 .......................... 2 
Education 63 or 64 ................ 2-3 Music 51 .................................. 1 
Physical Educ ....................... 1 E lective .................................... 3-5 
TWO-YEAR CURRICULUM LEADING TO STANDARD CERTIFICATE 
FOR UPPER ELEMENTARY GRADE TEACHERS 
FIRST YEAR, 1ST SEMESTER 
H ours 
Eng! ish 54 ................................ 3 
Education 51 ........................ 3 
Arithmetic 51 ........................ 3 
Seven hrs. of work m ay be 
selected from lhe remaining 
group: 
Geography 31 or 63 ................ 3 
U. S. History 52 ............. ...... .. 3 
Agrlcullure 51 ........................ 2-3 
Spoken English 51 .......... _ .... 2 
Mus ic 51 .................................. 1 
Education 54 .......................... 3 
SECO~""D YEAR, 1ST SEMESTER 
Hours 
Englis h 63 ................................ 3 
Science o r Math . ................. 3-4 
P olitical Science 63 .............. 3 
Geography 51 or 63 .............. 3 
Educ. Measures 71 ................ 3 
Education 63 or 64. .... ......... 2-a 
FIRST YEAR, 2ND SE!IlESTER 
Hours 
P sy. Ele. Sch. 68 ...................... 3 
Englis h 55 .... ............................ 3 
Pub. Sch. Art 51 .................... 2 
Biology 51 ................................ 4 
Library Science ...................... 1 
E ducation 60 ........ - ................ 4 
SECOND YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER 
Hours 
English 61 or 75 .................... 3 
Education 63 or 64 ... ............ 2- 3 
Jlealth Education ................ 3 
Education 62 .......................... 2 
Music 51 ................................. 1 
Phy. Education ..................... 1 
TWO-YEAR CURRICULUM LEADING TO STANDARD CERTIFICATE 
FOR RURAL TEACHERS 
FIRST YEAR, 1ST SEMESTER 
Hours 
Education 51 .......................... 3 
English 54 .............................. _ 3 
Arithmetic 51 ........................ 3 
Seven hrs. of work may be 
selected from the following 
group: 
FIRST YEAR, 2ND SEJ\ffiSTER 
Hours 
P sy. Ele. Sch. Sub. 68 ..... 3 
English 55 ................................ 3 
Pub. Sch. Art 51 .................... 2 
Biology 51 ................................ 4 
Library Science ···-·--··- ··· .. ···- 1 
Education 60 .......................... 4 
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Hours 
Geography 51 or 63 ................ 3 
U. S. History 52 .................... 3 
Agriculture 51 ........................ 2-3 
Spoken Englis h 51 ................ 2 
Music 51 .................................. 1 
E ducation 54 .......................... 3 
SECO-:-o"'D YEAR, 1ST SE~IESTER SECOND YEAR, 2:-10 SE~IESTER 
Hours Hours 
E nglish 63 ................................ 3 English 61 or 75 .................... 3 
Science or i\Tath. . ................. 3-4 E ducation 63 or 64 .............. 3 
Geography 51 or 63 .............. 3 
Political Science 63 ·····-···-- 3 
Health Education .................. 3 
Education 62 .......................... 3 
Education 63 or 64 .............. 2-3 Music 51 .................................. 1 
Phy. Education ...................... 1 
Note: F ive hours of directed teaching are required for the S tand-
ard Certificate. 
TilE DEGREE .AND OLLEGE CERTIFICATE 
The Bachelor 's degree and the College Cer tificate are 
granted to those persons -who atisf actorily complete 128 hours 
of pre cribed and elective college work, and have met the r e-
quirement as to standing, entrance and residence. I t is strongly 
urged tha t candidates for teaching po itions remain in college 
throughout the four yeai required to earn a degree before 
attempting to teach. 
I . REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEGREE AND COLLEGE CERTIFICATE 
The Normal School Council has prescribed minimum depart-
mental requirements for the degree : 
Education ................................................................ 18 hours 
English ······················- ············································ 12 hours 
Social Science ·················································-- · 12 hours 
Science ························-·······························-·····--· 12 hours 
Mathematics ····················································--- 7 hours 
Total ·····················-················-······················- 61 hours 
The eighteen hours in Rducation as pre cribed by ot·mal 
School Council are : 
Introduction to Teaching .................................... 3 hours 
Obser vation and Method ........................................ 2 hours 
Super vised Student Teaching ............................ 5 hours 
I ntroduction to Psychology ·························---· 3 hours 
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And in addition thereto five hours selected from the follow -
ing group of subjects: 
Problems of .Rural Schools ···················-····-··- 3 hours 
T echnique of Teaching ·-······················-··----· 3 hours 
Educational PsycholoSY ........................................ 2 hours 
Tests and Measurements .................................... - 2 hours 
The Curriculum ··········-······--·-······················-··-· 2 hours 
Principles of Education ........................................ 3 hours 
SUGGESTED ~OUR YEAR COURSE LEADING TO THE 
.BACHELORS DEJGREE AND COLLEGE CERTIFICATE 
F IRST YEAR lS'l' SEMEST ER FIRS'l' YEAR, 2ND SE::IIEST ER 
Hours Hours 
E nglish 54 ................... ....... 3 English 55 .............................. 3 
Education 51 .......................... 3 Education 52 .......................... 3 
Mathematics 51 .................... 3 Mathematics 62 ··-···········------· 3 
Geography 51 .......................... 3 Agriculture 51 ........................ 3 
Music 53 ................................ 1 Histor y 52 ................................ 3 
E lective .................................... 3- 5 E lective .................................... 2- 3 
SECO:\"D YEAR, 1ST SE:UESTER SECO:\"D YEAR, 2::-."D SE!\IESTER 
Hours H ours 
Educa tion 53, 60 or 75 .......... 4 Education 54 ........................ 3 
English 61a ............................ 3 Education 63·64 .................... 5 
History 53 ................................ 3 E nglish 61b ............................ 3 
Science ...................................... 3- 5 Geography 63 ........................ 3 
Art ............................................ 2-3 Health 52 .................................. 3 
Phys.·Education ...................... 1 
T H IRD YEAR, 1ST SEr.1ESTER 'l' lfiRD YEAR, 2ND SEMES'rER 
Hours Hours 
History 63 ................................ 3 History 64 ............ -.............. 3 
Education 71 .......................... 3 Education 72 .......................... 3 
Major ........................................ 6 Major ........................................ 6 
1st 1\finor .................................. 3 1st 1\11 nor ................................ 3 
Elective .................................... 3 E lective .................................... 3 
F OURTH YEAR, 1ST SEMESTER l•'OUU'l' IT YEAR , 2ND SEMEST ER 
Hours Hours 
Major ........................................ 6 Major ........................................ 6 
1st Minor ................................ 3 1st Minor ................................ 3 
2nd Minor ................................ 3 2nd Minor ................................ 3 
Science .................................... 3-5 Mathematics .......... -............... 3 
BACHEL OR OF SClliNCEJ DEGREE IN EDUCATION WITH MAJOR IN 
HO::ItE ECO:o<Ol\IICS 
FiRST YEAR, 1ST SE:IIESTER FIRST YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER 
Hours H ours 
English 54 .............................. 3 Englis h 55 .............................. 3 
Education 51 .......................... 3 Psychology 52 ........................ 3 
History 52 ............................... 3 History 53 .............................. 3 
H ome Ec. (Textlles) ......... 1 Elementary Foods ................ 3 
Elemen tary Clothing ............ 3 Biology .................................... 4 
Solid Geometry ...................... 3 1\Jusic 53 .................................... 1 
Phys.-Educatlon ...................... 1 
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SECO!'-'D YEAR, 1ST SE;\IESTER SECOND YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER 
Hours Hours 
English 61a ............................ 3 English 61b ............................ 3 
Education 53, 60 or 75 ........ 4 Education 54 ........................ 3 
Art 51 ...................................... 3 Education 63 and 64 ............ 5 
Costume and Design ............ 3 Advanced Clothing ................ 3 
Health and Sanitation .......... 3 Trigonometry .......................... 3 
THIRD YEAR, 1ST SEMESTER TITTRD YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER 
Hours Hours 
Gen. Inorg. Chern. 51 ............ 5 Chemistry 52 .......................... 5 
Zoology ...................................... 4 Zoology .................................... 4 
Advanced Foods .................... 3 Nutrition and Dietetics ........ 3 
General Economics ................ 3 General Sociology ................ 3 
Foreign Language ................ 3 
FOUR'l'H YEAR , l ST SEMESTER FOURTH YEAR, 2:-rn SEMESTER 
Hours Hours 
Organic Chemistry ................ 5 Physiology 82 ........................ 4 
Child Care and Develop ...... 3 Child Psychology .................. 3 
Physiology 81 ........................ 4 House and Furnishings ........ 4 
Foreign Language .................. 3 Household Management ...... 3 
Children's Cloth es ................ 2 
II. MAJORS AND MINORS 
Not later than the beginning of the Junior. year, the appli-
cants for degrees must :file with the Registrar their selections 
of majors and minors. The Dean should approve each selection 
before it is :filed with the Registrar. They must select three 
fields of study upon which to place the emphasis of their work. 
One of these fields shall be designated the major field or simply 
the major, and the other two the minor field!> or imply the 
minors. A major must consist of not less than twenty-four 
semester hours. One minor must consist of not less than eighteen 
semester hours and the other not less than twelve emester hours. 
A major may be chosen from ~ny of the general depart-
ments of the college. 
At least seventy-five percent of the work offered for a major 
Rhould be completed during the junior and enior year . 
While no maximum is placed on the work a student may do 
in his major field, the student should not take more than thirty-
four hours in one field. Only in rare cases will a student be per-
mitted to go beyond thirty-four hours in one field . In no case 
will credits in Education in excess of thirty-two hours be counted 
toward a degree. 
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Studen ts are encouraged to major in subjects ot her than 
Education. Particularly should candidates for the degree who 
expect to do h igh school teaching select orne academic subject 
for a major. 
III. R ESIDENCE REQUffiEMENTS 
A minimum o.f thirty- ix weeks must be spent in r esidence 
and a minimum of 32 hours earned in this institution. The 
seme ter preceding graduation must haYe been spent in r esi-
dence. A ma.-cimum o.f 32 hour may have been earned by exten-
sion. <1J1d 16 hours of thi may have lwrn eamrd by corr espon-
dence. 
D r~onEr~ \ VJTIIOU'l' 'l' lm '' 't'l'lFJC \1'£ 
• 'tudenh intet·cstcd in a liberal arts education ot· in prepa-
r·a t ion for a professional cm·err in such fields a-; Law, ~fed ici ne, 
E ngineering ct cetera may come to the Morehead tate TeachC'rs 
'ollege for . ncb prepamtion. 
Beginning " ·ith the year 1930-'31 tudcmt of the , tate 
Teachet'l> Colleges may be granie<l the Bachelor of Arts and 
Bachelo1· of 'cience d(•gree:. withouL haYing met the rrquire-
ments in Education a: c:le.~crihc>d abOV(' for the degree and col-
lege certificate. T hi!i is an extension oF the function o£ the 
rr eacher. ollege. It hould be noted however that student. 
graduating under this plan will not he el igible for a cet"tificatc. 
Candidate foe 1bc degt·ec:• · who om it Education f1·om their 
rollc>g-<' course mu t meet the .following gt·oup requirements. 
E nglish ························ ····· · ······ ··~······················ ···- 12 hours 
Socia l Science ················-··························-·-···- 12 hours 
Science ·····················~····················· ···· ·· ·········-······ 12 hours 
F oreign Language (One) .................................... 12 hours 
Ma thematics ················································-········ 7 hours 
Candidate. for the Bachelor o£ Science Degree in addition 
to meeting the above minimum reqn ir·cment shonld haYC a maj or 
in one science with sufficient work in a related ·cience or . cience. 
to ~iw a tot a 1 of sixty hom in the general field of rirncc. 
J\ pplicants fo r either the Bacl1elor of .\t•l <; o1· Bachelor of 
Science degree must meet the ame requirement a to entrance, 
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total number of hours, standing, and residence, as if they were 
applying for the drgree and certincate. 
Students who hope to graduate with a degree under this 
plan must meet the same requirements as to entrance, total num-
hrr of hour , standing and re. idence, as iF they were applying 
for the degr ee and certificate. 
SUGGESTED FOUR YEAR COURSE OF STUDY LEADING TO T HE 
BACHELORS DEGREE WITHOUT A CERTIFJCATE 
A . B . DEGREE 
FIRST YEA R , 1ST SEMES TER YffiST YE.<\ R, 2ND SEMESTER 
H ours H ours 
English 54 ................................ 3 English 55 ............ .................. 3 
Trigonometry .......................... 3 Sol id Geometry .................... 3 
History 52 ................................ 3 History 53 ................................ 3 
Fore ign Language ................ 3 Foreign Language ................ 3 
Phys. Ed ucation .................... 1 Phys.-Education .......... .......... 1 
E lective ............................. ....... 3 E lective .................................... 3 
SECOI\"D YEAR, 1ST SEJ)fESTER SECOND YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER 
H ours H ours 
English 61a ............................ 3 E nglis h 61a ... ........................ 3 
Psychology .............................. 3 Child Psychology 57 ............ 3 
F oreign Language ................ 3 Foreign Langu age .................. 3 
College Algebra 63 ................ 3 Health and Sanitation ........ 3 
Science .................................... 3- 5 Scien ce .................................... 3- 5 
TflffiD YEAR, 1ST SEMESTER TlHRD YEAR. 2ND SE;\IESTER 
Hours H ours 
Major ........................................ 6 
1st l\Iinor ................................ 3 
l\fajor ........................................ 6 
1st Minor ................................ 3 
E conomics ................................ 3 
Elective .................................... 3-5 
Sociology .................... ............ 3 
Elective .................................... 3- 5 
FOURTH YEAR, 1ST SE)fESTER FOURTH YEAR, 2ND SE)fESTER 
H ours H ours 
:\Iajor ........................................ 6 l\fajor ........................................ 6 
1st Minor ................................ 3 1s t Minor ................................ 3 
2nd Minor ................................ 3 2nd iMnor .............................. 3 
Elective .................................... 3- 5 Elective .................................... 3- 5 
B. S. DEGREE 
FffiST YEAR, 1ST SE-:\IESTER F IRST YEAR, 21\'TI SEMESTER 
H ours Hou'rs 
English 54 .............................. 3 E nglish 55 .............................. 3 
Mathematics 52 .................... 3 Mathematics 62 ...................... 3 
His tory 52 ...... ........................ 3 HistOI'y 53 ................ .............. 3 
l!'oreign Language ........ .......... 3 Foreign Language ................ 3 
Science ...................................... 4-6 Scien ce ................................... 4-6 
Pbys. Education .................... 1 P hys.-Educatton .................... 1 
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SECOND YEAR , 1ST SEMESTER SECOND YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER 
Hours H ours 
English 61a ............................ 3 English 61b ............................ 3 
Mathematics 63 ...................... 3 Mathematics 71 ...................... 3 
Modern Language .................. 3 1\lodern Language .................. 3 
Science .................................... 3- 5 Science ········-···························· 3-5 
Elective .................................... 3 Elective .................................. 3 
THIRD YEAR, 1ST SEl\IESTER THIRD YEAR, 2ND SEMESTER 
Hours H ours 
:Major ........................................ 6 Major ........................................ 6 
1st Minor .................................. 3 1st Minor ................................ 3 
Elective .................. .................. 6-9 Elective ...................................... 6-9 
FOURTH YEAR, 1ST SE::IIESTER FOURTH YEAR , 2ND SEMESTER 
Hours . Hours 
Major ........................................ 6 Major ........................................ 6 
1st Minor .................................. 3 1st Minor .................................. 3 
2nd 1\linor ................................ 3 2nd Minor ................................ 3 
Elective ...................................... 3-6 Elective .................................... 3- 6 
M1·. H ollis 
M1·. L appin 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
CoLLEGE STAFF 
Mr. J •udd Mr. Hoke 
TRAINING ScHooL STAFF 
Jfrs. ilv er Miss N eal ~11 iss Thom.pson 
Miss B 1·own. 
Attention is directed to the following facts in connection 
with the Education Department : 
(1) Eighteen semester hours in Education are required of 
all students taking a degree. The distribution of these hours is 
set up in another part of this catalog. 
(2) A major is from 24 to 34 semester hour , a first minor 
is 18 hours and a second minor is 12 hours. 
(3) Be sure to con ult that section of the catalog set-
ting out the curricula for certificates and degrees, so you will 
select the Education course leading to the desired goal. 
CoURSES 
EDUCATION 51. Introduction of 'reaching. 3 hours. Given 
every semester. 
Purpose : (a ) To help the student decide whether he should 
enter the teaching profe ion. (b) To orient the beginning stu-
den t in the teaching pt·ofession. (c) To give the student a 
bird 's-eye view of the subject matter of the several phases of the 
field of education. 
Topics : Some representative topics are: Teaching com-
pared with other professions ; teaching as an occupation; the ed-
ucational problem of the United States; how to study and teach-
ing how to study; philosophies of education in relation to class-
room work ; the materials of education as part of the social her-
itage; nature's provision for om- learning; the objectives of 
teaching and learning ; the preparation for and opportunities in 
the specialized fields of education. 
E DUCATION 52. Elementary Psychology. 3 hours. Given 
every seme ter . 
Purpose : (a) To acquaint the student with the impor-
tance of the psychological factor in the control of his social en-
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vironment. (b) 'l'o develop ihe rather subtle .factors that un-
derlie sound methods o.f teaching. (c) 'ro identify and classify 
the various types of mental processes. (d) To give some under-
standing o.f how and when learning takes place. (e) 'ro derive 
the laws of tendencies that govern mental life. 
Topic:; : .Physical basis of mental life; unlearned and 
learned behavior; determining differences in sensations; emo-
tioru, instincts, and m·ges; suppressed desires; laws and charac-
teristics of economical learning; personality traits. Certain ex-
periments will be performed. 
EDUCATION 53. Observation and Methods in the Early Ele-
mentary Grades. 4 .hours. Gi\"en every semester. 
Purpose: (a) To acquaint the pro ·pective teacher with 
the most highly approved methods and devices for presenting 
learning material in the £i1·st four elementary grades. (b) To 
prepare the student to handle effectively the special teaching 
problems presented by primary pupils. (c) To lend definite-
n<:ss to aU Jiscussions by actual contacts in tbe Training School. 
Toz>ics : .Applications are made to the following: Reading, 
language, number work, handwriting, music, drawing, construc-
tion work, and health activities. Special attention is given to 
planning instruction in the several fields. 
Thl·ee class periods and two hours of observation weekly. 
EDUCAT10N 54. Reading in the Elementary 'chool. 3 homs. 
Given eYery erne. ter if in demand. 
Purpose : The purpo ·e of the cour ·e i · to (a ) point out 
the knowledge and skills necessary for successful work as a 
teacher of r eading in both the primary and grammar grades, 
and (b) to gi,,e some practice in actually teaching children to 
read. . 
Topics: The objectives of reading in the primary and gram-
mar grades; the various methods of teaching reading; the details 
of some suggested methods of teaching reading; the mechanics 
of r eading; the place of phonics in reading; oral and silent r ead-
ing; materials for reading; providing for individual differences, 
and the use of standardized and unstandardized tests. 
EDUCATION 55. Vocational Guidance. 3 hours. Given 
alternate erne ters. 
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Pt·e1·equisite: Elementary Psychology. In some cases per-
mission to take this course will be given to persons who have not 
taken the prerequisite course. 
Purpose: This couse should meet the needs of those whose 
duty it is to aid boys and girls in selecting a vocation. It is in-
tended primarily for college students who have not made a voca-
tional choice. 
:.l'opics: The following are representati,·e : llistory and 
pre:.ent tat us of the YOcational guidance mo,·ement; relations 
between . chool and ind u;.tr~- : job a naly:-.is ; pet :sonal analysi ; 
apti tude and other psychologil·al t rsts; dut ies or the vocational 
ronnscllor and personnel director : \'Ocatiou ; way of judging 
vocational fitnr ; ac.mini tration of guidance. 
EoucaTJO.N 57. Uhild Psychology. ~ hour ' . Offered on 
demand. 
Prerequisite : Elementary Psychology. 
· Put·pose: 'l'hc pmpo e of the course is (a) to gi\'e the 
teacher in the lower elementary grades a working knowledge of 
l'hild nature and needs. (b) For the general students to provide 
an under tanding of the laws of mental and physical growth as 
basis for their dealing with older stuCI.ents. 
Topics: .dmong the topics di cussed are: What i child 
psychology 1 Child psychology and Froebelian philosophy; child-
hood and physical growth; the unlearned elements in child be-
havior; the intellectual and emotional elements in learning; in-
dividual differences and the mental basis of classification, the 
child's need as a basis for school organization and equipment; 
the child's experiences as a basi for teaching and learning; the 
using of the child's background of experiences and inheritances 
to acquire a working knowledge of language, number and thP. 
other tools of civilization. 
EDUCATION 60. Observation and Methods in the Upper 
8l'adcs. 4 hours. Given <>very semester. 
Purpose: (a) To acquaint the student with the special 
problems met by a teacher in presenting learning material to 
pupil in grades five to eight. (b) To give the prospective 
teacher a working knowledge of the best methods and devicet 
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for pre-,enting ~uhject matter by the usc of class discu . ion and 
corrl'latt•d ohsrt·vation in the Training 'chool. 
Topil's: 'l'hr abo\·c put·poSl'~ ll l'l' reali:r.rcl through applica-
tiom to hralth, languagl'. ),ntia l ~c irtH !'. (',·onomie and aesthetic 
relation hip . ' l' he planning of instruction unit· is emphasized. 
Three cla .. P<'l'iod a ncl two hour of ob er Yation weekly. 
Jt. n ; C.I T!O~ 62. ('la~>.room Organi:r.<ltion and C'ontt·ol. 3 
hom . ..;. Offrrecl during secon d srmrs!('r and ~umm<'r session . 
P urpose : (a ) To bring to the attention of the studen~ cer-
tain of the outsta nding pt·ohlems of man<tgenH'nt whi ch must be 
·olved in a typical cla. room situation. (b) To equip the 
teacher with the be:t theories and devices for meeting these sit-
uations effectively . 
T opil'!i : Discipline, incentive'>. mechauiza<ion , attendance, 
marking, g rading, promoting, daily program, management of 
··tu ly. management of thu t·ecitation. management of te ting, 
the fir ·t day, management of the playground, etc. 
Eo-cc I.T!ON 6:3. Dirrcted Tea ching. Two honrs. Given 
every eme ter. 
P rerequisite : A cour:-.e in Methods and Observation. 
Pw·pose : T o g iYe the tudent-teacher actual experience in 
teaching in ot·dcr that familia rity with the best school room pro-
cedu t·e may be developed. 
Proced1tt·e : 'rhe student teache thirty-six fifty-minute 
p, riods. Thi · teaching may he done in any of the elementary 
gr ade· or, by s pecial arr an gement, in the illgb chool. Daily in-
dividual conference ar e held by the tudent with the Critic-
Tea <:h<'r and a group conference is held once each week with the 
Director o f the 'rraining cbool. 
Ern C.I.TJO!\" 64. D irected Teaching. 3 hom ·. Given every 
senw~ t er. 
Prerequisite: A com"c in Met hods and Observation. 
Purpose : This is a companion cour e to Education 63. 
Both eour es are r equired for the Standard and College certifi-
catrs. Fifty-four h oms of teaching is done. 
Bot:CATTON 65. Rural chool Admini. t rat ion. 3 hour . 
Fir~! 1ll1cl second . emcster a nd first tc• t·m of . ummer School 
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inal objectives of extra-curricular activities. The following ac-
tivities arc eonsidct·cd from the point::; ol' n1lue: Obstacles in the 
way of achieving the value , principles of administration and 
control, details of organizing and administering, student gov-
ernment, publications, assemblies, honor societies, athletics, com-· 
menccments, club activities, and entertainments. Members of the 
cla s at·e expected to make a detailed study of an activity. 
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Purpose: To prepare pro pectiYe county superintendents 
and other rural school officer for their work, and to give rural 
1cachers a more thorough under tanding of the county system. 
1'opics: A study of the ot·ganization and business manage-
ment of the county chool y tem, the county board, it authority 
and the law under which it operate , the economical expenditure 
of th e county funds and proper accounti11g o£ them, building 
I'Ountr~- schools, rcar·t·anging district boundaric. the cstahlish-
ment of con ·olidated ·chools with provi ·ion for tran portation, 
and keeping of records. 
EoUCATJO:-..r 66. !{ural. '<:hool • ' upen·ision. ;3 hoHI's. ficcond 
•cmcstet· and first t<•rm of sumnH.>r ~·hoot. 
Prcru1uisitc: At lca.':>t thit·t~·-two hours of tandal'(l collcgc 
work. 
PU1·pose: To investigate the methods and po sibilities of 
o.:upet·Yision in the nu·al !'Choob. to prepnn• supen•isor·~ for do-
ing this work and to prepare country teachers for intelligent 
cooper ation with the supervi or by giving them an understand-
ing of the methods and aims of upervision. 
Topics: In this COUt" e thrre will be a stud~- or tlH' ways 
in which instruction may be imp1·oved in rural school , the place 
of standardized te ts in supervi. ion, plans for teachers' meet-
ings, for publicity among rural people, the possibilitie for work 
hy supervi. 01 in rural communities, and the in truction of 
teachers in the use of the course of study. 
Eouc \TIO~ 71. 1'csts and ~lea ures. !3 hour . . Gi\'Cn eYe r·y 
::;em ester. 
Prerl'quisifc : Blrmcntary Psy<·holog,r ot· equivalcnt roursr. 
Purpo.qt: Thi couJ·se makes :n·ailahll' OIIl' of t lw most use-
ful tool · of teaching. 'fests of all kinds at·e tudied and u ed 
with the aim of acquainting the prospective teacher with theit· 
use, purposr and comparative value. The philosophy underlying 
the mea urement movement i. developed and criticized. 
Topics: H ow measurement re ults in better teaching; 
tatistics nccded by the cla room teacher; achievement, intcllt-
gence: how to judge a test; te ·ts on both the high school and 
rlemcntn •·r school l<'vcls in each !-tubject mat tcr field are u ' eel. 
,\ ctual prMtice in the u e of test'l i provided. Tiow to makt• 
in books and current magazines; constant practice in biblio-
graphy, note-taking, organization, writing, and revision. 
l~Nor,r. 11 71. 1\Toclern Poetry. Two homs. Given upon 
demand. 
Pret·equisite : Nine hours of English including 54 and 55. 
P1trpose: To study the most significant English and Ameri-
can poetry since 1900. 
Topics: Changing views and methods of poetry since 1900 ; 
influence of the magazines; chief Engllsh and American poets; 
tendencies in modern and American poetry. 
Topics: (a ) Literary type in the Old Testament ; nan·a-
tive (history, short story, parable, fable) ; poetry (lyric, dra-
matic ) ; t·l'.flection; essay; prophecy ( t·hap. otly, inYective, em-
blem prophecy, satire, lament , dramatic prose). (h) General 
characteri tic of Biblical literature. (c) , ocial teaching of 
the Old Testament. 
ENGLTRII 2. Contempot·at·y Bt·itish J.Jitl:' t'atu re. Three 
hour.. Gin•n in alternate ~·ear . or npon demand. 
Pret·equisite: Twelve hom of English, including Engli h 
54 and 55, and preferably 61a and 61b. 
Pm·pose: (a) To give a survey of the development of 
British Literature, chiefly pro e, since 1900. (b ) To study the 
chief nowlist , essayists, and dramati ts, e. pecially notici ng 
social idea. that arc embodied in thcit· writings. 
Topics: The four ages of modern literature ; the modern 
novel; the essayists; biography; modern drama. 
ENGLISII 3. ontemporary Am<>rican Literature. Three 
hours. Given in alternate year . or npon demand. 
Prerequisite : Nine hours of English, including English 54 
and 55. 
Put·pose: (a) To give a survey of the development of 
American Literature, chiefly pro e, c;ince 1900. (b ) To study 
the chief noveli t , c sayists, and dramati. ts, e pecially noticing 
social idea embodied in their writings. (c) To observe work 
d'!aling with fresh materials or attempting new methods, as well 
as excellent work in familiar methods and materials. 
of reasoning and symbols in conduct; tests for measuring char-
acter traits; the school curriculum and character building; the 
integ-ration of personality. 
Eouc \TJON 74. Extra-Curricula•· Adivities. GiYcn spring 
and summer semesters. 3 hours. 
P11rpose: (a) To give an acquaintance with the philosophy 
back of <>xlra-cm·rictrlar aC'tiYitie aml a knowledg-e of the values 
and obstacles in achieving the various goals. (b) To give an 
acquaintance wit11 the principles of organization and details of 
admini'>f€'ring the various activities. 
Topics: Ca rdinal objectives of rnrricnlar activities ; card-
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Topics : Recent novels; shor t stories; essays; dramas ; cur -
rent magazines. 
ENGLISH 84. The English Novel. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: T\\·eh-e hours of English, including Engli h 
54, 55 and 61a. 
Ptwpose : To give the student through extensive r eading 
and cla s di cu. sions some idea of the development, nature, and 
ignificance of the novel as a. branch of literature. 
Topics : The greater English nuvcli t from Richardson to 
Hardy. A number of representative novel are read in their 
entirety. 
ENGLISH 85. Romanticism in English Liter ature. Three 
hour s. 
P1·e1·eqt~isite : Twelve hours of English, including English 
54, 55, 61a, and 6l b. 
Pu1·pose : To study the development and triumph of 
romanticism English literature, from Anne of Winchelsea to 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats. 
Topics : (a) Eighteenth century forerunners. (b) 1ine-
teenth century romanticists. 
Dj<}PAR'l'MEN'l' 0~' ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
.ll r. Tcn·dt 
E CONOMICS 
EcONO:UICS 61. General Economics. Three hours. First 
semester. 
Pu1·pose : To teach the principal theories of our economic 
life, and to familiarize the student with the terminology of the 
subject in order that he may more fully appreciate the current 
literature in this field. 
Topics : Economic organization, the laws of price, money, 
banking and exchange, problems of business organization, the 
distribution of wealth and income, the economics of government, 
and the problems of labor. 
ECONOMICS 62. General Economics. Three hours. Second 
semester. This course is the continuation of Economics 61. 
EcoNOMJCS 71. Economic History of the United States. 
Three hours. First semester. 
Purpose: To giYe the student an apprt>ciation of the 
economic influences upon the development of our political, in-
du trial, and social institutions. 
Topics: The early colonial commerce, the development of 
transportation facilities- hipbuilding, turnpikes, canals, river 
transportation. rai lroad ·-credit, and international commc1·cc. 
The effects of warfare upon economics. 
EcoNo:urcs 72. Labor Problems. Three hours. Second 
semester. 
Pt~rpose : 'l'o give the underlying causes for industrial 
strife. To deYelop in the student an open mind both toward 
capital and labor. To present the rights of the public in this 
industrial tangle. 
Topics: Organized labor, labor legislation, capitalistic 
regime, economic inequality, standards of living, industrial con-
fli ct . and . tate intel'fercnce and re~ulation .. 
EcoNOMICS 81. Public Finance. Three hours. First semes-
ter 1930 and alternat" year.· thereafter. 
Purpose : To give an understanding knowledge of the 
sources, the collection, and the expenditures of the finances of 
the federal, the stale, and the local units of government. 
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Topics : Public expenditures, public revenues, taxation, 
public credit, and the financial administration of government. 
EcoNOMICS 82. :;.uoney and Banking. Three bom·s. Seconcl 
semester of the school year 1931-1932 and alternate years there-
after. 
Purpose : To give a history of the monetary system of the 
niteu States, and compare our banking .system with those of 
the leading Eur opean nations, thereby giving an intelligent 
under tanding of the banking system of the United States. 
T opi<.s: Credit aud bankmg-natme of credit. personal 
credits, bank credit-bank reserve, bank notes, state banks, the 
national banking system, the federal reserve system-member 
banks, gold r eserve-money market. 
SociOLOGY 
'ociOLOGY 56. Rural Bociology. Three hours. First and 
ccond erne ter.·. ( 'atalogut>d formerly as 'ocial Problem in 
Rural Education 56.) 
Purpose: To Study the problems of rural life-the prob-
lem of ed ucation, spiritual uplift; the problem of making 
life happy and intere~tiug on tlw farm; the problem, of ·ocializ-
ing the individualistic people; the problems of teaching the rural 
population the beau ties of nature ntTOllnding them. 
To pi<. ·: Definition of ociology as it pertains to rural life. 
'l'he study of the rural home and the family life, the rural church, 
the rm·al school and the methods of improving the school, the 
problems of health and anitation, the coopct·ati,·e org-anizations 
of rural life, and such literatm·e as will glorify <:ounlry life. 
SociOLOGY 61. An Introductory Course. Three hours. First 
semt>ster. 
P urpo,·r : 'l'o giYe a knowledge of primitive ocicty and the 
grO\\ih of in titutional life. 'l'o sho\\· how people. by coopera-
tion, live together. To suggest to the student that sociology is 
a mo t intcrsesting and profitable study of man in his social 
r elations. 
T opics: Primitive society and institutions, the family, social 
relationship , heredity, social attitudes, social control, culture, 
social organizations, poverty, crime, racial conflicts, the modern 
economic order, the place of education in the social order. 
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OCJOI .. OOY 62. An I ntroductory Course. 'l'hrcc hours. Sec-
ond seme ·tE'r. 'l'hi cour:,e i a continuation of ociology 61. 
:-:ioCIOI oov 71. Child \Velfa 1 t•. T hree hours. Fin;t !:lemester. 
Purpose : 'l'o impre . upon the future citizen his duty to 
rlw hl'lplrss l·l11 ld. To teach the t'ronomic importance as w,'ll as 
ethical obi igation in the con ervalion of child life. To urge the 
necessit~· for whole. orne food. proper playground , aud sanitary 
conditions fo1· our boys and gi rls. To str ess the importance of 
propet· E'd ncational adYantage · in the prevention of delinquency 
in our· dt' IWndC'nt and uncler-pr·ivi iC'gC'd children. 
Topi s: ('onst'rntion of ch ild life. health and phy ·ique. 
t1·aining <lml education. child labor, jun•nile delinquency, prob-
lem · of dC'pC'ndent children and the child wei fare movement. 
OCJOLOOY 5. riminology. Three hour. First semester. 
Tb i course will be offer ed ] 930 and ever y alternate year there-
after. 
Pm·pose: To study the causes of crime, the social r esponsi-
bility for crime, the prevention of crime, the juvenile court, the 
pri on y. tern, the ethic of punishment, the economy of pun-
i. hment, and the failure of our educational system in its dealing 
with the crim inal element. 
'l'opic. : 1:im inology, law and crime; general causes of 
crime. the police sy tern, the function and failure of prisons, 
prohation. met hods of reform, the rwevention of crime, and 
heredity and crime. 
OCIOLOOY 6. Immigration. Three hours. econd semes-
ter. This cou1·s~ will be offered 193] -1932 and every alternate 
Y<'a r thereafl<'l'. 
Pu1·pose : To study immigration as a world movement in all 
age . To tudy immigration a it affects the United States 
ocially, economically, and religiou ly-its effects upon the labor 
problem , its effect upon racial questions, and its effects upon 
the American . tandards of living. 
Topics: Ftee immigration, state regulation, federal con trol, 
cau e and effect of immigration, social and economic conditions 
of arriYing im migrant , the effects upon population, sta ndard-; 
of living, assimilation, amalgamation and Americanization of 
immigrant. 
,. 
DEP .ART.NlENT O.b""" HI TOH,Y .AND GOVERN1\IIENT 
M1·. Pemtt 
REl~UIH EMEN1'::i FOR D EGRLES ,\ ND G£RTIFIC.\TES 
Candidates for the tandard Ue1·ti ficate a1·r required to 
take ix hour of Social cience, three hours of which are in 
United State History. 
Candidate for the .A. B. degree are required to take History 
52 or H istory 53, llistory 63 or History 64, Political Science 63, 
and th ree hours of Social cience elective. 
Students majoring in History and political 'cit>mr are re-
quired to take H istory 52, Hi tory 53, H istory 63, Ilistory 64, 
and Political cience 63. The re t of the cour e to complete 
the major may be elected by the stndent with the advice of the 
head of the department. 
HISTORY 
HISTORY 52. 'l'he United tates of America, 1492-1 50. 
Three hours. Both semesters, and first term of summer school. 
P1·m·equis-ite : Admi ion to college. 
P!Lrpose: To give a surYey of social, economic, and politi-
cal histor:· during the period rovered. 
Topics : Discover ies, ex"J)lorations, colonization, rivalries 
between colonizing powers, colonial commerce and government, 
economic and ocial development, Anglo-American relations, the 
American ReYolution with it problems, the adoption of the Fed-
eral con titution the development of nat ional government , poli-
tical partie , slaYery, and the expan ion of territory . 
llr TORY 53. The Gnited , tate:; of America. ] 50-Hl30. 
Thret> hours. Both . eme ter and econd tet·m of summer 
school. 
Prereq11isite: Admi sion to college. 
Purpose: To continue the . uney of hi tor.'· begun in com· e 
52. 
Topics: The Compromise of 1 50, the Civil War, and its 
consequences, foreign relations, reconstruction, political con·up-
tion, the far W est, transportation, big business, organized labor, 
r eform movements, the free silver cr usade, the War with Spain, 
the Panama Ca!lal, the Carihhean. the Great War. and the pro-
blem of reconstruction. 
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Prcl'equisifc : 'l' wo years o.f col lege work or permission of 
the instruct or. 
Purpose: 'l'o give the t udent knowledge of how civil iza-
t ions de ter ior·ate and of the medieval foundation.., of our· modern 
< ivilization. 
'l'opics : '!' he decline of the Roman B mpire, Barbaria n irwa-
sions. the Byzantine Empire, t he German Kingllom., the spread 
of 'hrist ianity nnd t he po" ·er of the chllt'cb. tht> l<' r anklin ta ~ r 
and Charlemagne, the pread o.f l\Ioh::tmmeda nism, invacle r·s 
f rom the Xorth. :B,euda liloim. the crusades. t he ri)>r of towns a nd 
guilds, the r·evival of lea rning, the medieval cathedrals. th r 
growth of nationa l institut ions in England. the g rowth of r oyal 
power in Franc<', and the ri e of absoln ti m a nd of the midcl l<' 
r ia s. 
J[J, TORY 6. Twentieth Cen tury llistory. 'rhree hours. 
P1·erequisile : Two rea rs of college wol'lc 
l 'u rpose : To give the !>tudent a lmowl ed~e of the Great 
Vvar , its cau es and result , peace movements among na tion-;. 
and world condition. a they exist today . 
Topic~>: T he heri tage of the new century, national im-
perialism, t he pread of European civil iza t ion over the world . 
intPrnational relation. the W orld \Va r. a nd contempora ry civili -
z::t tion and in titutions. 
POLITI AL UJE r CE 
P o LITICAL S o rENCE 63. GoYrrnmen t of the l1 nitrd !::ltatrs. 
Three hour . Both emc ter . 
Prerequisite: One yea r of college wor k or the consent of 
the instructor. 
Purpose : To explain the forms and functions of the Ameri-
can polil ical sy t ern, the origin and purpose of our governmental 
institution . bow they have been developed by la" · or h~· usage. 
and their pre ent day working , merH , and defect . 
7'opics : Origins, the con t itu t ion and it makers, the citi-
zen, his rights, his political privileges, the executive, his power;; 
and functions, the cabinet, the enate, the H ou ·e of Representa-
tive , regulation of commerce, war p owers, political partie . tl1cir· 
origin and functions, the judicial p ower , and the govem ment of 
territories. 
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P oLt'J'JCAL f:>C IENCE 64. 'tate and Local Government.. 'rtwee 
hour.. econd semester. 
Prerequisite: One year of college work. 
Purpose : To explain the place of the states in the nation 
and the growth of state government and institutions. 
J'oJn·cs : The place of the state.· in the nation, the state con-
ti. itution , the state legi lature, t he state executives, tate ad-
mini ·trati011, state finance, state court . tate parties and poli-
ti C: , recon truct ion of tate govemmen t , the hi tory of local gov-
ernment, the American city, mu nicipal government, and r ural 
goYernment. 
POLITICA l. C[£NCE 73. omparative Gon~rnment. Three 
hours. Pirst semester. 
Pre1·equisite: One year of college work and Political 
Science 63. 
Purpose : 'l'o giYe a knowledge of the government of the 
leading countrie of Europe. 
Topics : onstitutional development, political organization, 
legislation, admini tration. par ty sy tems. court , local govern-
ment. the cabinet, recent development~, and propo ed changes. 
DEP ART.MENT OF POREIGr LANGUAGES 
.lliss Evrrs 
FRENCH 51. Thr ee hours. 
P1u·pose : An introduction to the elements of F r ench . 
Topics: Careful attention to pronunciation. Fundamental 
principle of sentence structure. All pronouns except the more 
complicated cases. Verbs ihru indicative tenses, including the 
most common irregular verbs. Early r eading of very simple 
texts, part as a basis for oral drill, part rapid r eading for con-
tent. Written work primarily for drill. 
FR&'I"CH 52. Three hours. 
P1·e1·eq1~isite : French 51 or its equivalen t. 
Purpose : Continuation of French 51. 
Topics: Constant drill on pronunciation. Completion of 
elementary grammar. Intensive and extensive reading. Written 
work primarily for drill. 
F&ENCIT 61. 'l'hrec hours. 
Pre1·cqui'.site : French 52 or i ts equivalent. 
Pttt·pose : To enable the student to read F rench of average 
difficulty. 
Topics : 'ystematic review of prounciation and grammar . 
Composition based on r cadinl!. Hnd :omc fr<'c composition. Inten-
sive reading of modern texts. Exten ·ive reading, whenever pos-
sible, in student 's major subj ect. 
French 62. Three hours. 
onti nuation of Fr<'nch 61, with ~Om<' attention to literary 
appreciation. 
GERMAN 51. Three hours. 
Purpose : An introduction to the elements of German. 
Topics: Careful attention to pronunciation. Fundamental 
principles of entt'nce . tr·uctui'<'. D<'c lC'n sion of article., atljec-
t iv<'s and the most cormnon nonns. Drill on pt'rsonal pronoun ; 
recognition of other cla e of pronouns. W eak verbs and the 
most common strong verbs thru indicative tenses. Early reading 
of very imple texts, with attention to vocabulary building. 
Written work primarily for drill. 
GERMAN 52. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : German 51 or its equivalent. 
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P1trposc : Uonlinuation of German 51. 
'l'opics: ('omplrtion of l' l<'nwnt<t r.' ' ~ramma t·. l ntcnsiYC 
and extensive reading. Composition based on r eading. 
GEJUIAl\' 61. Three hour . 
Pt·erequisite : Oerman 52 or its equivalent. 
Purpose: To enable the student to read German .of average 
difficulty. 
'l'opics : Review of pronunciation and grammar. Composi-
tion ba ed on reading, leading to free composition. Intensive 
reading of modern texts. Exten ive reading, whenever possi-
ble. in tudent 's major subject. 
GER:.u.AJ.--. 62. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : German 61 or its equivalent. 
ontinualion of German 61, with some attention to literary 
appreciation. 
PANTSII 51. Three hours. 
Purpose: An introduction to the elements of Spanish. 
Topics: Careful attention to pronunciation. Fundamental 
principles of sentence structure. All pronouns except the more 
romplicated Ul'<'~. \"rr·h~ thru incli<'ali \'<' ten. e .. including the 
mo t common irregular verbs. Early r eading of very simple 
texts. Written work primarily for drill. 
PA.L--.ISII 52. 'l'hree hours. 
P1·erequi.site : panish 51 or its equivalent. 
P1trpose : Continuation of Spanish 51. 
Topics : Continued drill on pronunciation. Completion of 
elementary grammar. Intensive and extensive reading. Written 
"·ork primarily for drill. 
SPANTSn 61. Three hours. 
Pret·equisite : Spani h 52 or its equivalent. 
P1u·pose: To enable the student to read Spanish of average 
difficulty. 
Topics: ystematic review of pronunciation and grammar. 
C'ompo ition based on reading. h•ading to free compo. it ion. In-
tensive reading of modern texts. Extensive reading, whenever 
possible, in student 's major subject. 
PAxrsn 62. Three hours. 
Continuation of Spani h 61, with some attention to literary 
appreciation. 
DEPARTl\lEXI' 01:<' ~U .. TilEl\IATIC' .A~D P TIY '1 
.Ur. Black 
lliTHEMATlC~. 
l\LtTUEMATIC~ 51. Teaching of Arithmetic. Thr ee hour . 
Given evet·y semester. 
Prerequisite: A good working knowledgP of arithmetic. 
All -tudents who enter this course al'e t·equi red to pass a test on 
arithmetic, given the fir t of each seme ·ter at the first meeting 
vf the cla ·s. uch ·tudents as pas this test will be permitted 
to cont inue in the course. Those who evidence a lack of knowl-
edge of the fundamental principle and proce · ·e · of ari thmetic 
must make up t he deficiency by taking without credit the cout·se 
in arithmetic offered in the l\ormal Dcpattment. Thi · make-up 
coure may be taken simultaneously with the cour e in Teaching 
A rit hmetic, but cr ed it in the latter cour e will not be given unles 
the tudent pa ses in the make-up cour e. 
Pu1'pose: This cour e has the t wo-fold purpose of giving 
the prospectiYe teacher a re,·iew of the principle of ar ithmetic 
and the practical skil ls needed in teaching the su bject . The 
eour ·e meet · one of the requirements for certificate ·. 
Topics: The following topic are repre entatiYe: (a ) Ob-
jectives and curricu lum in a ri thmetic; ( b) r corga uized curri-
culum in mathematic. ; (c) how to introduce and teach common 
fractions, decimal fractions, etc.; (d ) classification of mistakes 
and analy i of their cau e ; (e) tandardizcd le t · and cale ; 
( f ) way of explaining problem ; (g ) p oychology of number; 
( h ) analysis of so-called skills into specific kills. Abundant 
demon. tration of method and technique furni h a basi for 
evaluating var ious teaching procedures. 
To majot· in Mathematic a student mu t take at lea ·t 14 
hour above analytic . 
MATHEMATICS 52. Solid Geometry. Three hours. Second 
erne ter. 
T'rerequisite: One unit each of h igh school algebra an d of 
plane geometry. 
Purpose : ( a ) To tudy the foundation of plane and solid 
geometry. ( b) To develop a logical sy tem of reasonin O' based 
upon the axiom , po tulate , and the definition of geometry. 
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Topics : Lines and plane- in spa.ce, polyhedron ·, areas and 
volume of olids, pher e . 
~hTII E;)J.\TICS 62. Trigonomet tT Thr<>e hour . Gi,·en e\·ery 
.emc -ter. 
Pracquisite : One unit each of high ~;chooJ a lgebra and of 
pla ne geometry. The course may he tak<'n before. after, or 
~imultaneously with ollege Algebra. 
Plll·posc: (a) 'f o develop the mat hematical abi lity of the 
. tudent and to lay a foundation for future work in ~!athemati c . 
f b) To make a study of the JH'Oce-- of triangulation. 
1'opics: The trigonometric functions. the r·ight triangle. 
la w of ines and cosine ·. trigonom<>tric equations. fundamental 
identitie of Trigonomet ry, radian mea ure. in•erse function , 
logarithms, olution of the general tr-iangle b.r logarithm 
1IIA1'11 EM.\'l'J CS 63. ollege 1\lgehr·a. 'T'h ree hour·s. Given 
every . eme. ter. 
Prercqui ite: One unit each of high school algebra and of 
plane geometr~'- The cour e may be taken before, afte t·. qr 
:<irnultaneou ly with Trigonometry. 
P urpose: To reYiew high school a lgebra. to make a criti cal 
study of the algebr ai c proce e , to develop the idE'a of fun ction , 
or the d£-pendence of one variable upon other Yariahles. 
Topics : Review of high school algebt·a, a study of expo-
nent . . r adicals, graph , propet·tie. of quad ratic equations, ratio. 
variation , proportion, logat·ithm., and an introduction to deter-
minants and ser ies. 
~U.Tr1EM.\1'ICS 71. Analytic Geometr~· . rrh ree hom . econd 
. Pme ter. 
Prerequisite : ollege Algebra and •rrigonometry. 
Purpose: ( a) To show the relation between geometry and 
algebra; (b ) to teach the con truction and interpretation of 
graph ; (c) to tudy cur,-e obtained from empirical data. 
Topics: Carte ian Coordinate , the fundamental p roper-
ties of curves, the curve as a locn , the traight linP, the circle. 
the conic· sections, tran fo rmation of coor·dinates, tangen t , polar 
coordinates. transcendental curve . parametric equation , and a 
study of empirical equations and graphs. 
)1.\TOE:'olATJCS 72. Differ ential Calcnlu . Five hours. Fir t 
seme ter, 
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P1·ereqttisite : Analytic Geometry. 
Purpose: (a) To teach the cont·ept or limit . (b) To 
study' the variation of a function as the independent variable 
change.. (c) 'l'o derive a few of the fundamental equations 
of Phy ics and Mechanics. (d) To study the integral as a limit 
of a sum. 
Topics: The derivative, maxima and minima, rates, simple 
integrals, introduction lo the summation process, areas, volumes 
and lengths. 
?IL\TIIHL\1'IC::> l. Integral 'alculu ·. 'l'hrec hours. Given 
any :-em<' tet· if r <>q n<:'stcd b~· a sufficient number of studen t.. 
Prerequisite : Differential Calculus. 
Purposes: 'l'his i · a continuation of the cout·:e in Differ<:'n-
tial Calculus. 
Topics : Integration, definite integrals, areas, surfaces, 
volumes, applications to Physics and Mechanics, partial deriva-
tives, Infinite serie. , Taylor ·s , el'i E:' .. int t·oduction to diffet·<>ntial 
equation. 
The following cour e will be offered from time to time if 
requested: 
1\lATflEMATICS 2. Differential Equation . Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Tntegral alculu . 
Topics : The theory and methods of solving ordinary and 
partial differential equations with the applications to Mechanics 
and Physics. 
l\I.ATJIEMA1'TCS 3. 'l'heot·~· and Equation>.. Three holll':. 
Prerequisite : FoUl'teen hou rs of olleg-e Mathematics. 
Topics: Imaginary numbers, theorems on the roots of an 
equation, solution of cubics and quartic equations, Newton's and 
Horner's methods of solving the equation of the nth degree, 
determinants, symmetric functions, and elimination. 
M ATHEMATICS 84. History of l\fathematic and Teaching of 
Mathematic in Secondary chools. Three hour . 
Prerequisites : Analytic Geometry or extended experience 
in teaching Mathematics. 
Pttrpose: To study the objectives and the content of second-
ary mathematics, to study the methods of presentation of second-
ary mathematics. 
Topics: The course of study of High School Mathematics, 
• 
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Objectives to be obtained in. Algebra and in Geometry, methods 
of teaching, t he place of test in the teaching of Mathematics. 
P HYSICS 
Mr. B lack 
P rrvsJCs 71. l ntrod uction to Advanced J>hysic::;. 3 hours. 
J;ecture , Recitation · and Problems. 
Prerequi:;ite : 'l'cn hour cred1t in 'olleg~ Physics. 
Purpose : (a) To pre ent to the student a uney of the field 
of modern aclYancecl Ph~- ic to the end tha t he may have a 
deeper appreciation and under tanding of the material world 
about him. (b) To pre en t a background for mor e advanced 
stud ie in Physics and other . t:iences. 
Topics : Propertic of matter, nalure of light, nature of 
heat, na ture of energy, law of r adiation , the electron, the a tom, 
the molecule, emis. ion and ab orptiou of light, pectra, x-rays, 
radio-activity. 
lu . 
PIIT ICS 72. Electricity and I\fagneti m. R hours. 
f>re1·equisite : 'l' en hours cr edit in College r hysics. Calcu-
Topics : Nature of electricity, natm·e of magneti m, 
measurement of magnet ic fields, K irchhoff' La,vs, galvano-
meters, electrometer , tandard cells. ther mo-electricity, electro-
magnetic induction, t he magnetic circni t, al ternatin~ currents . 
PrrYsrcs 73. Elrctt·icity and 1\[agn eti m. 1 hours. Con-
t inua tion of Physic· 72. 
Prcrcquisilt : Phy ics 72. 
Topics : Electrical nits, Elect J·omagnetic mdiation, Poynt-
ing '. Theorem, oscillatory discharge, ignall ing hy electromag-
netic wave . conduct ion of electricity through ga e., amplify-
ing and r ectifying valves. 
D I.<: PART~JE J 'l' OF ~GJBl'\ ' E 
C UE MIS'l'IW 
Mr. Groves 
Tlw c:ourses in Chemistry ar·e designed to prepare t he stu-
t:ent to Ieat h high school 'hemist ry, t o take \\'Ork in ~\.gricu lture 
and IJome E conomic, to ·tud.r medicine and to take graduate 
work in 'hem.istry . 
The mi11imum work required for a major rn Chemist 1·y 
twent~·-four hours. di trihntE.'d as follows: 
General and Inorganic Chemistry ......................... ........... 9 hours 
Organic Chemistry ................................................................ 9 hours 
Analytical Chemistry .................................... ...................... G hours 
IIE)ll THY 51. General 'hemistry. Five hoUJ·s. Fir t 
sc-me te r . 
Pu1·pose: To introduce tudenls to field of Chemistry in 
po1·tion and the realm of ciencc in general. 
Topics : tudy of the mo. t important non-metallic elements 
and their compound . pecial trl:' i laid on the b.-inetic-mole-
cular theor,\', the atomic theory. the electronic theory. an d tbf' 
theory of solu tions. 
One lecture, two recitation. and four hour of laboratory 
pl:'r '"eek. 
C'ITE)IISTJW 52. General hemistry. Five hour . Second 
. erne. ter. 
Pu1·pose: ontinuation of Chemistry 51. 
'l'opics : A s tudy of the element is ta ken up in families 
baserl on the periodic table of elements illu h·ated by the nitro-
g-en . . ulfur and halog-en fam ilie . In thP laboratory, elementary 
qualitatiYe analysis is taken up early in the erne ter and the 
r hemi t ry of metals is studied from this viewpoint. 
One lecture, one r ecita tion and six hours laboratory per 
week. 
u~MJ,'l'RY 61. Advanced Qualitative Analysis. Four 
hour.·. First seme. ter . 
Pret·equisit e : Chemistry 51 a nd 52, or one yeat· 's work in 
General hemistry. 
Purpose: To acquaint pupil with the theories and labora-
• 
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tory methods of eparation and identifi cation of the common 
anions and cations. 
T opics : pecial empha i placed on the law of equilib-
rium, pre<:ipitation and . olution. 
On <' r ecitation and six hours of l11boratory per week. 
C'uEMI. TRY 62. <tuantitati\•e Analysi. . . ix hours. econd 
erne. ter. 
l're1·equisitc : Chemistry 51 and 52, or one year's work in 
General Chemi. try. 
T opics: Gt·avimetric and volumetric analy ·i . 
One recita tion and ten hour.· laboratory per week. 
HE:lli TRY 63. Elementat·y Organic hemistry. Four 
hour . Fir t ernester. 
P1·creqm~~ile : Chemi try 51 and 52, or one year' work in 
General hemist t·y. 
Purpose : A cour e de igned for Agricultural and IIomc 
EconomiCl tudent and others who want only a hort cour:e in 
Organic hemistry. 
Topics : Paraffin., alkyl halides, alcohol . a ldehydes. 
ketone . . . ngar. anunes, fatty acids. dyt>s. amino acids, peptide.<>. 
and protein are briefly studied. 
II EJ\n TRY 71. Organic hemistt·y. l"ive hot11'S. First 
erne. ter. 
Purpose: C:ourse 71 and 72 are for all tudent who want 
a mor e inten ive study of the subjects listed in eour. e 63 t han 
1. afforded in that cour e. 
Prereq111·site: 51 and 52. 
T opics: A cour. c in the Aliphatic om pound . 
Onr lectur<', two recitations and fom botli'S laboratory pet· 
week. 
'nE:Iu TRY 72. Organic Chemistry. Continuation of 71. 
Fh·e hour . ccon d semester . 
Topics : ~\ cour e in aromatic and heterocyclic compounds. 
'ote: Only 6 hour cred it will be given for thi. course to 
thosr who have h11d Chemi try 6:3, only 3 hours for each course. 
GEOGRAPHY 
Miss Braun 
GEOGRAPHY 51. Principles of Geography. Three hours. 
GiYen every semester. 
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Purpose : To give instruction in the forces and processes 
acting on the surface of the land . 'l'o develop a geographic 
background on which to ba e further study. To develop the 
habit of inteqwcting the g(>ographic factor underlying man' 
m;e of the laud. 
Topics: A tudy of the maleri<ds of the earth; forces and 
proce e. changing the earth ; origin and classification of soils: 
major physiographic feature , their origin, and their u e by man. 
0~-:ooR_\I'IIY 51. Climate and l\lan. 'l'hrer hour ·. ~ccond 
semester. 
l'rcrcqui ·ilc: .A com·. e in Pt·inciple · of Geography or its 
equivalent. 
Purpose: To giYe instruction in the elements of weather 
and climate. 'J'o give in truction in tlie use of the various in-
strument for the forcca ting of weather. To give a background 
for the interpretation of the u e of various area of land by man. 
:l'opics: vVeather and weather observations; elements of 
climat<': climatic regions of the w01·ld ; climatic plant geography: 
world di tribution of population; occnpatiom in relation to 
climatic conditions. 
GEOGRAPHY 62. Economic Ucograplt,r. Three hours. ' um-
mer term. 
Purpose : To make a world-\\·ide survey of the major pco-
nomic pursuits in their relation to the natural environment. To 
develop a conception of the commercial world. To interpret the 
position of the United tales in world trade. 
Topics: Food re ource ; fundamentals of manufacturing, 
manufacturing industrie , wood-working and paper, textiles. 
leather and rubbet·, chemical and mineral : \I'Orld commerce. 
the origin and de tination of products and chief trade routes. 
GEOORAPIIY 63. orth .America. Three hours. Given every 
semester. 
Prerequisite: Principles of Geography and 'limate ancl 
Man. 
Ptwpose: To make a detailed study of the major geo-
graphic regions of North America. To "'ive practice in the use 
of the Yarious method of teaching. To formulate plans for 
teaching definite units. 
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Topics: The major geographic regions of North America, 
the physiographic and climatic background and the r elation of 
man to his environment; methods of teaching; materials for 
teaching. 
GEOGRAPllY 71. Europe and its Colonies. Three hours. 
Pit· t semes~er. 
P1·e1·equisite : Principles of Geography and Climate ancl 
Man. 
l!w·pose : To give instruction in the resources of the prin-
cipal countries of Europe. To show the importance of colonial 
po se ion in the development of the countries. To develop 
plans for teaching various units. 
Topics : The physiographic background of the principal 
countries, the relation of man to this background, commercial 
development, and the part played by the colonies ; methods of 
teaching; formulation of plan for teaching the Yariou units. 
GEOGRAPHY 72. Kentucky. Three hour . 'econd cmester. 
Pre1·equisite: Three hours credit in Geography or experi-
ence in teaching. 
Pt~1·pose: To give instruction in the resom·ces of Kentucky. 
'I'o stimulate geographic research in Kentucky. 
Topics : General survey of the climate of Kentuck-y; sur-
vey of geologic sections of Kentucky; detailed study of the geo-
graphic regions of the state; materials available for use in teach-
ing. 
GEOGRAPIIY 81. Historical Geography of the United States. 
'l'hree hour. . First . eme ter. 
Prcn'qttisite: Three l10urs credit i11 Geograph_v. 
Purpose : To show the underlying geographic factors m 
the development of the United States. 
Topics: European background of early American History ; 
geographic factors underlying exploration, settlement, expan-
sion, and development of the United States. 
GEOGRAPHY 82. Methods and l\IateriaL for 'reaching Geog-
raphy. Three hours. Second semester. 
Pre1·eqttisite: Three hour credit in Geograph? or experi-
ence in teaching. 
Purpose: To give practice in thr usc of methods an(l 
materials for teaching geography. 
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Topics: H istory of subject matter and methods of teach-
ing; methods of teaching; definite plans for various methods; 
mater ials and their use. 
BIOLOGY 
M1·. Blait· 
The cour ·es u1 Biology are organized to affo,·d studen:s th e 
opportunity to gain a knowledge of p lants and animals as a part 
of their general culture and to prepare them to teach nature 
study in the grades and Biolog,v in high school. They arc al ·n 
intended to furnish a background for the study of agriculture. 
home economics and medicine. 
BIOLOGY 51. Pour hours. l•'ir. t and . econd semesters. 
Pttrpose: Stated above. 
'l'opics : A course dealing with the relationship of plant 
and animal life. Empha i i placed upon the great biological 
pr inciples. 
One lecture. two 1·ecit2.t ions, a~~tl two hour. laboratol'_r per 
week. 
BIOLOGY 52. ~ature tudy. Two hour ·. 'econd semcstc1·. 
Ptt1'pose: A study of tl1e plant and animal life of the local 
environmen t together with methods of uti lizing nature materia l 
in education. 
Topics: Field work and lecture two hours per week. 
Brot.OOY 55. Field Botany. Two hour:. l•'irst summe1· 
term. 
P1trposes : A study of the local flor a, with methods of 
cla . ification. mounting and pre erving flower . 
BIOLOGY 61. Gene,·al Botany. Fom hours. }'ir:t scm ester . 
T opics: A cour ·e pre enting the plant a a unit with 
empha i on tructure, function , development and heredity. 
One lecture, one r ecitation, four hours laboratory per week. 
BIOLOGY 62. Gene1·a l Botan~· . Four hours .. econd . emestcr. 
Prerequi-site : Biology 61. 
Purpose: A continuation of cour e 61. presenting the 
clas ification of the plan t kingdom. 
One lecture. one t·ecitation, four hours laboratot·y per week. 
Btot.OG\' 71. General Zoology. Four hours. Fir t ·emcstrr. 
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Pnrpose : A :;tudy of the structul'e, development, repro-
d uction and habits of invertebrate animals. 
One lecture, one recitation, four hours laboratory per week. 
BIOLOGY 72.. General Zoology. F our hours. econd 
::-em ester . 
Prereqwisit e : Zoology 71. 
l'w·pose: A study of vertebrate animals. 
One lecture, one recitation, fou r hour. of laboratory per 
week. 
B10LOGY 1. General Phy.'iology. Four hours. .b,irst 
eme .. ter. 
Prerequisite : Biology 51. 
Pm·pose: A study of the gener al tructure and com-
position of the human body with special study of the anatomy 
and physiology of the motor organs, the nervous system and the 
·pecial enses. 
One lecture, two recitations and two hours laboratory per 
week. 
BIOLOGY 2. General Physiology. Fou r hours. Second 
~emester. 
P1·ereqttisite : Biology 51 and 81. 
P1trpose: A continuation of course 81. 
:J.'opics: A study of the circulatory, respiratory, and 
d igestive systems. 
One lecture, two recitations, two hours of laboratory per 
week. 
Dr<:PAR'l';\IE~'l' 01<' AO HI Cl' l/l'l'RE 
AGRICULTURE 
Mr. Haggan 
AGRICU1,1'URE 51. General Agriculture. 'rhree hours. Fit· t 
and second emesters. 
Pt·e1·eq1tisite : Not given to students who have had Agricul-
ture 31 in the Normal School. 
P u1'pose : To give the student a good basic course in 
general agriculture for the purpose of teaching it in the seventh 
and eighth grades. 
Topics: A brief study of the following will be made: Small 
grains, forage crops, horticult UJ'e, soi I., farm animals, and farm 
management. Special emphasis will be made in adapting these 
to Eastern Kentucky and the best practices to follow. 
i \ GRICULTURE 62. Agr0110my. Three hour;,. Fir. t. emester. 
Prerequisite : College Entrance. 
Purpose : 'l'o study the principal grain and forage crops 
of the United States with the best practices of culture. 
Topics: General farm crops, principal varieties and those 
best adaptable to Kentucky conditions, botanical relations, judg-
ing and grading of grains. 
AGRJCt:UrCRE 6;1. llorticulture. Three hom . First and 
second . emester . 
Pttt·pose : To study the development and the management 
of the home and commercial orchard. 
Topic.s : Selection of site, location, etc., commercial varie-
ties of frnits, those adapted to Ea tern Kentucky, methods of 
planting the orchard, fertilization, culture, spraying, harvesting, 
and marketing of fruit. 
AGRICUL'l'URE 64. Poultry IIusbandry. Three hotn·s. Fit· t 
and eeond eme ter . 
Put·pose: To present the importance of poultry keeping on 
the farm both as a home and a commercial flock, and to give the 
best practice in flock management. 
Topics : How to begin the flock, proper housing, incuba-
tion, brooding, feeding, management, culling, breeding, market-
ing, etc. 
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AorucuLTURE 65. Home .c'.griculturc. 'rwo hours. 'ccond 
semester. 
Put·pose: 'l'o give the student an understanding of the best 
practices in agriculture around the home. 
Topics: IIow to make and maintain a lawn, selection of 
shade trees, their care, their repair, care of home fruit t rees, 
grape vines, small fruits, caring for the backyard poultry flock, 
feeding and care of baby chicks and methods to prevent their 
los. es, landscaping the home, kind. of fiowers to use and their 
proper location, etc. 
~tGRICtJLTllllli 67. Feed and l<'et•<ling. Three hour · . .B'irst 
and econd semester . 
Prerequisite : A course in General Agriculture. 
Pttrpose: 'ro give the student a better understanding of 
the proper u e of feeds for livestock on the farm in their 
combinations and substitutions. 
Topics : A study is made of the digestive systems of the 
vat·iou kind of live tock, the nutritive value and palatability 
of various feeds, their effect in feeding, calculating nutritive 
mtio and compounding rations for different breeds of livestock 
and their divisions . 
. A GRICULTURE 70. Dairying. 'rht·ee hour . First and 
second emesters. 
Pt·erequisite : Course in General Agriculture. 
Purpose : To acquaint the student with the best practices in 
dairy management and the problems of the industry. Emphasis 
will be laid on the problems of Kentucky. 
1'opics : tudy of the different breed of dairy cattle aud 
their adaptation to certain conditio11s, feeding, proper housing, 
proper pastures and feeds to use, milk production, pasturiza-
tion, sterilization, etc. 
M.S. T . C.-4 
D I~P ARTMENT O.B' HOME E CONOMICS 
.ll iss 'l'aylor 
HOME Eco 'OMlCS 51. E lementary Foods. 
Purpose : To teach the selection of food for the family from 
the tandpoint of nutrition and economy. To teach the prepara-
tion and sening of simple foods. 
Topics: Study of specific foods and their relative nutritive 
\'alur- autl t heir u e by the body. ~ tudr of p lanning. prepam-
1 ion and erving of breakfa t and school lunches. 
Three double pet·iods ..................................................................... Three hours 
liOME EcoNOli:UCS 52. E lementary Clothing. 
Purpose : To cr eate and develop the ability to make wise 
selection of s imple ready-mad e garment . To teach the use of 
commer cial patterns and the usc of the sewing machine. To 
1cach the fundamental proce se. in hand and mach ine . ewing in 
making of imple garments. 
Topics : Study of textile , patterns and sewing machines. 
l urly of the fundam enta l pt·oce se in construction of simple 
clothing-. . 't' lection of imple garment ";th r eference to choice 
of matet·ials, su itability. cost and t ime t·equi t·ed for mAking. 
Three double periods ................................ ..................................... Three hours 
Ho:viE EcoNOMICS 53. Textiles. 
A tudy of the ·variou textile fibre and theit· use for cloth-
ing purpo e . Standards are set up for the judging of r eady-
made and homemade garment from lhc . tandpoint of durability 
a well as suitability. 
One hour per week ............................................ .................................. One hour 
H ollE Eco Oli:ITC 62. Ad,·anced lothiug. 
P1·e~·equisite : H ome Economics 52. 
Purpose : To t each the fundamental principles of dress 
de ign with regard to color, l ine, proportion, and harmony. To 
teach the r elation between pattern lines and body proportions-
and the u. e of foundation patterns. To teach the value and use 
of a y . tern of budgeting of clothing money for the family and 
the individual. 
Topics : Study of fundamental principles of dress design. 
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omparative study of commercial patterns. Making of dress 
forms and use of foundation patterns. Construction of various 
type of garments-and compari on with similar ready-made 
garments. 
Three double periods .................................................................... Three hours 
HoME Eco omcs 63. Advanced Foods. 
Pre1·eq1tisite : Home Economics 51. 
Purpose: To teach the principles of food election, market-
ing and meal planning. To teach the p r·c ervation of foods. To 
study the new discoveries and re earch being made in regard to 
food and nutrition. The tudy of budg-eting and spending ot 
the family income, with pecial reference to the food division . 
. Topics : The planning. preparation and serving of lun-
cheon . upper , and dinner . The pre crvation of foods. House-
hold finance . Study of food and nutrition. 
T hree double periods ... ......... .............. .. . .................. Three hours 
Ho:-.rn EcoNOMICS 64. Hon. f'hold Furni. hin~. and Equip-
ment. 
P1·e1·equisiles: Art and home Economic 53. 
A tudy of the problems of renting and b11ying bou e ; their 
furnishing and equipment from the tamlpoint of economy, effi-
ciency and ath·activene. ; a brief history of the variou. types of 
dome! tic architecture. 
'l' wo recitations and two lab. per iods per weelc ........ . ......... Four hours 
HoME E coNOMICS 71. Child Care and Development. 
P?·et·equisite : Elementary Food . 
A study of the child from birth to ·i.x year. of age, with 
special r~erences to habit formation, phy ical and mental 
development, nutrition, and care. 
Three hours .................................................................................... Three hours 
HoME Eco~OMICS 73. Household Management. 
P1·erequisite: Home Economics 51, 52, 63. 
Purpose : To study the furnishing and equipping of a 
home; the election of economical, efficient labor-saving devices. 
To study the management (lf famil~· finances and the planning 
for wise use of leisure time. To study efficient methods of caring 
for the home. 
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Topics: Home furnishing, labor-saving devices and equip-
ment, and care of the home. 
Three hours, weekly ·-------------------.. ·-----........................................... Three hours 
HoME EcoNoMics 81. Household Management. 
Pret·equisites: El. Foods, .Adv. Foods, Nutrition, Sanita-
tion, H . H. Furnishings . 
.A course dealing w:ith the general problems of management 
of the home-the efficient budgeting of time and money, the 
selection and use of efficient equipment, use of leisure time-and 
other problems. 
Three recitations per week ..... ...... .. .................................... Tinee bours 
HoME EcoNOMICS 82. Children's Clothing. 
Pret·equisites: Textiles, El. Clothing, Costume Design. 
The selection and construction of clothing for children of 
different ages. A study of cost, appropriate dre s and care. 
Two double periods per week .............................................. - ........ Two hours 
HoME EcoNOMICS 83. Home Nursing. 
Prerequisites: Pbysioloj!y, Sanitation, El. Foods. 
A course dealing with the care of the sick in the home, first 
aid treatment, preparation and serving of meals for the invalid 
and convalescent, care of the room and furniture of the patient. 
Two recitations per week ................................................................ Two hours 
• 
Special Departments 
DEPARTMENT OF ART 
Mrs. Claypool 
ART 50. Industrial Art. Two hours. 
Pu1·pose : To introduce the problems of U1e industrial work 
and to giYe a working knowledge of handcraft. Also to present 
some psychological aspect of thi type of work. 
Topics: The making of baskets of many types and ma-
terials. leather tooling, book binding, jewelr·y de ign, tenciling 
and other craft work. The study of all important industries, 
including cement, steel, soap and woodworking. 
ART 51. Methods of Public chool .Art (Drawing etc. ) . 
Three hours. 
Pm·pose: To reduce the subject of art effectively to meet 
condition impo ed in the public chools by hot·t time and large 
numbers. 
Topics : Drawing, color theory, design, and constructive 
work required in the public school is accordingly considered in 
this cla and arranged in appropriately condensed form for all 
grades. The text books adopted by the state are reviewed and 
familiarized and all methods of successful school practice 
brought into compa1·ison. 
ART 52. Mechanical Drawing (a). Three hours. 
P1t1·pose: This is an introductory course in Engineering 
Dra\\'ing and is de igned to give practical con idcration to the 
draft man's needs. It is a basic course for Architectural 
Drawing as well. 
Topics: Practice in the handling and use of instruments, 
standards of execution, study of projection and working draw-
ings. After the penmanship and orthography the training will 
be di rected toward constructive imagination, the ability to think 
in three dimensions. A certain number of finished problems is 
required. 
ART 52. Mechanical Drawing (b) . Three hours. Second 
seme ter. 
ART 60. History of Art (a ) . Archi tectme and culptu re. 
Three hours. 
P1trpose: To help students develop a broader and deeper 
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capacity of appreciation and also to make a more vital corre-
lation among all the fine arts. 
1. To develop a high standard of taste through 
(a ) Fine Arts, and (b) Minor Arts. 
2. To acquaint students with methods and processes 
of masters. 
3. To create a power of initiative in civic art activi-
ties. 
4. To give historic knowledge its universal kinship 
with all ages and races. 
5. To provide for meritorious and refining recreation 
and self-expression. 
Topics : A brief historical survey of the art of all the ages 
beginning with the primitive age and carrying it through all the 
eras to the 20th century. Each era is studied as a unit of 
culture. 
ART 60. History of Art (h) . Painting. 'l'hr<>e hour. 
Second seme ter . 
P1trpose: To acquaint students with the paintings of 
masters. To develop appreciation of these works through 
association. To introduce information concerning methods, pro-
cesses and medium of the painters. 
Topics: The paintings are studied in their respective 
periods and schools. The effects of history of the times, customs 
and religious beliefs on the subjects and presentation are noted. 
ART 61. Art tructure (a ) . harcoal and P ainting. Two 
hours. 
Purpose : This course is designed for students that have 
had some drawing and wish to continue their work, using new 
mediums. The first part of the course is the study of shadows, 
worked out in charcoal. The latter part is devoted to the 
fundamentals of oil painting. 
MUSIC 
M1·. Haven 
::\IusiC 53. Elementary our e in ::\Iethods. Elements of 
music. e of pit~h pipe. Rote singing. ~ote procedures. 
Fir t plateau of mu ic reading. L hour. 
1\Iusrc 54. Prerequi ite: l\Iu ic 53, or equivalent. Review of 
Elementary Methods Course. Music reading in the nine common 
keys. Rhythmic problems. Study of various plateaus of music 
study. Outlirung cour e and procedure from materials from 
various sources. 1 hour. 
Note-Opportunities are given for ample observation in the 
training school of the application of teaching principles set up 
in 1\'lusic 53 and Music 54. 
Musrc 61. A study of the history of music. A general sur-
vey that is particularly helpful to the grade teacher that is in-
tere ted in mu ic re earch. 1 hour. 
College Boys Glee Ciub. Three and four part singing for 
boys in college. 1 hour. 
College Girls Glee Club. Three (sometimes four ) part sing-
ing for girls in college. 1 hour. 
Frequent voice testing is done to insure the protection of 
immature voices against strain or singing out of vocal range. 
Every young man and woman, interested in singing, should try 
out for glee club. 
Orchestra-Open to all who wish to play, and have a play-
ing 1.-nowledge of ·orne orcbe tral instrument. The chool fur-
nishes a limited number of orchestral instruments, free of charge, 
to students who are worthy. 
String Class-Class instruction on violin, viola, cello, and 
bass viol for those who wish to learn to play and prepare for 
orchestra enrollment. Tuition free, books of instruction paid 
for by student. 
Wind Class-Class instruction on all wood-wind and brass 
instruments of the band and orchestra. Tuition free, books of 
instruction paid for by the student. For those who wish to learn 
to play for orchestra enrollment. 
We are contemplating a class in Music Appreciation, if 
snfficient students are desirous of taking such a course. 
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Also, we may include a voice class, which will include per-
sonal vocal instruction in groups of ten to a class. A small rate 
of tuition may be charged for the class. Pupils will furnish 
their own music at the suggestion of the instructor. 
Class Piano is taught in the training school, and can be 
observed by any students interested in this phase of work. Pri-
vate les ons in piano can be arranged for by appointment. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL E DUCATION 
Mr. Dow·ning Mrs. Lane 
PHY, ICAI, Em; cATiox ;:;o. Two hour . Teaching of 
cali. thenics, drills, and e:xerci es to be used in the chool room. 
Complete note book on fir t aid r equired. Outdoor ·ports and 
games giYen. 
PHYSICAl • .EnUCATIO:-< 51. 'l'wo hours. A general study of 
phy ical education ; hi tory of physical training and develop-
ment in diffe t·ent countrie : the question of di cipline as applied 
to physical training: ·tudy of fiyc period of phy:i;!al training; 
study of the five p eriod of physical growth. 
HE.\.L'l'Il EouC.\TJON 52. Three hour . A course in general 
and personal hygiene; care of th e body; bathing, exercise, diet, 
sleep, work, play ; special attention to defects of the eyes, teeth, 
nose; malnutrition; ex hygiene and other problems affecting the 
health and phy ieal development of school children. 
PrrYSIC.\L EouCATIOK 53. Two hour . A general study of 
games from primary work. including all grades and high school. 
This cour e con ider the princi pies of election. u e. of game . 
origin and cia. sifieation . i\Ii cellaneou game , inging game , 
quiet games, bal l games and purpose games are given pecial 
study. 
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ENGLISH 
Miss Robinson 
'fhe aim of this department is to stress the fundamentals in 
good Engli h usage, to train in adequate expression of thought, 
to acquaint the studen t wHh the history of literature, and to 
give him a limited knowledge of the best literary productions. 
To accomplish these aims, some composition work, some 
memory work, and some other study of English forms are 
required in each cour e. Students found to be defective in the 
practical use of correct English will be required to take cor-
rective work. 
ExoiJISH Jl. Grammar and 'ompo;.ition. Emphasize · cor-
n•ctne~-. in written and poken Engli h. Oral and written 
thPmes are ·required frequently. ~pccial attention is given to 
paragrap h structure and to letter writing. One-half uni t. 
Exoi .. t 11 J:2. Grammar ancl 'ompm;itiou. -~ conti nuation 
of En.gli.·h 11, with emphac;;is on the ~tudy of clauses. 'l'wo cla -
~<ies are studied. One-half unit. 
E NGLISH 21. American Literature. This course gives a 
·view o.f the development of American Literature, and some ap-
preciation of the greatest authors from the earliest American 
\\Titer. to the b<'ginning of the ~\ ll-.\ merican Period 1 76. 
\Veekly dr·ill . in grammar and composition. One-half unit. 
ENGLISH 22. American Literature. 'fhis course is a con-
tinuation of English 21. It covers the period from about 1876 
to the pre ent. One-half unit. 
ENGLJ H 31. History of English Litcmture. 'fhis cour e 
gives a view of the development of English Literature, and some 
appreciation of the greatest authors, to the time of Wordsworth. 
Rmphasi on \Hitten and oral composition. One-half unit. 
ENGLISH 32. History of English Literature. This course 
gives a view of t he development of literature since the rise of 
the periodicals. Appreciation of greatest authors is emphasized. 
One-half unit. 
ENGLISH 41. This is a su1·vey course of both American and 
English Literature with clo e study of the representative types 
o.f productions from the earliest literature to Wordsworth and 
Whittier's time, with epic, drama, lyric and ballad as types of 
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poetry, and essay, oration, novel and short-story as types of 
prose. One-half unit. 
ENGLISH 42. '!'his course is a continuation of English 41, 
beginning with Wordsworth and Whittier and bringing it up 
to current times. 'l'he modern novel, short-story, -magazine 
article and modern poems are used as types. One-half unit. 
l•'OREIG LANGUAGES 
LATIN 11. First year Latin. Grammar and syntax, pro-
nunciation, oral and written composition. Emphasizes one of 
the most important objectives of Latin teaching, the improve-
ment of the pupil's English by dealing with formation of Eng-
lish words derived from Latin; Latin words, phrases, abbrevia-
tions in common use, word-analysis; vocabulary building, inter-
esting derivatives, extent .of Latin element in Modern English, 
important Latin root-words, Latin prefixes...,and suffixes used in 
·English, spelling of English derivatives, etc. · One-half unit. 
LATIN 12. This course i · a continuation o.f Latin II. One-
half unit. 
LATIN 21. Cresar. In this course students are req~red to 
read widely in the writing of Cresar and to become familiar with 
his career. The following topics are suggestive of the nature of 
this work: Cresar's Gallic War, his Civil War; Cresar 's person-
ality and the significance of his conquests. A lecture course 
giving a systematic treatment of various phases of the private 
life of the Romans, such as the family, marriage, education, 
.houses, furniture, food, dress, amusements, etc. The lectures 
are illustrated by lantern slide~ and photographs. Latin compo-
sition. One-half unit. 
LATIN 22. Cresar. A continuation of Latin 21. Meets five 
times per week. One-half unit. 
FRENCH 31. Beginning French. Grammar, composition 
and oral exercises; special attention paid to pronunciation. The 
reading of easy modern French is begun early to supplement the 
work of formal grammar. The aim of the instruction in this 
first year course is to give the students the principles of French 
grammar. a command of common idiomatic phrases, a reading 
knowledge of texts o.f modern difficulty, and abili ty to handle 
conversational expressions on topics of every day life. One-
•half unit. 
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FRENCH 32. A continuation of French 31. One-half unit. 
I<'RENCU 41. Second year F r ench. A continuation of first 
year French. Review of Grammar; r egular composition based 
on a text; oral practice. One-half unit. 
FRENCH 42. Continuation of second year French. One-
half unit. 
MATHEMATI CS 
Mr. H olb1·ook 
MATHEMATICS 11. Arithmetic. A thorough drill upon the 
fundamental processes, and a careful study of the principles in-
volved in their use. Five hours per week. One-half unit. 
1\fATHEMATrcs 12. Algebra. A beginning course. Five 
hours per week. One-half unit. 
MATHEMATICS 21. Algebr a. A continuation of course 12 
Five hours per week. One-half unit. 
MATHEMATICS 22. Algebra. Five hours p er week. One-
half unit. 
MaTHEMATICS 31. Plane Geometry. .Five hours per week. 
One-half unit. 




SciENCE 11. Gener al Science. A course planned to give 
foundation for later cour es in science and to develop an under-
standing of and an appreciation for the gr eat facts and for ces of 
nature that affect us in daily life. Five hours per week. One-
half unit. 
SciENCE 12. General Science. A continuation of course as 
de cribed under Science 11. Five hours per week. One-half u nit. 
SCIENCE 21. Biology. A course dealing with the funda-
mental principles of life as observed in the field and studied in 
the class room and laboratory, giving a sound basis for the study 
of health , sanitation, agriculture, and psych olo~~· . , even hotHS 
per week. One-half unit. 
SCIENCE 22. Biology. A continuation of work described 
under 'our ·c 21. Seven hours per week. One-half unit. 
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natural regions of orth America and the relation of man to the 
geographic environment of each region. Type lessons appropri-
ate to each grade will be given. Five hours p er week. One-half 
unit . 
SciENCE 32. Geography of Europe and European Colonies. 
A course planned to give an understanding of the great changes 
in the geogr aphy of the world ince the Great War, and the rela-
tion of European conditions to the r est of the world. Five hours 
per week. One-hal£ unit. 
OIENCE 33. Chemi try. 'l'he relation of chemistry to local 
and tate industries is particularly stre ed. A course p lanned 
to give to the high school student an introduction to the field of 
rhemi try. A study is made of the fundamental laws, principle , 
and theories, and the chemical propertie of eYeral of the ele-
ment.. Open to junior and eniors. even hours per week. 
One-half unit. 
ClE.~CE 34. Chemistry. A continuation of Science 31, but 
with an increa ·ing amount of industrial or pandemic chemistry. 
even hours per week. One-half unit. 
CIENCE ·H. Physic . Thi cour ·e is an introduction to the 
fundamental laws of the cience of physic ·. l\Iechanics, mole-
cular phy ics, and beat are given special attention. The relation 
of the e to modern everyday life and indu try i greatly empha-
sized. Open to junior. and enior . even hours per week. One-
half unit. 
'crENCE 42. Phy ic . A tudy of ound. light. and elec-
tricity, and their r elation to modern life. A continuation of 
• ' cienre 41. 'even hour · per week. One-half unit . 
DEP ART:MENT OF HI TORY 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
ilfr. Van Ant·werp. 
HISTORY 21. W orld H istory. From the eadie t times to the 
middle of the seventeenth century. One period a week is given 
to current events. Five hours per week. One-half unit. 
HISTORY 22. World H istory. From the middle of the seven-
teenth century to the present time. One period a week is given 
to cprrent events. Five hours per week. One-half unit. 
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HJSTORY 31. American H i. tory, J-:192-1 60. Development of 
America to the outbreak of the ivil \\ ar. One period per week 
is giYen to current event . Five hour per· week. One-half unit. 
U 1 TORY 32. American Ilif.>tory, 1 '60-l 92 . From the 
ivil \\rar through the Coolidge _\.dministratiou. One period a 
week is given to current cYent ·. Ji'ive hour per week. One-
half unit. 
IliSTORY 41. i>roblelllS of American D <•mocmcy. ociologi-
cal and economic problems \\'hich confront the American people. 
F h·e hours per week. One-half unit. 
II 1 'l'OitY 42. Amer·ican Government. .A thorough study of 
the GoYernment of the Cnited 'tate , the . tate , and cities. Five 
hour per week. One-half unit. 
ART 
.1L1·s. Claypool. 
DR..l\\'JNG 21. One half unit. 
Pto·pose: This is a cour e p lanned to enable teachers to u e 
intelligently the tate pre cribed drawing book . 
~Topics: .A 11 phases of dra\\ing are touched lightly, and ex-
perimenting with every public . chool art material i r equired. 
ART EovCATJON 22. One-hal£ un it. 
P1trpose: The correlation of handwork with the subjects 
taught in the elementary grade thai these ubjec:t may be made 
more intere ting. 
1'opics: 'l'he making of project material of all kind·, includ-
ing objects of clay, stt·ing, cardboard, paper, raffia, reed, etc. 
One original project is required. The cia s as a whole work 
out a developmental project. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Miss Taylot· 
HOME E coNOMICS 21. A com·se dealing with study of the 
simplest processes carried on in the home, with the pufpo e of 
developing judgment in selecting materials for work, and appre-
ciation of the home and work done in the home, and the develep-
ing of skill in performing some of the more simple processes. 
Divided into units of varied: wor}r. 
Two double periods dally ........... ........................ : .......... : ............. One-half unit 
.. 
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HoME E co1-w:m cs 22. 
P1·erequisite : Ilome l!;conomics 2J. 
'rhe tudy of the equipping of the home, th<' eare of children 
in the home; and further tudy of the proce »es and skills as 
taken up in Home Economics 21. 
Two double periods daily ................. ····························-············One-half unit 
llo~rE EcoNOMICS 31. 
l're1·equisite: llome Economics 2J, 22 . 
• 't tudy of food pre erYation, p lanning of a girl' wardrobe, 
simple home management. A continuation of the . tudy of pro-
ce e he gun in Home Economic 21 and 22. 
Two double periods dally .......................................................... One-half unit 
l [OM.E E CONO!lllCS 32. 
l'rerequi~>ile : Ilome Economics 21, 22, 31. 
A more advanced cour ·e dealing with ome of the work 
taken up in preYiou cour e, concerning child care. food prepa-
ration and erving, home fumishing 1111d clothing- in a more 
advanced treatment. 
Two double periods daily .................. - ... .................................. _One-half unit 
MU IC 
)fusrc 21. Rote ' iuging. Rhythm. ~ru ... ic appreeiation. 
l\Iu~>ic correlated with other l>tudies. Usc of pitch pipe; singing 
po ition: breath COJ1trol ; principle of tone p1·oduction; reso-
nance, diction, etc. Phrase and figm·e content; care of voice ; 
pa1·t. inging. Jnterpretation. 
(a ) Rote ongs. Folk ong , patriotic songs, play songs, 
~ongs of countt-y and home. Ear training and cla organization. 
(h ) Rhythm. Rhythmic drill, .folk dance ·, exerci. e, and 
singing games. 
(c) l\Iu ic .Appreciation. The highe ·t type of music, as 
rendered by art.i ts through the talking machine records, is pre-
sented to the students, o as to create a ta te and desire for the 
he t mu ic. Four hom·s per week. One-fourth unit. 
Uusrc 31. Preparatory steps for ight R<'ading, and Mu ic 
Appreciation. Practice in tcnching rote . ong~ and conducting 
clas in singing songs; tudy of orchestral in ti'Ument ; study of 
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part inging: practice in writing music; pre entation of ke~·­
honrd; <'Ill' lntining ; pht·a!iin:.r ; t·hythm; mnsic appt·rciation <·on-
tinnPd. Wout· hont·s prt· wrPI<. One-fourth unit. 
PHY 1 '.A I1 EDU 'AT IOl\' 
Alrs. Lane .1Jr. Dow11iny 
Puv ICAJ, EDUCAT ION 11. A practica l tudy of the princi-
ple underly ing phy ical training; teaching of calisthenics; 
dt·ills and exer·ciscs to be u. ed in the school room; organized 
g11mes. tudE'nt · direct cia .. game. t o dE'velop leadership. Lec-
ture work on fir. t aid gh·en . Fom· hour per week. ne-fout·th 
l lll it. 
Pt tY JCA.J , .l<JDUCATJON 12. Tc•aching of dri lls and rxercisE's. 
with correcti\'(• wo1-k. Outdoor gnme given . pecial empha is; 
YOllP~· ball, indoor baseball. tennis ftnd soccer. Four honrs per 
wrek. One-fourth unit. 
Prrv IOLOOY 21. A cour e dealing with the general princi-
ples of hygiene and phy. iology. One-half unit. 
R EALTll EDUCATION 41. A general con ider·ation of all fac-
tors of health and disease f rom the point of view of the teacher 
and the community. The fir 't part of the course is dPvoted to 
the tudy and presentation of the state adopted text. Poster 
pt·oblem are correlated with the work and thP making of rat 




EXTE TSION DEP ARTl\IENT 
ORGANIZATION OF ExTENSION DIVISION 
The purpose of the Extension Department is to extend the 
educational advantage offered by the Morehead tate Teacher 
College to a wide ran~e of people throughout this section of 
Kentucl<y. With 1 his end in view the Exten. ion Division 
operates through three channels, namely: the Bureau of Corre-
spondence tudy. Study Centers, Bureau of l •cchners and Com-
mencement peakers. 
BuREAU OF CoRRESPONDENCE TUDY 
The Bureau of Correspondence Study enables the pupil who 
for some reason cannot go to school to take at home the same 
course that he would study in school. Teachers often find that 
an advanced course in some subject which they are teaching 
gives them much help in presenting this subject in class. Man~r 
teachers have been helped by a study of school problems and 
method<; while teachin~. They are thus enablrd to put into use 
the methods of instruction and principles of management which 
they study. 
A; far a<; possible the correspondence ronrse is so organized 
as to cover the same material as the residence course. Often it is 
found necessary to furnish additional explanation and to require 
morr rradin~ than in the course in class. Tn many cases thP 
correspondence course offers distinct advantages over the resi-
denct" course. One advantage is that the pupil forms the habit 
of independent study. He is held responsible for all the work. 
when•as in class work students sometimPs shield themselves be-
hind someone else and avoid doing aJl the work. 
The correspondence course ofl'ers the pupil an opportunity 
to gain credit much cheaper than if the same work were taken 
in residence. 
Another out'3tanding advantage to be derived from taking 
f'OrresnondPnee work is that the pupil may do work toward a 
iiP!?'l'Pe or eertificate while he is engaged in earning a livel ihood. 
Tf thP pupil is teaching. the correspondence work, if properlY 
<1onP. c:hould improve his method. Aside from teaching, thPre 
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are other gainful occupations in which the pupil may be engaged 
and in which he may greatly improve his proficiency by carrying 
a correspondence coursP while continuing his work. 
'REDIT 
'orrespondence work carries the same cr·edit as residenc<' 
work, but cannot be counted a r esidence work in ecuring a 
certificate or diploma. It should be noted, however, by tudents 
who expect to transfer credit earned by col'respondence in Mor<>-
head to other institutions, and especially to graduate schools. 
that a few of the larger in titution in the country do not accept 
cr·edit earned by correspondence. tudents who take cotT<'Spon-
dence courses with Morehead may be assured that their wor·k will 
be accepted in most schools in which our· r·e. idence work i ac-
cepted. It hould be remembered that the teacher· college of 
th e State have agreed to l imit the amount of corr rspondencc work 
to be accepted toward a r'legree or a certificate to one-eighth of 
the total amount of work required for the degree or certificate. 
'l' hat is, not more than sixteen of the one hundred twenty-eight 
hours of work for a degree may be takPn by con e pondence 
WHO MAY ENROLL 
The requirements for admission to the Teacher C'ollc~e 
apply to the corre. pondcnce work. If a pupil i eligible to enter 
the Normal School for re idence work, he may t·arry conespon-
dence work of Normal School level. A stndent eligible to enter 
the Teachers College would be permitted to takr college cour· es 
by correspondence. 
When a student wishes to enroll for college cour. es. he will 
be r equired to submit a tran cript showing entrance require-
ments, the same as those required for college work in re idence. 
WHEN TO ENROLL 
A student may enroll for correspondence work at any time. 
as each student does individual work and receives individual 
treatment from the instructor. This is always subject to the 
provision that a student doing residence work in this institution. 
or in any other, must have the permission of the Dean of the 
Institution where he is a student in order to be allowed to take • 
correspondence work. 
• 
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Tun~ LrMrT ox 'ORRESPONDEI\'CE ·w oRK 
. \ c:o rrespondence eourse mnst n ot he comp leted within less 
timr than one c11lendar month. o student will he a llowed to 
rn rry a eom·se for longer than twelve calendar months without 
paying a rein:tatemenl fee of one dollar and ecuring permi, ion 
t'r·om the Director· of Exten. ion to continue the cour e . 
'HANOE 0 1' OUR. E 
I f n pupi l desires to change a course for which be has en-
•·oll<'d, he may do so by paying a fee of one dollar and paying fo r 
the ~rading of fill papers that haYe been submitted. 
1'EXT 1:300KS 
. \!> far as possible the text book u. ed in the residence cour. r 
has hren u. eJ for the corre ·pondence coursP. The natu •·e of cor-
r<' ponclcme work made it impracticable to u e the same book 
in all cn es. The College Book Store will keep most of the 
hooks to be used in co rrespondence work, but it is likely that in 
somr cases we sha ll not he able to supply the necessary 
text from our . tore, in which ca. e the hook ma.\- be ordet·ed 
dirrctly from the puhli her . 1'he price of aU book. purcha. ed 
from the book store will be llw same n. t he pnce chat·g<'d resi-
d<'nt pupil·, wh i<' h is u. ually lower tha n the amount charged 
r lscwhere. 
The extension Department does not sell book of any kind. 
Book: n<'eded for corre. pondencc courses hould be ordered from 
the Book tore of the l\Iorehead tate 'reachers College or from 
the pu blisber. 
LIMITATIONS 
A student in the college department will not be p ermitted 
to earn more than twelve semester hours of credit by Extension, 
during the calendar year . 
C REDIT TowARD C ERTIFICATES 
No certificates can be granted on Extension credits alone. 
This institution issues a College Elementary Certificate to 
graduates of accredited high schools upon completion of sixteen 
semester hours of college work. All the sixteen hours must be 
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earned in residence. This certificate may be r enewed by the 
completion of sixteen hours of college work after the first issu-
ance of the certificate. Four hours of the sixteen may be earned 
by Extension. Two of these may be by correspondence and two 
by study center. 
Of the sixty-four hom·s of college work required for the 
Standard Certificate, eight hours may be done by corr espondence, 
and eight hours in study centers. Not more than sixteen hours 
in all may be done by extension. 
CREDIT TOWARD G RADUATION 
Extension courses may be counted toward graduation from 
H igh 'chool. One full year of fo ur units must hr taken in re. i-
dencc•, nnd the sernestc•r peecrding gmduation rnu"t h<• taken in 
residence. Care should be taken not to carry too much corres-
pondence work for en trance requirements. 
One-fourth of the total one hundred twenty-eight hours for 
college graduation may be taken by Extension, one-half of this 
or one·eighth of the total may be taken by correspondence. Of 
the .·enior year's work, t we lYe hours may hr taken by Exten-
sion. No degree will be given upon less than thirty-six weeks ' 
re idenee. 
The work of the senior year must be taken in r esidence. In 
thi year. at least twenty seme ter hours of credit must be made. 
E XAMINATIONS 
"When a student ha completed all the lr..,son · in a corT<'-
pondenC'e course, he will be required to take a final examination 
on his work. 'l'hi examination mu. t be taken either in the Ex-
tension office or· undrr the superv ision of thr student 's own 
county or city . uperintendent, principHl of an accreditrcl high 
school, tate ·chool officer, or officer of a recognized college. 
The examinat ion is furnished by the teacher who has charge 
of the course. The student should make arrangements with the 
officer under whom he desires to take his examination and send 
the name of the person to the Extension Department, to be ap-
proved by the Director of Extension. Upon approval, the ques-
tions ·will be mailed directly to the examining office, where the 
test will be held accordin g to instructions from this office. 
• 
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Mter the examination is completed, the student's paper, 
with the examination questions, will be sent to the Extension 
office by the Examiner for final gl'acli ng. .Any fees charged by 
the examinjng office are to be paid by the student. The student 
should al. o fu rnish the postage when sending ills paper to the 
Director of Extension . 
In order that we may be assured that the work has been 
mastered h~- the student, the examination \rill be made compre-
hen i,e, and no tudent ·will be given credit who fails to 
make a pas ing grade on the examination. 
tndents who can do so without too great expense are re-
que ted to come to the Ex ten ion office to take examinations. 
ina mm:h a. county and city uperintcndent often find it diffi-
cult to pare the time to hold such examinations. 
Immediately after the last lesson in a correspondence course 
i completed, the student should arrange with the Director of 
E xtension to take the examination on that course. If a period 
of more than one month elapses before the examination is taken, 
the grade in the course will become " E" and no credit will be 
given. 
The Director of Correspondence W ork shall have the author-
ity t o change the time beyond the thir ty-day period if he sees 
sufficient reason for so doing. The student shall apply for this 
n"ten. ion before the clo e of the thirty-day period. 
G ENERAL I NSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS T AKING 
CORRESP011-"'DENCE w ORK 
1. Read the lesson assignment car efully. 
2. Study carefnlly the lesson in the text, and read all supple-
mentary work called for in the assignmen t. 
3. All the lessons will be sent lo you at one time, but when you 
have prepared them, they should be sent to us as completed. If you 
keep them a nd sencl in a number :tt once, you will lose the benefit of 
any suggestions or corrections your instrnctor may give you. 
4. Answer the questions, numbering each answer to correspond 
with the number of the qnestion. 
5. Do not copy your answers from the text . S tudy your lessons 
well enough to answer questions without the help of lhe text. If you 
must refer to the text for an answer, s tudy the a nswer well enough 
to make i t your own thought. 
6. As soon as you have finished one or two lesson assignments, 
M. S. T. C.-5 
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send your work by first class mail to the Extension Departme nt, 
Morehead State Teachers College, Morehead, Ky., and be sure t o 
put on enough postage. Failure to do so may cause delay. Most 
manuscripts require from four to six cents postage. If you affix less 
t han this, your manuscript will be held in the post o{fice for postage 
due. 
7. Your lessons are corrected and graded by member s of the 
regular faculty of th is school. You should note well the corrections 
and suggestions on your work before preparing advance lessons. 
8. According to the ru les of th is institution, you mus t take an 
exa mination in the presence of a competen t school official, approved 
by this institution within 30 days after sending in the last lession. 
9. Faulty English will decrease your grades. 
10. ·wri te with pen and ink, or use a typewriter. Write as well 
as you can, as poor writing always lowers the instructor's opinion 
of your abili ty. 
11. All work must ha \'e been completed and examination taken 
within one year from elate of r egis tration. Record in this office wm 
close at that time. 
ExTENSION D EPARTMENT COURSES OFFERED BY CoRRESPONDEN CE 
NoRMAL ScrrooL 
Agriculture : 
General Agriculture 31 .................................................. lh unit 




Rural School Problems 31 .............................................. % unit 10.50 
School Management 32 .......................... .......................... 1h unit 10.50 
English: 
First Semester English 11 ............................................ % uni t 10.50 
English 12 .......................................................................... % un it 10.50 
History of English Literature 21 ................................ ~(z unit 10.50 
History of American Literature 22 ............................ 1,~ unit 10.50 
Advanced English Grammar 31 .................................. % unit 10.50 
History and Social Sciences : 
Citizenship 11 .................................................................... % unit 10.50 
World History 21 (first half) ........................................ % unit 10.50 
World History 22 (second half) .................................... % uni t 10.50 
American History 31 (first haif) .............................. % unit 10.50 
American History 32 (second half) ............................ % unit 10.50 
Problems of American Democracy 41 ........................ % un it 10.50 
Mathematics: 
Algebra 12 (first half) .................................................... % u nit 10.60 
Plane Geometry 31 (first half) .................................... % unit 10.50 
Plane Geometry 32 (second half) .............................. ¥.! unit 10.50 
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Science: 
Physiology 21 ·················--·····--·······················--··················- lh uni t 10.50 
Health Education 41 ...................................................... .. lh unit 10.50 
COLLEGE 
Agriculture: 
Agronomy 62 3 Ins. 10.50 
Education : 
Introduction to Teaching 51 .......................................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
Principles of Psychology 52 ·····························--·······-·· 3 hrs. 10.50 
R eading in Elementary Schools 54 --········--··----······ --·· 3 hi'S. :!.0.60 
Rural Sociology 56 --·-···························· ·························· 3 hrs. 10.50 
Classroom Organization and Control 62 .... -------········· 3 hrs. 10.50 
Rural School Administration 65 .............. .................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
Rural School Supervision 66 ........................ ................ 3 hrs. 10.50 
Extra-Curricular Activities 74 .......................... -. ............ 3 hrs. 10.60 
High School ,1\fethods 75 ·····································--·-······ 3 hrs. 10.50 
History of Education 76 ...... .......................................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
English: 
English Composition 54 .................................... ............ 3 hrs. 10.50 
English Compos ition 55 ................................................ 3 hrs. 10.50 
English Litera ture 61a .................................................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
Literature for Children 62 ............................................ 3 hrs. 10.50 
History and Social Sciences: 
United States of America 52 (first half) .................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
United States of America 53 (second half) ................ 3 hrs. 10.50 
Economics 62 .................................................................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
MathematicS : 
College Algebra ............................................ ~ ................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
Trigonometry .................................................................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
Science : 
P ersonal Hygiene 52 ...................................................... 3 hrs. 10.50 
Botany 55 .......................................................................... _ 3 hrs. 10.50 
(All fees a re payable in advance. An enrollment fee of three 
dollars in addit_ion to the regular fee must be paid on your first 
course.) 
STUDY CENTERS 
If a group of people in a community desire to organize a 
class to meet once or twice a week, or pursue some course under 
the direction of a r egular member of the faculty of the More-
head Teachers College, such an arrangement may be made. In 
the study center conditions will be made as nearly as possible 
like conditions in the class room of the institution. In other 
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words, the study center should strive to imitate the class room 
in the college. A three-hour course regularly meets three times 
a week for fifty minutes, therefore the study center class will 
meet for the same periods. No class should remain in session 
for longer than two hours at a single sitting. Thus, if a class 
is taking a three-hour course, it should meet as often as twice 
a week, or preferably three times a week. Originally, classes 
were allowed to meet on Saturday for three fifty-minute periods 
without any intermission. Such a practice, however, has fallen 
into disrepute and practically all schools that conduct study 
centers require classes to meet as often as twice a week. No high 
school courses will be given in study centers unless there is no 
accredited high school available for the pupils who are request-
ing the study center. For this reason, pr actically all the dis· 
cussions of study centers will refer to college classes. 
REGULATIONS FOR STUDY CENTERS 
No one but a regular member of the Morehead Teachers 
College faculty will be authorized to conduct a study center . 
This step is taken in harmony with the action of other colleges. 
Such a fee will be collected for this work as will pay all 
expenses incurred in giving the course. This will be apportioned 
among the pupils enrolled in the class, and each pupil must pay 
his proportionate part before credit is given for the course. This 
means that each student in a small class would have to pay a 
larger fee than in a large class. 
ENTRANCE R EQUIREMENTS 
Pupils will be admitted to study center classes on the same 
basis that they would be admitted to do residence work at the 
Teachers College. Adult pupils may be allowed to enroll as 
special students, but they can not offer credit done in the study 
center toward the securing of a certificate or a degree until they 
have satisfactorily met the entrance requirements. Elsewhere 
in this catalog the entrance requirements for the 'l'eachers 
ollege are given. The e rune entrance requirements apply to 
the study center classes. Not later than the second or third meet-
ing,· all those who expect to take the work should furnish a 
statement of their high school credits to the teacher of the 
.. 
.. 
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cla s. The ·e credits will he placed on file in the office, of the 
Registrar at Morehead, and when properly evaluated, the pupil 
will be notified as to whether or not he meets college entrance 
requirements. 
COURSES FOR TRE STUDY CENTER 
Study center courses will be identical with residence courses . 
Courses will have the same numbers. J n most case students will 
use the same text book, will be given the same credit, will meet 
the same number of times per week, and cover the same field 
of knowledge that the r esidence courses cover. 
Inasmuch as library facilities may not always be available 
at the place where the study center is held, the instructor may, 
if he deems it necessary, require the purchase of one or more 
additional books. 
NUMBER OF ABsENCES 
Pnpils who at"e taking the study centet· work will be ex-
pected to meet with the class each time the class meets. In case 
a pupil is absent at any meeting he is expected to make up the 
work that he has missed and to have legitimate excuse for the 
absence. A special examination must be taken by the pupil on 
all work which was done by the class during· his absence. If 
a pupil is absent moL"c than one-fifth of the time that a class is 
in session, he forfeits his right to receive credit on the course. 
SYSTEM OF GRADING 
The system of grading for the study center courses is the 
same as employed in residence work. 
WARNING 
The study center work will not under any circumstances be 
accepted for r esidence work in this school or any other school. 
There is a limit of twelve hours p er year placed upon all corres-
pondence or study center work, so if the pupil has already to 
!tis credit twelve hours of work by correspondence during the 
year, his study center work can not be accepted by this school. 
SPECIAL CoLLEGE STUDENTS 
The student who is not a candidate for credit towards a 
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degr·ee, or for any teaching certificate may enroll in the college 
department and pur ne chosen ·wo rk. Persom; twenty-one years 
of age or over, who are not graduates of standard high schools, 
may, at the discretion of the Dean, be permitted to enroll as 
special adult students. to any of the classes below the sophomore 
year. In such cases all requirements must be satisfied before 
an~' certificate or degr·ee i granted. 
FEES 
An enrollment fee of three dollars is charged when a student 
first enters the Extension Department for correspondence work. 
Thi fee entitles him to be a student in this department as long 
a he cares to take work. There is also an instruction fee of ten 
dollars and fifty cents for each one-half unit of high school work 
taken, or three dollars and fifty cents for each college hour. 
These fee should accompany the enrollment blank. No fees will 
be refunded unless the pupil drops the course at the suggestion 
of the school, or unless for any reason the school can not offer 
the course. 
Register of Students 
• 
• 
REGISTER OF STUDENTS 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT 
(a), Indicates first summer term; (b), second summer term; (c). 
fir st semester; (d), second semester; (e), mid·semester. 
Name Classification Address 
Adams, David, cd Sophomore J eremiah 
Adams, Esma, a Sophomore Colson 
Adams, J esse, c Sophomore Colly 
Adams, Rex, ad Senior Leatha 
Adams, Sanford, a Junior Colly 
Addington, Gertha, cd Sophomore Whitesburg 
Adkins, Ethel, d Sophomore Gimlet 
Alford, Lucy, a Sophomore Harrodsburg 
Alfrey, Beulah, ac Junior Morehead 
Alfrey, Ruby, d Senjor Morehead 
Allen, Alfred Junior Carver 
Allen, Gladys, d Freshman Morehead 
Allen, Mitchell, cd Sophomore Stacy 
Allen, Thelma, a Senior Northern 
Allen, Western, d Junior Sublett 
Amburgy, Golda, a Senior Clearfield 
Amburgy, Lottie, a Senior Clearfield 
Arnett, Dewey, c Freshman Maggard 
Arnett, James, cd Sophomore Gullett 
Auxier, Garnett, a Freshman Manila 
Babb, Billy, b Visitor Mt. SterlJng 
Bach, Vergle, d Senior Ezel 
Balley, Nell, b Sophomore Grahn 
Bailey, Otis, d Junior Martha 
Bailey, Willie, ab Sophomore Flat Gap 
Bailey, Willie, o Sophomore Lacy 
Baker, Cella, a Senior Trimble 
Baker, Sula, ab Senior Clem on 
Baldridge, Alkia, a Senior Flemingsburg 
Ball, Onalda, abd Freshman Waltz 
Barbour, Pearl, ab Sophomore Morehead 
Barker, Lonnie, d Junior Culver 
Barker, Mae, a Junior His lope 
Barndollar, Calvin, e Sophomore Bluestone 
Barker, Ormle, ad Junior Culver 
Barnes, George, a Sophomore Mt. Sterllng 
Barnes, Ida M., ab Junior J effersonville 
Bastord, Joshua, ab Senior Haldeman 
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Name Classification Address 
Bate, Henry, cd Senior Vanceburg 
Bates, Curtis, ad Junior Kite 
Becraft, ?1-lrs. Brooks, a Junior Olympia 
Bentley, Bertha, cd Junior Crans ton 
Benton, Mrs. Dexter , ad Senior Liberty Road 
Ber kley, Ina M., a Freshman Greenup 
Biggs, Bethel, e Junior Limestone 
Birchfield, Bessie, d Junior Morehead 
Birchfield, Edna Ray, cd Freshman Morehead 
Bis hop, Robert, ad Part Time Morehead 
Bla ir, Clinton, d Junior Puncheon 
Blair, Elbert, d Sophomor e Morehead 
Blair, Elmer, e Junior Colly 
Blair, Ja mes, abed :::lophomore Thornton 
Blair, J. M., e Freshman IDrmine 
Bla ir, Mrs. Mary White Sophomore Stephens 
Blair, Katherine, acd Freshman Morehead 
Blair, Mae, d Sophomore Morehead 
Blair, Mildred, a Senior Morehead 
Blankenship, Libbie, ab Junior Denton 
Bledsoe, Gertrude, a Senior Soldier 
Blevins, Myrtle, a Senior Cranston 
Bolen, Alma, a Senior Mt. Sterling 
Booker, Thomas, a Freshman Owingsville 
Bradford, Curtis, d Junior Kehoe 
Bra dley, Carnie, d J unior Yatesville 
Bradley, Luther, e Junior Olive Hill 
Branham, Mary, ad Junior McGlone 
Brickey, Ida, cd Freshman Maloneton 
Brown, Atlee, abd Sophomore Ordinary 
Brown, Ernest, abed Sophomore Triplett 
.Brown, Grace, d Freshman Triple tt 
Brown, Irene, a Junior Sandy Hook 
Brown, Lela, cd Freshman Craney 
Brown, Myrtle, a Senior Sandy H ook 
Bruce, Carra, ad Senior Morehead 
Bruce, Curtis, cd Sophomor e Morehead 
Bryant, Bessie M., abed Sophomore Rice 
Bryant, Jewell, abd Sophomore Soldier 
Bryant, Lottie R., a Sophomore Soldier 
Bullington, Thomas, c Freshman Ashland 
Burchett, Ivory, c Junior Busseyvllle 
Burkhart, Hazel, c F reshman IDvarts 
Burton, Ersa, ad Junior Sky 
Burton, Pauline, cd Senior Carter 
Butcher, Geneva, abed Junior Boone's Camp 
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Calhoun, Leone, a Senior Hitchins 
Calvert, George M., abc Senior Morehead 
Campbell, Muriel, cd Junior Yerkes 
Campbell, Nannie, c Senior Confluence 
Campbell, Noah, cd Sophomore Ulvah 
Campbell, Troah, cd Sophomore Ulvah 
Canafax, William J., ab Junior Upper Tygart 
Carpenter, Mrs. Winifred, e Sophomore West Liberty 
Carroll, Raymond, ab Senior Charlottes Furnace 
Carter, Mildred, ac Freshman Morehead 
Cartwright, Gladys, a Senior Denton 
Caskey, Earl, b Freshman Morehead 
Caskey, Mrs. Everett, a Junior Morehead 
Cassity, Hobart, a Senior Blair's Mill 
Castle, Galen, cd Senior Nippa 
Caudill, Blanche, d Freshman Haldeman 
Caudill, Clester, c Freshman Waltz 
,Caudill, Dennie, ab Senior Morehead 
Caudill, Dosha, ad Senior Morehead 
Caudill, Louise, ad Senior Morehead 
Caudill, Mae, ab Freshman Morehead 
Caudill, Margie, ab Junior Riceville 
Caudill, Nona, d Junior Travelers' Rest 
Caudill, Ora Jane, d Junior Ringos Mills 
Caudill, Stephen, cd Sophomore Morehead 
Cecil, Orvin, c. Junior Murphy Fork 
Centers, Mrs. Fenton, a Junior J effersonv1lle 
Chandler, Mrs. A., a Senior Ulysses 
Chinn, Genevieve, cd Senior Russell 
Chinn, Joseph Jackson, ab Senior Klnniconick 
Cisco, Rule, abed Freshman Tell a 
Clarke, Haske! B., abed Junior Inez 
Clary, Mabel, e Freshman Ol!ve Hlll 
• Clay, Richard, a Freshman Morehead 
Clayton, Claude, acd Junior Morehead 
Clemmons, W. J ., acd Sopohmore Gint 
Clevenger, Mae, cd Freshman Morehead 
Clifton, Margaret, a Freshman Oldtown 
Cogswell, Catherine, d Freshman Cogswell 
Cogswell, Estelle, abed Freshman Cogswell 
Cogswell, Sally, ab Senior Cogswell 
Colly, Leonard, cd Sophomore Bennett 
Combs, Belvia, e Junior Southdown 
Combs, James, c ~Freshman Crown 
Combs, Maude, cd Junior Lennut 
Combs, Rachel, d Freshman Emmalena 
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Name 
Uombs, ernon, e 
Uunley, Uarnett, d 
uonley, ullie, d 
Uonley, Wendell, e 
voun, l<'aye, a b 
Cooksey, Luc1lle, abed 
Uooksey, Noranelle, ab 
voo1ey, Huth, a 
Cooper, Lona, ab 
Cooper, Nola, abed 
Copher, Mary, a 
Cordle, J. H., d 
Cornette, Cornla, a 
Cornette, Luther, e 
Cornette, Sylvia, a 
Cotton, Virgie, a 
Counts, Clyde, e 
Counts, Myrtle, ae 
Craft, Scott, d 
Craycra!t, Rebecca, ab 
Creech, Grant, as 
Crockett, Bessie, a 
Crace, Tilford, c 
Crossman, Helen 0., ab 
Crosthwaite, Esther L., ace 
Crosthwaite, Winiford, ad 
Dannie!, Maggie, a 
Daulton, Carson, cd 
Davis, Burgess, a 
Davis, Harry, ab 
Davis, Margaret P. acd 
Davis, Willard, cd 
DeHart, Ray, c 
DeHart, Reba, ab 
Delong, Ova, ad 
Denham, Virginia, d 
Denniston, Ruby, cd 
Denton, Ashton, ae 
Derrickson, F lora, abc 
Dillon, Goldia, a 
Dowdy, Edythe, d 
Duff, Ruth, c 
Duncan, J ames, c 
Dunaway, Flora, a 
Duva ll, Hallie, a 
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Eastham, Esther M., ae Senior Argillite 
Elam, Maxine, a Freshman Morehead 
Elam, Myrl, d Senior Wrigley 
E111ott, Curtis, abed Freshman Redwine 
Elliott, Ethel, a Junior Weeks burg 
Ellis, Davis, cd Freshman Cogswell 
ElUs, Dorothy, a Senior Cogswell 
• Ellis, Thelma, d Junior Cogswell 
English, Everett, a Senior Carter 
Ernst, Lucille, cd Senior Grahn 
Erwin, Eula, b Freshman Prater 
Esham, Marjorie, ab Senior Klnniconick 
Esham, Opal, b Freshman Kinniconlck 
Esham, William, d Freshman Kinniconick 
Estep, Mitchell, d Junior Triplet 
Evans, Ellene, ab Freshman Morehead 
Evans, Jessee, a Tunior Strlcklett 
Evans, Selma, d Freshman Salt Lick 
Everman, Gwendolen, d Junior Gregorysvllle 
Fannin, Ivy, e Senior Newfoundland 
Fannin, Mrs. J ., e Senior Garrison 
Fannin, Wilma, cd Junior Estep 
Ferguson, Essie, ab Junior Dingus 
Fitzpatrick, Mae, d Junior Dock 
Fitzpatrick, Thomas W., ab Freshman Mt. Sterllng 
Flannery, Beckham, b Sophomore Jacobs 
Flannery, Ethel, b Freshman Martin 
Flannery, Faye, a Freshman OIJve H111 
Flannery, Jacob, c Junior Sandy Hook 
Flannery, Maggie, ab Freshman Olive Hill 
Fletcher, W. K., abed Sophomore Gypsy 
Floyd, Luc1lle, ab F'reshman Hopewell 
Fouch, R uby, c F'reshman 'Morehead 
Fraley, Athel, acd F'reshman Morehead 
• Fraley, Cella, d Sophomore Lytton 
Fraley, Glennts, ad Senior E111ottsvllle 
Fraley, Kenneth, d Senior Bigs tone 
Fraley, Lela, cd Sophomore Morehead 
Fraley, Ray, a Sophomore Fannin 
Fraley, Sara, e Senior Fannin 
Fraley, Vergie, a Junior Lytton 
Francis, Dlxte, ab f'reshman Carr Creek 
Frazier, Berta, e Junior Elsie Coal 
Frazier, James, be Junior Elsie Coal 
Frazier, Kermit, d Junior Cumberland 
Frazier, Madge, ae Junior l!Jlste Coal 
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Name Classification Address 
Frazier, Verma, a Senior Elsie Coal 
Frisby, Dexter, a Senior Liberty Road 
Fugate, Callie, e Senior Carrie 
Fulkerson, Murrell, a Freshman Louisa 
Fultz, Dolly, abc Sophomore Upper Tygart 
Gambill, Daniel, c Junior Offutt 
Garret, Mae, e Junior Andre. 
Gastineau, Roy, d Sophomore Morehead 
Gillam, Dorothea, a Junior Coalfon 
Gilley, R(ly, c Senior E ls ie Coal 
Gilliam, Simon, cd Sophomore Jeptha 
Gray, Floyd, ab Freshman Wyatt 
Gray, Lawrence, cd Sophomore Morehead 
Gray, Ruby, d Senior Wyatt 
Green, Dixie, be Freshman Green 
Green, Emory, c Sophomore Wrigley 
Green, Guy, d Senior Fielder 
Green, Harry, c Freshman Morehead 
Gr e>ene, Bessie, bed Freshman Green 
Greene, John, abed Freshman Green 
Guhm, Beulah, abc Junior Burtonsville 
Gullett, Hazel, e Junior Ashland 
Gullett, Nelson, a Senior Sublett 
Halcomb, Carl, ae Junior Skyline 
Hale, Dorcas, d Senior Goodloe 
Hale, Ellis, cd Junior Goodloe 
Hale, Samuel, d Freshman Goodloe 
Hall, Christine, d Senior Farmers 
Hall, Dewey, a Junior Puncheon 
Hall, Harriet, cd Junior Hopewell 
Hall, Pearl, cd Senior Morehead 
Hall, Raymond, cd Freshman Triplet 
Hamilton, Richard, bed Sophomore Morehead 
Hamm, Sylvia, abed Sophomore Morehead 
Hammond, Lovell, cd Sophomore J attle 
Hammond, Lowell, cd Sophomore Jattle 
Hampton, Robert, d Junior Bigwoods 
Haney, Christine, a Senior Stacy Fork 
Haney, Mose, d Junior Hike 
Hargis, Jack, cd Sophomore Craney 
!Harris, Hazel, a Senior Kehoe 
Hart, Evert, abed Sophomore Trimble 
Hay, Pruda, a Senior Mazie 
Hayes, Elma, ab Sophomore Eadstown 
Hayes, Esther, d Freshman Morehead 
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Hayes, Opal, cd Freshman Frenchburg 
Haynes, J ohn cde Senior Colly 
• Hays, Bertha, e Junior Pine Gap 
Hazlett, Mae, a Senior Rush 
Heathman, Robert, c Freshman Nlcholasvllle 
Hedrick, Naomi, cd Senior Mt. Sterling 
• Helton, Arbie, abc Freshman Salyersville 
Helton, Bessie, ad Junior Kerns 
Henry, Ruth, cd Sophomore Morehead 
Hicks, Caloma, a F reshman Haldeman 
Hicks, Hargis, d Junior Hippo 
Hicks, Norsie, a Junior Darfork 
Hill, Lloyd, ab Junior Relief 
Hill, Lonnie, c Freshman Relief 
Hill, Volnie, acd Freshman Martha 
Hobson, Evelyn, ab Senior Nero 
Hogge, Emogene, d Junior Gates 
Hogge, Hobson, de Junior Roxanna 
Hogge, Leland, d Senior Cranston 
Hogge, Lola, a Junior Soldier 
Hogge, :t.'lrs. Mary, d Junior Morehead 
Hogge, Ray, d Freshman Cranston 
Holbrook, Jason, de Senior Southdown 
Holbrook, Letha, a Freshman Morehead 
Horton, Emery, cd Sophomore Faye 
Horton, Emily, d Junior Bethseda 
H orton, Eunice, ac Junior Winchester 
Horton, Gem, a Senior Faye 
Horton, J ewell, ab Senior Faye 
Horton, Lake, a Freshman Ashland 
House, Bertha Day, e Sophomore Sherburn 
Howard, Edward, a Freshman Palmura 
Howard, Ida, e Senior Grayson 
• Howard, Kendall, e Junior Morehead 
Howard, Thomas, ab Junior Swamp ton 
Howes, James C., b Freshman Salt Lick 
Hurt, Leslie Belaire, cd Junior Morehead 
Hutchinson, Dora, cd Sophomore Morehead 
Hutchinson, Leonard, d Senior Fannin 
rngraham, Thelma, acd Freshman 1\forebead 
Ison, Kirby, e Junior Skyline 
Ison, Raymond, e Junior Moon 
!son, Sena, e Junior Terryville 
Jayne, Luther, d Sophomore Morehead 
J ayne, Mason, a Freshman Morehead 
Jennings, Virginia, acd Senior Morehead 
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J ennings, Wynona, ae 
Jessie, Cleo, c 
Johnson, Alta, d 
J ohnson, Edward, cd 
J ohnson, Eunice, ab 
J ohnson, Golden, c 
Johnson, Mavis, c 
Johnson, \VIllard, a 
J ones, Annab, e 
Jones, Eula, bed 
J ones, J ohn P., a 
Jones, Martha, ab 
J ordon, Myrl, cd 
Justice, Elliott, a 
Justice, Francis, cd 
Kegley, Lucille, ab 
Kegley, Luther, ab 
Kelly, Watt, a 
Kendall, Ardeth, ab 
Kennard, Frank, b 
Kidd, Stella, a 
IGng, 1.1innie, be 
Kirk, Alice, a 
Kirk, Delbert, a 
Kirk, Edna, a 
IGrk, Waldon, ab 
Lacy, Nova, c 
Lawson, Gladys, cd 
Lee, Harold, ab 
Lewis, Allene, c 
Lewis, Arbie, d 
Lewis, Beatrice, a 
Lewis, Bernice, ac 
Lewis, Earl, c 
Lewis, Ida, cd 
Lewis, Kenneth, c 
Lewis, Lula, a 
Lewis, Marie, a 
Lewis, Opal, cd 
Lewis, Orene, d 
Lewis, Sue, a 
Lewis, Velta, d 
Linkous, Milburn, cd 
Little, Elizabeth, cd 
Lovely, Corbett, abc 
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Lowe, Mrs. Mayme, ad Sophomore F11rmers 
Lowe, Minnie, cd Sophomore Morehead 
Lucas, Delmas, c Sophomore Colson 
Lusk, Louisa, cd Sophomore Ulvah 
Lyon, Beulah, b Freshman Keaton 
Lyon, Nannie, b Junior Louisa 
• Lyon, Ogly, d Junior Cordell 
Lyons, Mrs. Virgil, a Sophomore OlyJnpia 
Mabry, George, d Freshman Ault 
Mabry, Ottie, d Sophomore Jacobs 
Madden, Lucy, d Sophomore Lowder 
Marshall, Tressie, ad Junior Gypsy 
Martin, Alberta, c Senior Wayland 
Martin, Dewey, cd Sophomore Drift 
Martin, Gail, c Senior Hueysville 
Martin, Juanita, c Freshman Morehead 
Martin, Marjorie, c Senior Wayland 
Martin, Samuel, cd Sophomore Minnie 
Mauk, Gertrude, cd Sophomore Greenup 
Mauk, S. Harvard, d Freshman Morehead 
McBrayer, Jesse, c Junior Mo;rehead 
McClain, Mazie, acd Sophomore Lenox 
McClain, Nell, acd Freshman Morehead 
McDonald, Hildreth, ab Junior Morehead 
McFarland, Pearl, d Junior Salt Lick 
McGlone, Grace, a Senior Gesling 
McGuire, Clinton, abc Senior Matthew 
McGuire, Orpha, ad Senior Matthew 
McGuire, Otis, bed Sophomore Matthew 
McKinney, Christine, a Senior Morehead 
McKinney, Mrs. E. W., a Junior Morehead 
MeKinzie, Ford, a Senior Manila 
Meade, Shirley, c Freshman Indian Run 
Meek, Nora, c Senior Paintsvllle 
" Mefford, Emma, c Freshman Paris 
Messer, Lillian, cd Sophomore Bluestone 
Messer, Marie, c Junior Bluestone 
Mille, Gladys, d Junior Globe 
Miller, Thelma, c Junior Argentum 
Molen, Lindsey, abed Sophomore Nancy 
Mollette, Gladys, bed Sophomore Boones' Camp 
Molton, George, d Freshman Waltz 
Moore, F lossie, e J unior Pippapass 
Moore, LilUe, abed Junior Chavies 
Moore, Opal, cd Sophomore Mattie 
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Moore, Ruby, a d 
Morgan, Hattie, d 
Morgan, Henry, a 
~Jorre, he rmce, c 
Muilins, Alton, ad 
Mullins, Aubust, a 
Mullins, Charles, d 
Murphy, Mabel, d 
Mynhier, Mrs. Elberta, a 
Napier, Bessie, J., a 
Napier, Garnett, a 
esbilt, Mollie, d 
Nickell, J ohn Paul, cd 
Nickell, Nellie, d 
Nor man, Margan!t, ab 
Norris, Ottie, abc 
Oldham, Catlett, d 
Oldham, Louise, abc 
Oliver, Beula h, cd 
Ousley, Grace, cd 
Ousley, Vergie, cd 
Owens, Opal, abe 
Owens, Pansy, ab 
Parsons, Mildred, abe 
Patrick, Rule, a 
Patton, Elizabeth, ab 
Pelfrey, Ernest, d 
Pelfrey, Wilma, a 
Pennington, :M:ae, d 
Pennington, Virgie, e 
P eters, Dixie, d 
Pettit, Inez, a bed 
Picklesimer , Olga, a b 
Polly, Geor ge, a 
Polly, Gilbert, a 
Polly, Verna, a 
Porter, Andrew, d 
Porter, Ethel, abed 
Porter, Lona, a 
P owell, Elizabeth. acd 
Powell, Nell, a 
Powers, Ivetta, cd 
Poynter, Clifton, ae 
Prater , Bradley, c 
Prewitt, James, b 
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Provins, Ruby, ab Senior Coalgood 
Queen, Ethel, c Senior McVeigh 
Quisenberry, Rhodes, c Freshman Ashland 
• Ramey, Georgia, acd Sophomore Morehead 
Ramsey, Joe Thomas, d Freshman Pikeville 
Ratliff, Alpha, d Junior Ash Camp 
Ratliff, Bert, d Senior Wrigley 
Rayburn, Marjorie, a b Senior Olive Hill 
Razor, Mabel, b Freshman Russell 
Reed, Lester, cd Senior Elsie 
Reed, Mai·vin, c Sophomore Salyersville 
Re~d. Mary S., a Senior Mt. Sterling 
Reed, Modie, d Senior Elsie 
Reed, Monnie, ad Senior Elsie 
Reynolds, Nina, cd Sophomore Farmers 
Richardson, Berta, d Junior Yale 
Richardson, Gertrude, d Junior Yale 
Riddell, Katherine, ab Freshman Owingsville 
Rigsby, Ossie, c Junior Ever 
Ri sner, Otto, ab Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Roark, Rena, bd Freshman Nisi 
Roberts, Mary Jaynes, cd Senior Louisa 
Roberts, Ranel, a Senior Osborn 
Robinson, Velma, d Senior Stidham 
Roby, Edna, ab Freshman Hillsboro 
Rose, Joe, cd irunior Bruin 
Rose, Sara, ad Senior Bruin 
Rowe, J. H., d Junior Seltz 
:Rudd, Edgar, d Senior Gent 
Russell, Jesse, c Freshman Maggard 
Salyer, Byron, d Junior Go lelia 
Salyer. Ora Lee, d Sophomore East Point 
Salyer, Wishard, d Senior Sublett 
Sammons, Hazel, d Junior Olive Hill 
Satterfield, Ella, abd Junior Olympia 
Savage, Lona, b Junior Hitchins 
Scaggs, May, e Senior Ault 
r Senter, Rezina, abed Sophomore Hellier 
Sergent, Lela, d Sophomore Blairs Mill 
Sergent, Ora, c Freshman Blairs Mill 
Setzer, Pearl, ad Senior Nero 
Shannon, Charline, ab Freshman Louisa 
Shannon, Mary, d Junior Louisa 
Shannon, Nannle R. Junior Louisa 
Short, Ezra, d Senior Ledocla 
Sizemore, Vergle, d Junior Beetle 
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Skaggs, Anna Lee, cd Senior Neon 
Skaggs, Dorothy, cd Freshman Roscoe 
Skaggs, Elsie, d Freshman Morehead 
Skaggs, Hazel, d Junior Minor • 
Skaggs, Lannie, cd Junior Tell a 
Skaggs, Louisa, bed Senior Martha 
Skaggs, Murl, ad Junior Minor 
Skaggs, Mrs. Sadie, a Junior Argentum 
Skaggs, Vernie, d Freshman Morehead 
Skeens, Edna, cd Freshman Stark 
Skeens, Ruth, d Junior Ashland 
Slone, Ada, d Freshman Fitch 
Slone, Kanawha, ab Junior Ance 
Smith, Earl D., ae Freshm~n Cumberland 
Smith, Evalee, cd Junior Hazard 
Smith, Hazel, a Junior Minor 
Smith, Hillard, d Freshman Ophir 
Smith, J. C., ab Junior Cumberland 
Smith, Oma, e Senior Hindman 
Sparks, Clarence, ab Freshman Olive HHI 
Sparks , Edith, a Freshman Stricklett 
Sparks, Ida P earl, d Freshman Ashland 
Sparks, Lillie, ad Junior Rice 
Sparks, Lottie, ad Junior Rice 
Sparks, Lucy, ad Junior Olive Hill 
Sparks, Marjorie, d Junior Davisville 
Sparks, Nina, d Freshman Ashland 
Sparks, Viola, cd Sophomore Rice 
Sparks, Willie, d Junior Davisville 
Spear, Thorfin, e Senior Argillite 
Spencer, Maurine, d Senior Athol 
Sperry, Irma, b Freshman Brushart 
Sperry, Nellie, e Junior York 
Spradlin, Emma, <1 Senior Dewey 
Spriggs, Lucy, d Sophomore Quiney 
Stafford, Neva Clay, d Senior Mt. Sterling 
Stallard, Raleigh, abed Junior Ollve Hlll 
Stamm, J ohn, b Junior s. Por tsmouth 
Stanfield, Clyda, ab Senior Cowan 
Stapleton, Christine, acd Junior Manila 
St81pleton, Dow, e Senior Volga 
Stapleton, Emma, c Senior Manila 
Stapleton, Kathleen, ad Senior Manila 
Steele, Marguerite, ab Senior Grahn 
Stepp, Russell, a Senior Pilgrim 
Stewart, Anna, a Senior Roxana 
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Stewart, Lawrence, ad Junior Denton 
Stewart, Mary, abc Senior Morehead 
Stewart, Ruth, abc Senior Denton 
• Stidham, Agnes, d Senior Hit 
Stidman, Ethel, d Freshman Cranston 
Stidham, Mondane, ab Senior Hitchins 
Stratton, Nannie, a Junior TorchUght 
Stricklin, Raymond, cd Senior Blue Diamond 
Sturgill, Jamae, d Senior Smithsbor o 
Swartz, Laura, a Senior Olympia 
Swetman, Mary, d Junior Wilbur 
Swimm, Olive, d Junior Olive Hill 
Tabor, Pearl, c Freshman Morehead 
Tackett, Herbert, ab Senior Morehead 
Tackett, Irene, cd Sophomore Barnetts Creek 
Tacke tt, Myrtle, b Freshman Vergie 
Tapp, Alleen, a Freshma n Winchester 
Testerman, Leona, abed Sophomore Owingsville 
Thacker, Lula, e Junior Leburn 
Thomas, Bertha, ad Junior Scranton 
Thompson, D- W., d Freshman Keaton 
Timberlake, Grace, a Senior s. Portsmouth 
Trumbo, Clay, ab Sophomore Morehead 
Turner, Irene, cd Sopohomor e Elllottsvi!le 
Underwood, Mar guerite, a Junior Carter 
Underwood, Ottie, cd Sophomore Carter 
Vanhoose, Gladys, ab Senior Mingo 
Vanhorn, Lola, ae Junior Buchanan 
Vanhorn, Mabel, c Junior Adeline 
Vanhorn, Madge, ae Junior Buchanan 
Vanover, Una M., abed Sophomore Elsie 
Vencill, Edith, c Senior Haldeman 
Virgin, Gladys, ae Senior Oldtown 
VIrgin, Vera, a Freshman Oldtown 
Walker, Edward, abed Junior Fuiierton 
Wallace, Ruth, cd Senior Hitchins 
Waillngford, Mrs. Rose, a Junior Flemingsburg 
r 
Waltz, Mildred, acd Senior Morehead 
Ward, Felix, e Senior Offutt 
Warner, Katherine, ab Freshman Salt Lick 
Waters, Bene E., b Freshman Hitchins 
Watts, Linville, cd Sophomore Hallie 
Watts, Steve, cd Sophomore Hallie 
Webb, Herbert, ad Senior Waltz 
Webb, Pauline, d Senior Overda 
Wellman, Lucille, cd Sophomore Wayne. W. Va. 
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Wells, Delia, e Sophomore Andra 
Wells, Ellen, ad Junior Boont>~ Camp 
Wells, Fred, b Freshman Dewey 
Wheeler , Lillian, d Senior Flat Gap 
Wheeler, Ruth, a Sophomo1 o Libe rty Road 
Whisman, Bonnie, c Freshman Preeton 
Whitaker, Venon, cd Sophomore Roxana 
White, Bert, d Sophomore Stephens 
White, Iva, cd Sophomore :Stephens 
White, J ohn, d Freshman Cranston 
Wicker, Kelly, d Junior Lackey 
Wilburn, Cllnton, cd Senior Hitchins 
Williams, Blanche, b Sophomore Blaine 
Williams, Christine, cd Freshman Morehead 
Williams, Duell, a Freshman Red Bush 
Williams, Edna, abed Junior Smith Creek 
Williams, George, a Junior Triplett 
Williams, Lola, ab Special Clearfie ld 
Willia ms, Mabel, cd Freshman Sacred Wind 
Williams, Mary, cd Senior Elamton 
Williams, Ottie, a Junior Olive Hill 
Williams, Ruby, a Junior Scranton 
Wilson, Alta, a Junior Louisa 
Wilson, Anna B., abe Junior Helechawa 
Wilson, J ohn, cd Sophomore Louisa 
Wilson, Mary E., c Junior W. Somerset 
Wilson, Verna, d Junior Lytten 
Wright, Eugene, ab Senior Jenkins 
Wright, Hazel, cd Junior Dock 
Wright, Lura, cd Junior Dock 
Yarber, Nevada, ab Freshman Olympia 
Young, Allie, cd Sophomore Morehead 
R.IWH:i'l'ER OF S'l'UDENTS 
(a), indicates first summer term; (b), second summer term ; (CJ, 
first semester; (d), se.cond semester ; (e), mid-semester. 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
Name 
Adams, J . S., a 
Adams, Nell, a 
Adkins, Emma, a 
Alexander, Alma, ab 
Alexander, Christine, cl 
Allen, Bess, acd 
Allen, Clarence, cd 
Allen, Clayton, e 
Allen, J ess, cd 
Allen, J ohn, a 
Allen, Ora Lee, d 
Allen, Silas, e 
Allen, Thelma, a 
Allie, Delbert, ab 
Amburgy, Goldia, d 
Amburgy, .Lottie, d 
Anderson, Carolyn, ab 
Anderson, Virginia, e 
Antis, !Lena, a 
Armstrong, ll'ene, a 
Arnett, Alma, a 
Arnett, Helen, a 
Arnett, Kash, a 
Arnett. Seldon. ad 
Arnett, Thelma, d 
Bailey, Amanda, c 
Bailey, John, a·b 
Bailey, Maude, d 
Bailey, Opal, a 
Baisden, Troy, d 
Baldridge, Alkia, e 
Baldridge, Cecil, d 
Banch, Nevelyn, c 
Barbour, Irene, d 
Barbour, Ma rie, 1\Jbc 
Barker, Clayton, e 
Barker , Edna, a 
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Bartee, Remondia, ad Freshman Hi tchins 
Bartee, Ruby, a Sophomore Hitchins 
Bate, Bertha!, a Special Vanceburg 
Bates, P earl, a Junior Blaine 
Beard, Robert, cd Freshman Soldier 
Beckne r, Buena, ae Freshman V'<lnceburg 
Becraft, C. I., a Special F renchburg 
Bella my, Elizabeth, d Freshman West Liberty 
Benton, Raymond, d Sophmore Caney 
Bertram, Frances, d Junior Campbellsville 
Bertram, Louise, d Sophomore Monticello 
Ber tram, Xina, d Sophomore Campbellsville 
Bishop, :'11a ry, abed Senior Morehead 
Bishop, Robert, d Freshman Morehead 
Bishop, Roxie, a b Sophmore Ashland 
Blai r, Mrs. L. E., a Special Morehead 
Bla ir, Mild red, eel Freshman Morehead 
Bledsoe, Certrude, d Freshman Soldier 
Boatright, Kermit, d Freshman Whitesburg 
Boggs, Alma, a Sophomore Fullerton 
Boggs, ·willa rd, a F reshman Oli vEl Hill 
Booth, Audra, a Freshman Vanceburg 
Booth, :\Iarjorie, b Freshm'<ln Grayson 
Booton, Nannie, c Freshman ,.:Maysville 
Bolls, Esta, abed Freshman Scranton 
Bozardt, Chloe Alice, c Freshma n Morehead 
Brannell, Ja mes, e Freshman Pactolus 
Brown, Anna, a!b Freshman As hland 
Brown, Clona, a Sophomore Par mleysville 
Brown, Lafayette, abc Senior Lawton 
Brown, Opal , a Junior Ordinary 
Bruce. Clara, a Sophomore Morehead 
Burchett, Harry, a Special Stambaugh 
Burchwell, Essa, a Sophomore Nero 
Burchwell, Jewell , d Freshman Nero 
Burke, Edna, d Freshman Prestonsburg 
Burke, H. H., d Freshman Prestons bu J'g 
Burrows, :'11rs . Beula h, a Junior Farmers 
Burton, Eloise, a Freshman Catlet tsburg 
Butler, Claudia, a Freshman Paintsville 
Cains, Carmine, e Freshman Hitchins 
Cains, Ruby, e Freshman Hitchins 
Campbell, Nannie, e Freshman Conftuence 
Calhoun, Leona, d Freshman Hitchins 
Calvert, George, eel Freshman Morehead 
t 
Name 
Calvert, ?11argaret, cd 
Calvert, Mary Alice, cd 
Cam•pbell, Josephine, cd 
Cannoy, Neva, cd 
Carpenter, Hazel, cd 
Carpenter, Reva, d 
Carpenter, Tom, a 
Carpenter, Winfred, ad 
Cai·roll, Raymond, cd 
Cartee, Hazel, d 
Carter, ?11ae, cl 
Cassady, Burbage, ab 
Cassady, Nolda, b 
Cassity, Grace, c 
Cassity, ~elle, ab 
Catron, Nola, eel 
Caudill, Dennie, eel 
Caudill. Mrs. Dudley, ab 
Ca:Jdill, Hargis, b 
C:lUclill, Ira, albcd 
Caudill, J ohn, ad 
Caudill, Louise, d 
Caudill, 1\Irs . W. T., cd 
Cecil. :\label, a 
Cecil, 11111 rn . ab 
Cl1:1PJJt>l. Mrs. Ethel, abd 
Charles, Beulah, a 
Chilclers, Louise, a 
G1ark, Charlie, ab 
C lark, J uliet, d 
Clark, •Montain, d 
Clark, Sheldon, a 
Clay, Mary, e 
Click, Ollie, ab 
Coburn, Ethel, e 
Coldiron, Leona, a 
Coleman, Bertha, ab 
Collins, J ohn, b 
Collins , 1\label, b 
Collins, :\1argaret, b 
Collins, Ruby, eel 
Conlee, Henderson, cl 
Conley, Ivel, d 
Conley, Juanita, d 
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Connelly, Susie, d 
Conley, Vertice 
Conely, Wa lter, d 
Conn, Jess ie, ab 
Cook, Grace, ad 
Cook, Herschell, d 
Cooksey, Noranelle, d 
Cool, Herbert, d 
Copens, Helen, d 
Copher, Edna, c 
Cooper , .Mary Jane, e 
Cornett, John C., a 
Cornette, Roy, abce 
Cornwell, Edward, abc 
Cotterill, Dorothy, d 
Counts, Hubert, cd 
Cox, Floris, d 
Cox, Thelma, a:b 
Craft, Esta, e 
Craig, Frank, ad 
Crain, Nadene, d 
Crance, Mildred, a 
Crawford, Beulah, ab 
Crawford, Ellza;beth, e 
Crawford, Louise, d 
Craycraft, Sherman, cd 
Creech, Capitola, abed 
Creech, Irene, a 
Creech, Sadie, e 
Crisp, John L., b 
Cropper, Adena, a 
Dalton, Jessie, e 
Daniel, Edna, ad 
Daniel, Flora, a 
Daniel, Josephine, acd 
Darraugh, Cynthia, a 
Davis, Elizabeth, d 
Davis, Evelyn, a 
Davis, Hazel, ab 
Davis, Katherine a 
Day, Anna, ab 
Dean, Inez, d 
Dean, Irene, a 
DeBord, John, e 
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DeHart, Margaret, ctl Freshman Grayson 
DeLong, Lillie, d Freshman Maysville 
Derl"ickson, Elise, b Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Dickerson, Ruth, a Sophomore Van Lear 
Dillon, Goldia, d Freshman Moreheaa 
Dillon, Vernon, d Freshman Morehead 
Donahue, Lila, a Sophomore Owingsville 
( Dorsey, Bruce, cd Sophomore Flemingsburg 
Douglas, Mahala, ab Junior Levee 
Downing, Kathleen, d Special Morehead 
Duley, Amelia, a Senior Morehead 
Dupuy, Agnes, d Freshman Argentum 
Dye, Elizabeth, a Freshman Flemingsburg 
Eastham, Lou, ab Freshman Cannonsburg 
Elkins, Albert, a Sophomore Stillwater 
Ellenburg, Virgin ia, d Sophomore Rush 
Ellis, Peach, a Sophomore Cogswell 
Emmons, Beulah, a Freshman Tollesboro 
Emmons, Marie, a Freshman Tollesboro 
Esham, Elwood, abed Sophomore Kinniconick 
Esham, Nellie, a Freshman Kinniconick 
Evans, E ldon, ab Freshman :Morehead 
Evans, Henry, cd Sophomore Blaine 
Evans, 'Norma, e Freshman Lexington 
Fannin, Mae, b Special West Liberty 
Fannin, Wallace, d Freshman Morehead 
Fetterly, Earl, d Freshman Paintsville 
Fetterly, Ethel, d Freshman Ivyton 
Fielding, Julia, a!b Sophomore Lawton 
Fisher, ::'llellie, d Freshman Falcon 
File, Ethelberta, e Freshman Ribolt 
Fite, Florence, e Freshman Ribolt 
Flee nor, Hassle, d Freshman Woodstock 
Flinders, Katherine, d Freshman Vanceburg 
• Foley, Inez, eel Sophomore Owingsville 
Forbes, Bessie, a Sophomore Argillite 
Forbes, Susie, a Sophomore Argillite 
r Forrest, Lelia, e Sophomore Soldier 
Fraley, Lawrence, cd Freshman Hitchins 
Francis, Rose, a Sophomore Ashland 
Francis, Sabina, a Sophomore Whitesburg 
Frazier, Ella, e Freshman Paintsville 
Frazier, Ercel, c Sophomore Whiteslburg 
Friend, Kathryn, cd Freshman Lexington 
Frisby, D. G., ab Junior Cumberland 
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Fugate, Damon, e 
Gaffin, Fisher, bd 
Garner , :\1ildred, cd 
Garrett, :\ia ry, e 
Gastineau, Minnie, ad 
C eorge, Elsie, a 
Gilbert, Virginia, cd 
Gillam, James, d 
Glass, Vena, ab 
Glenn, Byrl, e 
Glore, Marie, d 
Goebel, Geneva, d 
Goff, Elizabeth, ab 
Goodwin, Amy, ab 
Goodwin, Helen, b 
Gray, John, d 
Gray, Lucille, e 
Gray, Mary, e 
Green, !Lucy, d 
Griswold, Ernest, rubcd 
Gudgell, Gladys, cd 
Gullett, Berenice, abd 
Gulley, Elsie, ad 
Guy, Florence, a 
Hackney, Mabel, ad 
Haggan, :\1rs. H. C., rubcd 
Haggans, J . J ., d 
H all, F lorence, d 
Hall, Lenore, a 
Hamilton, Virginia, abd 
Hammond, Bonnie, e 
Hammonds, Chyle, d 
Hardin, Lucllle, ab 
Harper , Martha, a 
Harris, Bernice, d 
Harris, Elizabeth, ae 
Harris, Graham, a 
Harris, John, c 
Harris, Ruie, e.be 
Harrison, Helen, e 
Harrison, Wayne, <l 
Hartley, Mrs. Effie, aiJ 
Hatfield, Trienzi, a 
Horsley, Hannah Mae, e 
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Haws, Gladys, a F r eshman Louisa 
Haynes, Herber t, a Sophomore Whitesburg 
r Haynes, :\Irs. H el'bert, ab Fr·eshrnan Whitesburg 
Hedrick, Naomi, cd Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Heflin, Geneva, cd Freshma n Winchester 
Heidler, Anna, ab Junior Morehead 
r He izer, Pearl, cd Freshman F renchburg 
Henry, Mrs. Cla ra, a So'Phomore Greenup 
Henry, :Myrtle, d Freshman Index 
Henry, Orene, ad Freshman Salyersville 
Hickma n, Berenice, rub Sophomore Louisa 
Hillma n, Ger trude, cl Freshman S ilvan 
Hobson, Doris, a Freshman Ner o 
H obson, Evelyn, d Fr<•shmau Auxier 
Hogge, Buell , d Fl'c·shman More head 
Hogge, Ernest, eel Junir,r Morehead 
Hogge, Glenmore, d Freshman Crans ton 
Holbrook, Allie, abed Scphomore Morehead 
Holbrook, Andrew, a Fre:shman Soathdown 
Holbrook, Dana, b Sophomore Fullerton 
Holbrook, Mrs. J. K., a Freshman Paintsville 
Holbrook, Lloyd, eel Sophomore F ullerton 
Holbrook, Marie, a Senior Morehead 
Holbrook, Olive, d Freshman York 
Holbrook, Price, ad Freshman Salyersville 
Holbrook, Roy, ab Sophomore Morehead 
H ood, :\irs . Claude, a Freshman Soldier 
Howard, Daisy, ab Freshman Tannery 
Howard, E lsie, a b Freshman Tannet·y 
Howard, Helene, d Fr·eshman Kinniconick 
How-ard, Orville, e Special More head 
Howard, Thehnan, ab Freshman Tannery 
Howes, Bessie, abel Freshman Salt Lick 
l Hudgins, Betty, ad Junior \Morehead 
Hudgins, Ellen, ae Junior Morehead 
H uffman, Vivian, cd Freshman Russell 
f 
Hughes, Ailene, d F reshman Pomeroyton 
Hughes, John, a Freshman Barbourville 
Hughes, Mrs. Nevada, d Freshman Pomeroy ton 
Hunt, Grace, a Sophomore Ashland 
Hunt, Louise, d Freshman Morehead 
Hunt, Roxie, d F reshman Yale 
Hunter, McKinley, ab Freshman Betsy Lane 
Hurt, Mrs. Leora, eel Junior Morehead 
Hurt, Mary, acd Sophomore Morehead 
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J acobs, Clara, d 
Jacobs, Mary, cd 
James, Mrs. I. C., ab 
J a mes, Mrs., T . A., a 
Jayne, W. W. , ab 
Jesse, Iva, d 
Johns, Louise, d 
J ohnson, Cora, ab 
J ohnson, Della, e 
Johnson, J. :u., d 
J ohnson, 1\Jary, a 
Johnson, Mary M., a 
Johnson, Stanley, a 
Johnson, i\frs. Stanley, a 
J<:nes, Beulah, d 
Jones, F lossie, ab 
J ones, Kathryn, b 
J ones, Lucille, d 
J ones, Mae, e 
Jones, •Mignon, e 
Jones, Nannle, b 
Jones, Nelson, cd 
Jones, Vessie, d 
Jones, Virginia, ac 
Jonson, Selma, ab 
Joyner, Howard, d 
Kash, Lula, a 
Kaut, Ruth, e 
Kauth, Thelma, ae 
Keffer, Alene, e 
Kegley, Hattie, ae 
Kendall, Ardith, d 
Kennon, Anna, a 
Kenyon , Helen, a 
Kerns, Georgia, a 
Kershner, Gordon, cd 
Kin ney, :\irs. Ethel, e 
Kirk, Mary, ab 
Kiser, Charles, e 
Kiser, 1\1rs. Faye, ab 
Kiser, man!ord , a 
Kiser, Willis, ad 
Klein, Mrs. Flora, a 
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Lancaster, Dorcas, a Special Sadlevllle 
Landsdale, Mary, e Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Lathram, Dorothy, b Freshman F lemingsburg 
l Lathram, Margaret, ab Junior Flemingsburg 
Laughlin, F rank, rube Senior Mt. Sterling 
Lawson, Robert, abed Sophomore :\liddletown, Ohio 
Leedy, Ylary, abe Sophomore Gimlet 
r LeMaster , Atha, cl Freshman Lindberg h 
Lester, Margueri te, a Sophomore Owlngsvllle 
L ewis, Clyde, d Senior Wrigley 
'Lewis, lsa Nell, eel Sophomor e ·wrigley 
Lewis, J ack. cd Freshman Morehead 
Log-an, George, ab Freshman Tygart Valley 
Long, Callie Wyatt, e Junior E lkatawa 
Lowe, Irvin, bd Sophomore Pikeville 
Lycan, Edith, a Sophomore Russell 
Maggard, James, cd Freshman Ashland 
Markland, M. V., d Special Salt IT...i o.k 
Martin, Anna, c1 Freshman Morehead 
Martin, Bessie, a Freshman Maysville 
Martin, Charlie, cd Freshman E aster n 
Martin, Gail , d lt'reshman Hueysville 
Martin, William Taf.t, d Freshman Warnock 
Mason, Hazel, cd Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Mas tin, Josephine, Special 1Landis 
Mathis, Reba, d Freshman West Liberty 
'Mau.k, Veester, e Freshman Morehead 
1:\fay, Rober t, d Freshman Salyersville 
McCarty, Nettie, ab Sophomore Ewing 
McClain, Selma, eel Freshm-an West Liberty 
McClure, Maurine, cd Freshman Sellars 
:\1cClurg, Drinda, d Sophomore :Morehead 
McConnell, Kath leen, d F reshman Hllls'boro 
McDavid, Emma, d Freshma n San silk 
t McGlone, Farris, e Junior Rooney 
McGlothin, Joh n, a b Sophomore Ashland 
McGuire, Hattie, a bc Senior Morehead 
Mcintosh, E lsie, d Freshman Stanton 
Mci ntosh, Orpha, e Sophomore T ypo 
McKee, Dorothy, ab Sophomore Riverton 
McKenzie, Neva, ad Sophomore Manila 
McKenzie, Ray, d Freshman Flat Gap 
McKinney, E lizabeth, c Fresh ma n Morehead 
Mc Kinney, Joseph, c Freshman More head 
McNa;bd>, Edgar , eel Sophomore Jeffersonville 
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McNab'b, J. B., d 
Meade, Genoa, d 
Meade, Ruth, a 
Meadows, Frank, cd 
Meadows, ?\fary, abce 
Mefford, l\lattie, abed 
Messer , Marie, d 
Miller, 1ary Sue, accl 
Minton, John, eel 
Mitchell, Edna, a 
Mitchell, Eunice, ae 
Mobley, Edith, ab 
Mobley, Geraldine, a 
Molen, Nell, ad 
Moore, Charles, cl 
Moore, Edna, a 
Moore, Erma, cd 
!Moore, Ethel, a 
Moore, George, ad 
Moore, Gwenclloine, a 
Moore, :\1ary, cl 
Morgan, Leonard, a 
Morgan, Myrtle, ad 
Morris, Arthur, d 
Morris, Mrs. David, cl 
Morris, K. B., a 
Morris, Ora, cl 
Muncy, Dixie, ae 
Muncy, Hayes, ab 
:Murphy, Virginia, d 
Murray, Mrs. C., b 
Muse, Alice, a 
Musser, Anna, a 
Newsome, P61!.rl, a 
Nickell, David, abed 
Nickell, John, ad 
Nickell, Nelle, a 
Noble, Hujas, a 
Norris, Malcolm, eel 
Osborne, Lucretia, d 
Oaks, Eli::aiJPth, e 
Oaks, Pearline, ae 
O'Brien, William, ab 
Oldham, Anna, e 
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Oney, Dollie, c Freshman Wurtland 
Oney, Hazel, rub Sophomore Raceland 
Owens, C. M., a Junior Sublett 
1 Owens, Mrs. C. M., cd Freshman Royalton 
Owings, Florence, d Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Pack, ;\1rs. A T., d Freshman Paintsville 
r Patrick, Hazel, ad Sophomore Salyersville Patrick, Lucy, ab Freshman Salyersville 
Patrick, :\lildred, ab Freshman Salyersville 
Patton, Celia, a Freshman Cannonsburg 
Patton, J<Jthel, b Sophomore Soldier 
Patton, Hattie, c Freshman Cannonsburg 
Patton, Verna, ad Freshman Ashland 
Patton, Ward, e Freshman Louisa 
Patton, \Villiam, ad Freshman Louisa 
Penni baker, Willi a, e Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Pennington, Bessie, e Freshman Oldtown 
P ennington, James, be Freshman Webbville 
Perry, T. R., cd Freshman Morehead 
Peters, T. R., b F reshman Catlettsburg 
Pettit, Inez, d Freshman Haldeman 
Peyton, Mae, d Freshman DeHart 
Pieratt, Ada, d Sophomore Frenchburg 
Pope, Elizabeth, a Freshman Catlettsburg 
Porter, Blanche, ao Freshman Grayson 
Porter , Julia, eel Sophomore Ashland 
Porter, Madge, abe Sophomore Morehead 
Porter, Mrs. 1\faude, e Special -Grayson 
Powers, Ruth, ab Junior Owingsville 
Powers, Emma, cd Jun ior M<>rehead 
Powers, Ivetta, d Freshman Owingsville 
Powers, J. H., a Freshman Morehead 
Powers, Lottie, ab Sophomore Morehead 
Powers, ~orma, a Junior Morehead 
Preston, 1\Iyrtle, c Freahman Paintsville 
Price, Frances, ae Freshman New Castle 
Prichard, Henry, cd Junior Morehead 
Prichard, Wanda, d Freshman Ashland 
Prince, J . W., a Junior Ashland 
Proctor, Mrs. Edith, d Freshman Morehead 
Queen, Ethel, d Freshman McVeigh 
Queen, George, acd Freshman Queen 
Queen, Helene, d Sophomore Queen 
Quisenberry, Edna, cd Freshman Owlngsvllle 
Raike, Nellie, e Sophomore Greenup 
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Rawlings, Frances, a Freshman Sunrise 
Rawlings, Harry, a Freshman Heidel1bm·g 
Rayburn, Cleo, a e Freshman Morehead 
Rece, Mabel, a Sophomore Russell 
Redwine, Ina, a Sophomore Faye 
Redwine, :\1eta , a Sophomo•·e Faye 
Reed, Rebecca, d Freshman Falcon I 
Reed, ' Vilma, d Freshman Bethel 
.. 
Reeves, Clifford, d Freshman Denton 
Reeves, Will!am, d Freshman Denton 
Reid, Bedford, b Junior Mt. Sterl!ng 
Reid, Sally, a Sophomore Mt Sterling 
Reid, Tressie, a Freshman Salyersville 
Relaford, ::-Jina, Bell Freshman Grayson 
Rex, Ernestine, e Fresl1man Zion Stallon 
Rice, Elizabeth, c Freshman Olive Hill 
Rice, Haden, ab Freshman Sitka 
Rice, H arvalee, a Freshman Paintsville 
Richardson, Julia , a Ft·eshman M't. ~sterling 
Riddell, Alma, ad Sophomore Owingsville 
Riddle, Aus tin , cd J unior Morehead 
Ridgeway, J ohn, a Junior Morehead 
Riggles, Isa May, d Freshman Kitts Hill, Ohio 
Rober ts, Ada m, d Freshman Robinson 
Roberts, l\lima •Lee, d Freshman Morehead 
Roberts, Olive, e Sophomore Morehead 
Roberts, Virg inia, e Freshman Martin 
Rober tson, :\iadeline, a Sophomore Russell 
Robin son, Bess, a Sophomore Mt. Sterling 
Robinson, Clara, a Junior Grayson 
Roe, Lorenzo, b J unior Beechy 
Rogers, Emory, e Junior Stanton 
Rogers, Letha, e Freshman Counts Cross Roads 
Rogers, Lucille, e Freshman Stanton 
Rogers, Ruth, d F reshman Stanton 
Rose, Daisy, d Sophomore Ezel 
Rose, Ella, d Freshman Wurtland 
Roseberry, Clara, d Freshman Grayson 
Rouse, Lucille, ab Freshman Cheap 
Rucker , Hazel, a Sophomore Hitchins 
Runyon, Eunice, abc Freshman McVeigh 
Runyon, Phrons ie, cd Freshman Pinson Fork 
Sagraves, Olive, a Sophomore Olive Hill 
Salye t·, M-ar y, ab Sophomore Paintsville 
Salyer, Opal, cd Freshma n Bra dley 
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Sammons, Opal, e Freshman Raceland 
Sammons , :\Iary, ae Sophomore H itchins 
Sample, William, a Junior Hazel Green 
"J Satterfie ld , Olivia, e Special Owingsville 
Scott, Edna, ab Freshman Olive Hill 
Scott, George, cd Freshman Carlisle 
r Scott, Hazel, b F reshman Cannonsburg Scroggins, William, b Junior Olive Hill 
Sears, Dorothy, cd Sophomore Sharpsburg 
Senter, Cora, d Freshman Hellie r 
Sevier . \Vanell, ab Freshma n Harrodsburg 
Sexton, Ella , a F•·eshma n Ashland 
Shannon, Blanche, e Freshman Louisa 
Shelton, Geneva, abed Fres hman Ashland 
Short, Anna, d Freshman Catlettsburg 
Sh01 t, Gladys, d Freshman Bona nza 
Shrout, 1\'ladge, d Sophomore Owingsville 
Silvey. Ollie, d Freshman Vanceburg 
Skaggs, Anna, d F•·eshman Neon 
Skaggs, lllattie, ad Freshman Lenox 
Skaggs, Sena, cd Freshman Clearfield 
Slageter, Carrie, ab Freshman Hinton 
S later, Gladys, ab Freshman Raceland 
Smith, Bertice, cd Freshman Greenup 
Smith, Howard, e Junior Salt Lick 
Smith, Lizzie, a b Freshman Martin 
Smooth, Ethel, a Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Snedegar, Ai leen, a Sophomore Owingsville 
Snedgar, Gladys, a bed Freshman Owingsville 
Snedgar, Ma ry W ., d Freshman Owingsville 
Snedgar, Virgiline, e Freshman Winchester 
Snowden, i\Iaude, cd Freshman Winchester 
Sorrell , Badger, d Freshman Sharpsburg 
Souers, Audrey, d Freshman Fre nclliburg 
Sparks, Gertrude, a Sophomore Ashland 
Sparks, Lorene, abd Part Time Morehead 
Sparks, Sarah, a b Sophomore Rice 
Spradling, Elza, d Freshman Ezel 
Sta fford , Madge, a Freshman Paintsville 
Stallard, William, a Sophomore Ermine 
Stamper , Willie, cd Freshman Haldeman 
Stanfield, Kelley, ce Sophomore Cowan 
Stapleton, Kathleen, d Freshman Manila 
Staton, Eula, d Freshman Ashland 
Steele, Laura, d Senior Grayson 
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Steele, Leano, ad 
Steele, Lillian, a 
Stephens , Carroll, d 
Stephens, Ella, d 
Stephens, Rosco, e 
Stewart, Margaret, acd 
Stewart, l\lary, d 
Stewart, Robert, c 
Stewart, Ruth, d 
Stricklin, Raymond, d 
Stricl<lin, Vonetla, e 
Sturgill, rora, a 
Sturgill, S. M., ab 
Sullivan, Ella, c 
Sutton, John, a 
Swetnam, W. W., ab 
Swinney, Ethel c, 
Swinney, Ruth, d 
Sword, Robert, d 
Tabor, Opal, ab 
Tackett, ~Irs. Burns, ad 
Tackett, :\1rs. Fronsie, d 
Tackett, Ola, a 
Tanner, Laura, ab 
Tapp, Myrtle, d 
'l' app, Stella, a 
Taylor, Cleo, e 
Thacker, Chalma, cd 
Thacker, Wille, a 
Thompson, Arnold, c 
Thompson, Helen, cd 
Thompson, Ruth, cd 
Thompson, Virginia, ab 
Thornbeny, Emma, d 
Tierney, Margaret, d 
Tii>ton, Loula, d 
Tolliver, Carrie, a 
Tolliver, Verna, e 
Trimble, Victoria, a 
Triplett, Ella, d 
TrLplett, Lawrence, d 
Triplett, Norsie, d 
Tucker, Olan, d 
Turman, Mrs. L., a 
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Turnipseed, C. E., 1111J .Senior Tollesboro 
Umstattd, Lillian, e Sophomore Elizavllle 
VanHorn, Anna, acd Sophomore Adeline 
l Vaughan, Nolan, d Sophomore Riceville 
Vencill, Edith, d Sophomore Haldeman 
Vincent, Rutb, ce Freshman HitcJlins 
r Vinson, 1\Iaurine, cd Sophomore Ewing 
Virgin, Clotine, ab F1~1::hman Greenup 
Virgin, Fay, ab Junior Greenup 
Walker, Maurine, ab Junior Morehead 
Waltz, l\Iildred, cd Freshman Morehead 
Ward, Hannah, a Freshman Paintsville 
Ward, Laura, d Freshman Paintsvllle 
Ward, Vera, a Freshman Paintsville 
Warner, Mary Lillian, c Freshman Owingsville 
Warnock, Helen, ab Sophomore Fullerton 
Warnock, Irene, a Freshman Warnock 
Watson, Laura, ab Sophomore Mt. Sterling 
Watson, J.ucllle, a Freshman Ewing 
Watson, Thelma, a Freshman Ewing 
\Velbb, Anna, c Freshman Pinson Fork 
Webb, Thelma Freshman Louisa 
Welch, Bessie, d Freshman Salt Lick 
Welch, Cecil, d Freshman Rosslyn 
Welch, Reola, d Freshman !Rosslyn 
Wells, Esta, ab Sophomore Dewey 
Wells, Imogene, a Freshman Landis 
Wells, Mary, a Freshman Gray Branch 
Wells, Mary, a Freshman Boones CaiiliP 
Wells, Sarah, ab Freshman 'Paintsville 
West, Bessie, abce Sophomore Levee 
White, Ernest, cd Sophomore Stephens 
'White, Leslie, e Freshman Indian Run 
I White, Myrtle, a Freshman Green 
Williams, Anna, d Freshman Mt. Sterling 
Williams Beulah, cd Sophomore Morehead 
Williams, Glenna, alb Freshman Olive Hill 
' Williamson, Dixie, d Freshman Tomahaw\k Williamson, Lillian, cd Freshman J:nez 
Williams, Mrs. Mayme, a Junior Russell 
Wills, Iona, d Freshman Salt Lick 
Wilson, Mrs. Dail, a Sophomore Greenup 
Wilson, Garland, e Freshman Louisa 
Wilson, Mrs. Garland, e Special Louisa 
Wilson, 'Mrs. Madison, e Freshman Morehead 
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\Vilson, Mary Jo., ab Senior Morehead 
Wilson, Mary Opal, e Freshman Olive Hill 
Wilson, Nola, d Freshman Louisa 
J Wilson, Orpha, a Freshman Typo 
Wilson, Mrs. Rollie, ae Sophomore Owingsville 
Winters, Opal, cd Freshman Raceland 
Womack, Harriett, a Sophomore Greenup 
'\Vomack, Lucy, ae Sophomore Hopewell 
Woods, Mrs. Etta, a Freshman Ashland 
Woods, Jessie, b Freshman Ashland 
Woodward, James, cd Freshman Nicholasville 
Wooton, Oakley, cd Freshman Buckhorn 
Wray, Barbara, d Freshman Louisa 
Wright, Eugene, d Freshman Morehead 
1oak, Paul, ab Freshman Russell 
Young, Helen Virginia, ad Freshman Ashland 
I 
' 
